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Preface  
Knight  Realms  opened  in  April  of  1998.  For  two  decades,  the  game  has  grown  and  evolved                 
under  the  direction  of  its  valued  and  caring  players.  In  the  past,  there  have  been  both  major  and                   
minor  changes  and  updates  to  the  system,  but  not  until  now  was  I  ready  to  embrace  such  a                   
comprehensive  and  complete  overhaul  of  the  system  –  even  to  its  core  engine.  Every  member  of                 
our  past  rules  teams  has  served  our  community  well,  always  working  hard  for  the  single  and                 
selfless  goal  of  wanting  to  bring  you,  the  players,  a  better  experience.  Our  newest  team  has                 
shared  in  this  same  noble  vision  and  has  worked  closely  with  me  for  over  two  years  to  bring  to                    
you  a  product  that  I  truly  feel  is  worthy  of  being  our  ruleset  for  the  twentieth  anniversary  of                   
Knight  Realms.  We  hope  you  enjoy  the  fruits  of  this  labor  and  we  look  forward  to  living  out                   
countless   adventures   with   you   for   years   to   come!  

-   James   C.   Kimball,   Owner   and   Director   

–––  
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C HAPTER   I:    C HARACTERS  
As  stray  beams  of  sunlight  filter  through  the  dusty  windows  of  your  room,  you  awaken  to  the                  
enticing  scent  of  frying  meat  wafting  upstairs  from  the  inn’s  kitchen.  With  a  reluctant  stretch  and                 
a  rumble  from  your  stomach,  you  climb  out  of  bed  and  collect  yourself.  As  you  tie  the  laces  of                    
your  boots  and  turn  the  cuffs  of  your  sleeves,  you  look  around  to  your  comrades;  they,  too,  are                   
readying  themselves  for  whatever  the  day  may  bring.  You  don  your  armor  and  tighten  your  belt.                 
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Pouch  full  of  coins,  satchel  stocked  with  potions,  and  knives  newly  sharpened,  you  open  the  door                 
to   face   the   day,   your   party   close   behind   you.   Today   is   a   day   for   adventure,   after   all!  

——  

Creating   a   Character  
The  first  step  to  joining  the  adventure  in  the  world  of  Arawyn  is  creating  a character .  While  a                   
character  may  appear  to  be  nothing  more  than  a  list  of  game  mechanics  on  paper  –  Knight                  
Realms  uses character  cards  (sometimes  called cards or character  sheets )  to  track  character              
information,  skills,  and  statistics  –  in  reality,  a  character  is  so  much  more.  Beyond  being  the                 
vessel  through  which  a  player  can  experience  the  game,  a  character  is  a  unique  product  of  the                  
player’s  imagination  and  design,  the  protagonist  of  their  own  story  in  which  the  player  can                
immerse   themself.  

● Think   about   the   kind   of   character   you   would   be   excited   to   play.  
○ Are  they  a  boisterous  soldier,  a  clever  tactician,  or  a  level-headed  wizard?  Knight              

Realms   is   a   game,   so   play   a   character   that   will   lead   to   the   most   fun!  
○ Remember  that  a  character  can  always  grow  and  change,  but  if  you  become              

dissatisfied,  you  can  always rewrite  (p.  4)  or retire  (p.  203)  your  character  into  a                
new   one.  

After  designing  a  concept,  follow  the  rest  of  this  section  to  bring  a  character  to  life  within  the                   
world   of   Arawyn.  

Choose   a   Background  
Every  character  has  a  different  life  experience,  including  those  who  hail  from  the  same               
kingdoms.  When  creating  a  character,  decide  where  they  come  from  and  who  they  are.  These                
choices   will   guide   you   to   creating   a   custom    background    (p.   5)   in   the   next   section.  

Choose   a   Class  
After  creating  a  background,  the  next  step  in  character  creation  is  to  choose  a class .  Knight                 
Realms  offers  an  assortment  of  playable  character  classes  that  can  be  divided  into  four               
archetypes : warrior , caster , rogue ,  and support .  Each  archetype  contains  more  specialized            
classes;   though   some   may   share   skills,   each   has   its   own   individual   role   in   the   game   world.  

Finishing   Touches  
A  well-rounded  character  has  more  depth  than  their  background  and  class.  The  basics  to  make  a                 
character  feel  real  are  described  here,  but  players  are  always  encouraged  to  add  more.  Ties,                
character   flaws,   ideals,   and   goals   are   all   things   to   consider.  

● What   is   your   character’s   history?  
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○ Every  character  should  have  a  brief  backstory  describing  where  they  come  from             
and   what   their   motivations   are.  

○ You  can  submit  your  character’s  history  online  for  approval  at  any  time,  but  until               
it   is   approved,   you   should   not   act   on   information   about   the   character’s   past.  

○ If  a  character  has  an  approved  history  on  file,  storytellers  may  access  the              
information   and   use   it   to   run   personal   content   for   the   character.  

● Is   your   character   religious?  
○ There  are  many  deities  revered  by  different  cultures  across  the  world.  Check  your              

game’s   website   to   learn   about   religion   in   your   setting.  
○ To  become  devoted  to  a  specific  higher  power  rather  than  a  pantheon,  the              

character   must   purchase   the    Devotion    skill   and   gains   the   associated    alignment .  

● What   is   your   character’s   name?  
○ While  different  cultures  may  have  different  naming  conventions,  most  have  a  first             

and   last   name.   Some   characters   might   use   an   alias   instead   of   their   given   name.  
○ Character  names  should  not  be  borrowed  from  well-known  media;  if  a  character’s             

name  is  easily  recognized,  the  Director  reserves  the  right  to  ask  a  player  to  change                
it.  

Character   Advancement  
As  a  character  grows  in  experience  and  as  a  hero,  their  potential  for  learning  increases.  This                 
potential  is  represented  as build points,  a  measure  of  how  much  training  a  character  can  go                 
through   to   increase   their   power.  

This  section  describes  how  to  create  your  character  and  advance  them  past  level  1  as  they  grow                  
as   an   adventurer.   Information   on   earning    build    can   be   found   on   your   game’s   website.  

● After  earning  10  additional build ,  the  character  progresses  to  level  2.  Each  level  requires               
the   character   to   earn   1   more    build    than   the   previous   level.  

○ For  example,  the  character  achieves  level  3  after  earning  11 build at  level  2,  and                
level   4   after   12    build    at   level   3.  

○ Only    build    spent   on   skills   is   counted   towards   the   character’s   level.  

Learning   and   Retraining   Skills  
All  characters  begin  at  level  1  with  50  points  of build to  spend  on  skills,  which  can  be  purchased                    
from classes (p.  18)  or  the Common  list (p.  24).  Each  class’s  page  lists  the  skills  available  to                   
them   with   their   mechanics   and    build    costs.  

● If  your  character  is  starting  at  a  level  higher  than  1,  whether  from  retirement  or  other                 
means,  you  may  spend  no  more  than  half  of  their build points,  to  a  maximum  of  430                  
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(level  20).  A  character  may  always  spend  up  to  50 build on  their  initial  skills,  regardless                 
of   their   starting    build    total.  

Prior  to  your  character’s  first  time  in  play,  you  may  spend  their  starting build on  skills.  Past  that,                   
they   must   be   learned   in-game   from   another   character   who   possesses   the   skill.  

● Learning  a  skill  takes  5  minutes.  The  teacher  should  sign  off  the  lesson  on  the  student’s                 
character   card.  

● Once  a  character  has  learned  a  skill,  they  may  purchase  additional  uses  (if  applicable).               
The    build    cost   of   skills   increases   with   every   purchase   (p.   20).  

● A  character  may  learn  up  to  50 build worth  of  skills  per  event.  If  the  cost  of  their  skills                    
has   increased   past   that   point,   they   may   learn   up   to   two,   regardless   of   cost.  

If   you   are   dissatisfied   with   your   character’s   skills,   you   may    retrain    them.  

● You  may  remove  up  to  two  skills  or  classes  per  event.  The build  cost  is  instantly                 
refunded   and   may   be   spent   during   the   same   event.  

● You  may  not  remove  any  skills  or  classes  which  would  cause  you  to  lack  a  prerequisite,                 
or   in   the   case   of   classes,   which   would   cause   your   character   to   have   a   negative    build    total.  

● Within  the  first  six  months  of  playing  a  character,  you  may  fully  rewrite  their  character                
card.   After   six   months,   to   change   the   character   entirely,   you   must    retire    (p.   203).  

All  characters  have  a body  point total,  which  represents  how  much  damage  they  can  take  before                 
becoming INCAPACITATED  (p.  193),  as  well  as  an armor  point cap,  which  represents  how  many                
body   points    they   may   gain   from   wearing    armor    (p.   182).  

● Learning  a  class  grants  the  character  a  set  amount  of body  points  based  on  its  archetype                 
and   increases   their    armor   point    cap   by   an   equal   amount.  

● Every   character   has   15   base    body   points    in   addition   to   the   points   granted   by   their   class.  
○ For  example,  a  character  with  one  caster  class  has  15  base body and  5 body from                 

their  class,  bringing  their  maximum body  point  total  and armor  point  cap  each              
to   20.  
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B ACKGROUNDS  
With  a  long  day  of  adventuring  ahead  of  you,  your  party  decides  to  enjoy  a  meal  together  before                   
setting  out.  As  they  lay  claim  to  a  table  in  the  inn  and  order  a  round  of  drinks,  you  take  a  moment                       
to  admire  your  friends  and  the  motley,  but  closely-knit,  band  you’ve  become.  Your  closest  friend                
hails  from  Quinaria,  a  kingdom  where  learning  magic  is  as  critical  to  the  people  as  learning  to                  
walk;  one  comrade  comes  from  a  life  of  travelling  the  deserts,  a  Namierra  tired  of  trying  to  fit  in                    
among  the  humans  of  the  sands;  your  third  ally  –  a  troublemaker,  indeed,  but  a  dear  friend                  
nonetheless  –  comes  straight  from  the  ports  of  Coast  Haven,  always  knowing  where  to  find  a                 
good   mug   of   ale   and   some   kind   of   excitement.  

You  gaze  around  the  room  as  your  meal  arrives  at  the  table,  silently  wondering  what  dreams  or                  
nightmares  led  the  other  patrons  to  come  to  this  town.  The  inn  is  full  of  people  from  a  vast                    
variety   of   cultures   whose   stories   you’d   love   to   hear,   if   only   you   had   the   time.  

——  

The  world  is  an  expansive  and  diverse  place.  It  includes  many  different  creatures  and  many                
different   cultures.   When   you   create   your   character,   you   must   decide   two   things.  

● What   type   of   creature   is   the   character?  
○ The  character’s  creature  type  determines  their  base  appearance  and  if  you  must             

wear   any   makeup   or   prosthetics   to   portray   them.  
○ There  are  no  hard-set  requirements  to  portray  any  type  of  creature,  but  guidelines              

for  the  standard  appearance  of  the  more  common  creatures  may  be  found  on  your               
game’s   website.  

○ The   character’s   creature   type   has   no   bearing   on   their   skills   or   statistics.  

● What   type   of   culture   influenced   the   character?  
○ The  character’s  culture  or  background  might  determine  suggestions  for  their           

wardrobe   and   personality.  
○ The   chosen   background   grants   the   character   related   skills.  

Once  you  answer  these  questions,  you  may  choose  two  different background  skills to  create  a                
custom  background  for  your  character.  Check  your  game’s  website  to  find  what  is  “average”  for                
different   creatures   in   your   world.   
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Background   Skills  

Choose   any   two    background   skills    when   creating   your   character.  

● The  categories  are  here  to  give  you  guidance  towards  choosing  background  skills  which              
fit   with   the   theme   of   your   character.  

● The  flavor  text  of  backgrounds  are  only  suggestions  for  roleplay;  you  are  free  to  choose                
any   you   wish   and   roleplay   them   however   you   would   like.  

History  
History    describes   a   character’s   past   occupation   or   lot   in   life.   Usually,   this   focuses   on   how   they  
were   raised   and   spent   their   early   years,   or   how   they   spent   their   early   adult   years.  

Aristocrat  
Born   with   a   silver   spoon   in   their   mouths,  
aristocrats   often   live   rich   and   opulent   lives.  
They   can   trace   their   family   line   through  
generations   of   wealth   and   stature,   a   prestige  
that   will   carry   throughout   the   ages.   

Skill:    Conciliate  

Erudite  
Constantly   yearning   for   more   to   learn   and  
experience,   the   erudite   person   has   an  
insatiable   appetite   for   worldly   knowledge.  
Late   nights   of   reading   take   a   lot   to   stay  
awake,   and   so   it   is   no   surprise   that   they  
would   have   just   the   right   thing   always   on  
hand   to   keep   them   going.  

Skill:    Mana   Infusion  

 
   

Loyalist  
For   King   and   Country,   for   hearth   and   home,  
for   the   bonds   of   kinship,   the   loyalist   wears  
their   dedication   proudly.   Their   display  
invigorates   them   in   any   challenge,   because   it  
is   no   longer   themself   who   they   fight   for,   but  
their   pride   in   where   they   come   from.  

Skill:    War   Paint  

Outcast  
Shunned   by   the   people   around   them,   the  
outcast   feels   like   they   never   truly   belong.   It  
is   an   isolating   life,   and   many   take   up  
adventuring   in   order   to   find   somewhere  
where   they   can   be   accepted   once   and   for   all.   

Skill:    Transfer   Essence  

Soldier  
Trained   to   fight,   the   soldier   is   most   at   home  
on   the   battlefield.   They   typically   start   as  
warriors   for   their   kingdom   or   as  
mercenaries.   If   they   take   up   adventuring,  
their   tactical   minds   are   valuable   for   any  
party.   

Skill:    Tactical   Strikes  
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Skill   Name  Background  Type  Description  

Conciliate  Aristocrat  Periodic  
Attack  
Social  

Choose   a   target   within   5   feet.   The   target   being   is  
CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against   the  
character   and   regard   them   with   no   suspicion.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   offensive   action  
against   the   target   or   after   5   minutes.  

Mana   Infusion  Erudite  Periodic  
Crafting  

On   use:     refresh    one   periodic   skill   and   restore   the  
character   to   their   maximum    body     point    total.  

To   craft   as   a    Consumable:     spend   5   minutes.  

Tactical  
Strikes  

Soldier  Periodic  
Utility  

Gain   +3    Damage   proficiencies    of   the   character’s  
choice   for   the   following   5   base   damage   attacks.  

Transfer  
Essence  

Outcast  Periodic  
Reaction  

When   targeted   by   an   attack:    the   character   may  
defend   the   attack   as   if   it   were   either   melee   or  
ranged,   regardless   of   the   source.  

War   Paint  Loyalist  Periodic  
Crafting  
Augment  

On   use:    gain   +1    damage   proficiency    of   the  
character’s   choice,   counting   as   their   damage  
augment   cap.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   completes   a    Rest    or  
after   1   hour.  

To   craft   as   a    Consumable:     spend   5   minutes.  
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Lineage  
Lineage  describes  forces  beyond  the  character’s  control  that  have  made  them  the  way  they  are                
based  on  the  circumstances  of  their  birth.  Those  with  an  unusual  lineage  are  usually  born  outside                 
of   mundane   civilized   society,   and   have   a   sort   of   alien   sense   of   what   might   be   regular   customs.  

Ancient  
Born   of   long-standing   and   powerful  
bloodlines,   heroes   of   ancient   lineage   have  
ancestry   traceable   to   the   old   and   powerful  
long-dead   denizens   of   the   world.   Many   of  
these   races   were   capable   of   flight   through  
some   manner   or   another,   and   those   who   can  
trace   their   lineage   back   to   these   creatures  
often   manifest   a   similar   power.  

Skill:    Levitate  

Bestial  
In   touch   with   their   inner   animal,   heroes   of   a  
bestial   nature   embrace   their   feral   blood.  
They   often   let   their   instincts   take   over,   as  
they   accomplish   their   mission   with   primal  
fervor.   

Skill:    Blood   Fury  

Blessed  
Fate   smiles   upon   those   of   a   blessed   lineage.  
Heroes   often   seek   to   uphold   the   tenets   and  
faith   of   the   being   that   graced   them   as   living  
examples   of   divine   will   given   form.  

Skill:    Hand   of   Fate  

  

Elemental  
Some   heroes   have   found   that   they   have   a  
heritage   tied   to   elemental   powers.   Often  
these   bloodlines   come   from   demons,   furies,  
elementals,   or   an   abundance   of   other  
creatures.   The   most   notable   feature   that  
seems   to   be   commonly   shared   is   their  
endurance   against   the   elemental   powers   of  
the   world   simply   because   of   their   innate  
power.  

Skill:    Elemental   Shield  

Natural  
Creatures   in   tune   with   the   primal   forces   of  
the   world   make   up   what   are   known   as   the  
natural   lineages.   Descended   from   those   who  
inhabit   the   unsettled   lands,   heroes   of   natural  
heritage   often   strive   to   protect   the   balance   of  
nature   and   the   natural   order   of   things.  

Skill:    Meld   with   Nature  

Supernatural  
Not   all   people   are   native   to   the   world,   or  
have   native   heritage.   Those   with   a  
supernatural   heritage   have   an   inherent   tie   to  
some   form   of   power   or   another,   and  
manifest   this   through   their   aura,   granting  
them   the   offensive   might   of   their   heritage.  

Skill:    Channel   Essence  
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Skill   Name  Background  Type  Description  

Blood   Fury  Bestial  Periodic  
Enhancement  

Instantly   deliver   a    Killing   Blow    and   gain   +1  
damage   proficiency    of   the   character’s   choice  
versus   the   next   target   they   attack.  

Channel  
Essence  

Supernatural  Passive  
 

Choose   a   damage   type   from   the   following   list:  
astral ,    divine ,    earth ,    fire ,    ice ,    lightning ,    magic ,  
necrotic ,    primal ,    silver ,    sonic ,   or    starlight .   All  
attacks   may   be   delivered   with   the   chosen   damage  
type.  

Elemental  
Shield  

Elemental  Periodic  
Defense  

Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   an   attack   which   deals  
earth ,     fire  ,     ice  ,   or     lightning     damage.  

Hand   of   Fate  Blessed  Periodic  
Healing  
Attack  

Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is   cured  
of   a    status    and   the   character   gains   a    Latent    use  
of   an   attack   which   inflicts   that    status ,   called   as  
Hand   of   Fate .  

Levitate  Ancient  Periodic  
Utility  

Movement  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   an   instance   of    Falling  
Damage .  

Or:     move   up   to   25   feet   up   or   down   through   the  
air.   The   character   may   return   to   their   starting  
position   as   long   as   the   skill   has   not   yet   been  
dispelled.   This   skill   is   represented   by   the  
character   holding   their   arms   straight   out   to   their  
sides.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves   from   their  
location   or   after   30   minutes.  

Meld   with  
Nature  

Natural  Periodic  
Healing  
Utility  

After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become  
CONCEALED    and    IMMUNE    versus   all   attacks   that  
do   not   have   the    Multi   Target    type.   The   character  
restores   ¼   of   their   maximum    body   points    per  
minute.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   becomes  
INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,   or    DEAD ,   or   after  
30   minutes.  
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Nature  
Nature  describes  a  character’s  behaviors  and  who  they  are,  whether  it  be  because  of  their                
upbringing  or  the  innate  essence  of  their  existence.  A  character’s  nature  is  the  core  of  who  they                  
are   and   often   represents   a   physical   aspect   of   themself.  

Adventurous  
Diverse   and   widespread,   heroes   of  
adventurous     nature   seek   to   explore.   These  
are   the   cultures   that   craft   legends   and   epic  
tales   to   tell   the   stories   of   their   heroes   –   for   if  
they   do   not   live   long   enough   to   bask   in   the  
world   they   create,   they   can   at   least   ensure  
their   deeds   are   never   forgotten.  

Skill:    Adventurer’s   Kit  

Athletic  
Those   with   an   athletic   nature   usually   come  
from   an   environment   where   they   needed   to  
move   quickly   or   from   a   home   where  
rigorous   training   has   kept   them   in   great  
shape.   The   athletic   person   has   likely   lived   a  
life   on   their   feet   and   in   near-constant  
motion.  

Skill:    Jump  

Enduring  
When   the   world   is   tough,   the   enduring  
person   persists   by   any   means.   Sometimes,  
this   means   eating   whatever   they   can   get  
their   hands   on,   or   having   to   push   through  
illness   without   care.   Go   through   enough   of  
this,   and   they   can   endure   even   the   most  
virulent   of   infections   and   poisonous  
concoctions.  

Skill:    Venin   Blood  

Hardy  
A   hardy   person   usually   comes   from   a   harsh  
environment.   It   wouldn’t   be   a   surprise   if  
they   have   broken   a   bone   or   two   more   than  
once   in   their   past.   After   a   while   though,   this  
kind   of   thing   builds   toughness,   and   the  
hardy   person   is   the   toughest   around,   able   to  
shrug   off   blows   that   would   surely   have  
broken   any   regular   person’s   bones.  

Skill:    Fortify  

Hospitable  
To   some,   hospitality   is   the   most   important  
quality   a   person   can   have   and   for   many   of  
those,   that   hospitality   comes   in   the   form   of  
food.   The   hospitable   person   is   always   ready  
to   cook   up   a   meal   or   whip   up   something   to  
feed   even   the   most   surprising   guests.  

Skill:    Bountiful   Feast  

Inventive  
Creative   and   ingenious,   heroes   of   an  
inventive   nature   tend   to   come   up   with   out   of  
the   box   solutions   for   even   the   most   daunting  
of   tasks.   For   them   there   is   no   such   thing   as  
impossible.   Everything   can   be   figured   out;   it  
just   requires   a   unique,   and   sometimes  
experimental,   approach.   

Skill:    Interchangeable   Parts  
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Skill   Name  Background  Type  Description  

Adventurer’s  
Kit  

Adventurous  Passive  The   character   may   invoke   an   additional  
equipment   ability    beyond   their   cap   from   a   piece  
of   equipment   they   are   wearing.  

Bountiful  
Feast  

Hospitable  Periodic  
Crafting  
Augment  

On   use:    gain   5   temporary    body     points .  

Additional:    For   every   additional   being   who   uses  
a    Bountiful   Feast    at   the   same   time   as   and   within  
10   feet   of   the   imbiber,   gain   an   additional   5  
temporary    body   points ,   stacking   up   to   20  
temporary    body   points .  

To   craft   as   a    Consumable:     spend   5   minutes.  

Fortify  Hardy  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the    BROKEN   LIMB    or    ENFEEBLED    effect  
of   an   attack   and   become    IMMUNE    to   the   defended  
status   for   30   seconds.  

Interchangeable  
Parts  

Inventive  Periodic  
Utility  

While   crafting   or   assisting   in   the   crafting   of   a  
Consumable    item:    create   one   extra    Consumable  
without   spending   a   component.  

Jump  Athletic  Periodic  
Utility  

Movement  

The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   25   feet   in   any  
direction.  

Venin   Blood  Enduring  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the    DISEASED    or    POISONED    effect   of   an  
attack   and   become    IMMUNE    to   the   defended  
status   for   30   seconds.  
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Origin  
Origin  describes  the  environment  in  which  the  character  was  raised  and  its  effect  on  their                
development.  No  matter  where  a  character  was  raised,  it  always  has  some  effect  on  how  they                 
grew  up  –  whether  physically  changing  them  or  just  giving  them  a  better  sense  of  that                 
environment.  

City   Dweller  
The  city  dweller  comes  from  a  place  of         
winding  streets  and  dizzying  alleyways.      
They  know  the  ins  and  outs  of  their  home          
like  the  back  of  their  hand,  but  once  they          
know  the  tricks  of  getting  around  one  city,         
it's  not  too  hard  to  find  the  good  hiding  spots           
when   things   get   dangerous   in   another.  

Skill:    Hide  

Forester  
Those   who   come   from   the   woodlands   tend  
to   be   quick   on   their   feet,   usually   from  
hunting   down   wild   game,   or   sometimes  
from   escaping   the   hunters.   Living   with   that  
kind   of   experience   makes   avoiding  
situations   that   can   stop   or   slow   them   down  
anywhere   else   a   much   easier   task.  

Skill:    Woodland   Stride  

Mariner  
Someone   who   spends   their   life   at   sea   often  
say   the   world   is   strange   when   the   ground  
isn’t   moving   beneath   them.   From   the   first  
day   on   a   ship,   they   learn   to   keep   excellent  
balance   and   such   a   feat   carries   over  
everywhere   they   go,   even   if   the   ground   isn’t  
trying   to   toss   them   overboard!  

Skill:    Sea   Legs  

  

Mountaineer  
Living   in   the   mountains   can   be   dangerous,  
from   jagged   tunnels   to   falling   rocks.   The  
mountaineer   experienced   all   the   pitfalls   and  
tough   lessons   the   hard   way.   Living   this   way  
toughens   them   up,   making   those   falling  
rocks   or   an   angry   fist   hurt   just   a   little   less.  

Skill:    Tough   Hide  

Nomad  
For  some  people,  home  is  where  their  feet         
are.  Nomads  travel  the  world,  never  in  one         
place  for  long.  The  adventurous  spirit  is        
innate  in  them,  and  each  place  they  visit         
adds  stories  and  memories  to  the  rich        
tapestry   of   their   lives.   

Skill:    Wanderlust  
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Skill   Name  Background  Type  Description  

Hide  City   Dweller  Periodic  
Reaction  

When   targeted   by   an   attack:    become  
CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,  
or   after   30   minutes.  

Sea   Legs  Mariner  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the    TRIPPED     or    DISPLACED    effect   of   an  
attack   and   become    IMMUNE    to   the   defended  
status   for   30   seconds.  

Tough   Hide  Mountaineer  Periodic  
Utility  

The   character   is    RESISTANT    to   the   following   5  
damaging   attacks   to   strike   them.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   completes   a    rest    or  
after   1   hour.  

Wanderlust  Nomad  Passive  While    resting :   the   character   may   move   between  
areas   without   interrupting   their    Rest .  

Woodland  
Stride  

Forester  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the    PINNED    or    SLOWED    effect   of   an   attack  
and   become    IMMUNE    to   the   defended   status   for  
30   seconds.  
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C HAPTER   II:    C LASSES   AND    S KILLS  
Throughout  your  years  of  adventuring  together,  you’ve  come  to  admire  your  friend,  a  studious               
elven  mage.  Though  your  stealth  and  agility  are  impressive  on  their  own,  there  is  something                
about  the  mysticism  of  magic  artes  that’s  always  intrigued  you.  After  some  contemplation,  you               
decide   to   ask   them   to   teach   you,   if   only   to   supplement   the   skills   you’ve   already   been   cultivating.  

With  a  wide  grin,  your  companion  struggles  to  contain  their  enthusiasm  at  the  prospect  of                
sharing  their  knowledge  with  you.  They  immediately  launch  into  an  animated  description  of              
spellcasting  theory,  complete  with  wild  hand  gestures,  as  they  scribe  illusory  runes  on  the  table                
between  the  two  of  you.  As  they  discuss  the  tomes  and  texts  you  will  be  reading  to  learn  the                    
history  of  magic,  you  realize  that  though  these  lessons  will  not  be  easy,  you  are  nonetheless                 
excited   to   begin.  

——  

From  the  dauntless  warrior  to  the  meticulous  blacksmith,  Arawyn  boasts  a  myriad  of  adventurers               
with  their  own  distinct  skill  sets.  Whether  they  choose  to  specialize  or  diversify  their  abilities,                
finding  two  heroes  with  identical  talents  is  a  rather  infrequent  thing.  If  you  are  not  yet  sure  of                   
your   character,   answering   these   questions   might   help   you   get   an   idea.  

● What  type  of  person  is  the  character?  Do  they  value  cunning  or  bravery?  Knowledge  or                
power?   Selfishness   or   selflessness?  

● What  is,  or  was,  their  profession?  Does  it  involve  martial  combat  or  stealth?  Mystical               
artes   or   mundane   fabrication   skills?  

● What  is  the  character’s  goal  in  this  chapter  of  their  life?  Do  they  seek  to  explore  and                  
learn,   to   vanquish   powerful   foes,   or   something   else?  

Having  direction  for  your  character’s  persona  is  the  first  step  towards  a  good  roleplaying               
experience.   The   second   step   is   to   find   a   niche   that   is   fun   for   you,   the   player,   to   play.  

● What   role   will   your   character   fill   in   a   typical   adventuring   party?  
○ If  you  like  to  fight  in  the  thick  of  combat  or  defend  your  party,  start  with  a                  

warrior    class.  
○ If   you   prefer   to   skirmish   and   strike   from   the   shadows,   start   with   a    rogue    class.  
○ If   you   like   to   cast   spells   to   harm   or   heal,   start   with   a    spellcaster    class.  
○ If  you  would  rather  support  your  party,  preparing  ahead  of  time  to  outfit  them  and                

yourself,   start   with   a    support    class.  
○ If  your  interests  align  with  more  than  one  of  these  roles,  consider  playing  a               

hybrid    class.   Otherwise,   choose   one   for   now   and   learn   another   later.  
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Once  you  choose  your  role,  or archetype ,  you  must  choose  a  specific  starting  class.  While  you                 
can  roleplay  any  base  class  however  you  wish,  different  classes’  skill  selections  lend  themselves               
well  to  different  styles  of  play  and  different  types  of  hero.  Suggestions  are  included  here  if  you                  
need   guidance.  

● If   you   prefer   defense   and   stamina   in   combat,   choose   one   of   these   classes:  
○ Cavalier,   Dragoon,   Acrobat,   Cleric,   Berserker,   Gladiator,   Thief  

● If   you   prefer   to   focus   on   dealing   the   most   damage,   choose   one   of   these   classes:  
○ Shaman,  Hexer,  Assassin,  Marksman,  Berserker,  Witch  Hunter,  Dreadnought,         

Eldritch   Archer,   Mage,   Engineer  

● If   you   prefer   controlling   the   flow   of   the   battlefield,   choose   one   of   these   classes:  
○ Psion,  Spellsword,  Dreadnought,  Buccaneer,  Thief,  Bounty  Hunter,        

Swashbuckler,   Ranger,   Brute,   Monk  

● If   you   prefer   utility   over   combative   prowess,   choose   one   of   these   classes:  
○ Spy,   Racketeer,   Gambler,   Ranger,   Bard,   Mage,   Scholar  

● If   you   prefer   to   heal   and   support   your   allies,   choose   one   of   these   classes:  
○ Healer,   Druid,   Bard,   Priest,   Cleric,   Physician  

● If   you   prefer   crafting   and   preparing   ahead   of   time,   choose   one   of   these   classes:  
○ Alchemist,   Engineer,   Scholar,   Smith  

Every   class   page   includes   a   brief   description   of   what   is   “average”   among   heroes   of   that   class,   but  
these   are   simply   suggestions   to   guide   you   on   your   way   to   developing   a   character.   Not   every  
Bounty   Hunter   is   out   to   make   money   and   not   every   Dragoon   is   descended   from   a   dragon.   Use  
the   guidelines   as   much   or   as   little   as   you   like   as   you   decide   how   you   would   like   to   roleplay.  

Alignment  
The  world  of  Arawyn  has  four  supernatural alignments  which  dictate  many  of  the  sources  of                
power  upon  which  heroes  draw.  The  alignments  –  Dark,  Light,  Order,  and  Chaos  –  can  exist                 
separately   or   in   tandem   with   each   other.  

Some  classes  and  skills  grant  the  character  an  alignment.  While  certain  alignments  may  lend               
themselves  to  certain  roleplay  –  it’s  certainly  easy  to  conceptualize  an  evil  Priest  of  a  dark  deity,                  
or  a  Druid  who  upholds  the  natural  order  –  alignments  at  their  core  do  not  come  with  roleplay                   
requirements.  Supernatural  alignment  is  not  the  same  as  morality;  the  concepts  of  good,  neutral,               
and  evil  are  their  own  spectrum  that  often  overlap  with,  but  do  not  dictate,  alignment  in  Knight                  
Realms.  
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Learning   Classes  
All  characters  start  with  one  class,  but  as  they  grow  as  adventurers,  can  learn  more.  Whether  you                  
choose  to  specialize  in  one  thing  or  branch  out  to  have  many  talents,  once  you  fill  the                  
requirements,  you  can  learn  any  combination  of  up  to  four  base  classes.  When  a  character  has                 
met  a  minimum  number  of  events  attended  or  earned build ,  whichever  comes  first,  they  may                
learn  additional  classes.  A  character  may  learn  their  second  class  after  3  events  or  75 build ,  their                  
third   class   after   6   events   or   100    build ,   and   their   fourth   class   after   12   events   or   130    build .  

Learning  a  new  class  grants  the  character proficiencies  in body points and damage .  Certain               
classes   may   grant   other   additional   proficiencies.  

When   a   character   learns   a   class:  

● The   character   instantly   gains   all   skills   in   the    Proficiencies    section   for   free.  
● The   character   may   purchase   skills   in   the    Skills    sections   at   the   listed    build    costs.  

If  the  character  learns  four  classes  of  the  same  archetype  – rogue , warrior , spellcaster , support ,                
or    hybrid    –   they   may   learn   one    prestige   point    (p.   178)   for   free.  

Learning   Skills  
Skills  may  be  purchased  from  any  of  the  character’s  class  lists  or  the Common list .  When  a                  
character  purchases  a Periodic  skill ,  the  number  under Cost  represents  the  initial build point               
cost   to   purchase   the   skill.  

● The   cost   of   purchasing   a   second,   third,   etc.   use   of   a   skill   is   double   the   previous   cost.  
○ Example:  If  a  skill  costs  5 build ,  the  second  purchase  costs  10,  the  third  costs  20,                 

etc.  

● If  the  character  has  access  to  a  skill  from  more  than  one  class,  or  has  multiple  purchases                  
of   the   class,   the   cost   progression   is   slowed   by   one   tier   per   class   with   access   to   the   skill.  

○ Example:  If  the  character  has  access  to  a  5 build skill  three  times,  purchases  1-3                
cost   5    build ,   purchases   4-6   cost   10    build ,   purchases   8-10   cost   20    build ,   etc.  

● The  cost  of  a  skill  can  never  exceed  100 build .  If  the  cost  would  increase  above  100,  it                   
instead   increases   to   100.  

Periodic  skills may  be  used  once  per rest (p.  203)  per  purchase.  In  order  to  regain  spent  skills,                   
the   character   must   complete   a    rest .  

Proficiency , Passive and Paragon  skills  may  only  be  purchased  once,  even  if  the  character  has                
access  to  a  skill  from  multiple  classes.  Proficiencies  and  Passive  skills  affect  the  character  at  all                 
times   and   do   not   need   to   be   refreshed.  
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Paragon   Skills  
When  a  character  has  learned  the  core  skills  of  their  class,  they  may  learn  one Paragon  skill.                  
Paragons  are  the  pinnacle  of  a  class’s  power  and  represent  a  hero’s  achievements.  Each  class                
page  lists  the  prerequisites  for  learning  a  Paragon  skill.  Once  a  character  has  chosen  their                
Paragon,  they  may  not  learn  another  from  that  class  unless  they  retrain  or  open  a  second                 
purchase   of   the   class.  
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S KILL    T YPES   AND    K EYWORDS  

Every  Knight  Realms  skill  has  a  number  of  associated  keywords.  The  main  keywords  are  called                
types ,  or  occasionally traits ,  and  appear  on  every  skill  in  the  game.  Additionally,  a  number  of                 
keywords  appear  consistently  in  the  rules.  While  most  skill  descriptions  include  everything  you              
need  to  know  about  using  a  skill,  these  skill  types  and  keywords  are  defined  here  for  ease  of                   
understanding.  

Trait   Name  Description  

Passive  A   benefit   continuously   affecting   the   character   or   which   may   be   used   freely.  

Periodic  The   skill   may   be   used   once   per    rest    (p.   203)   per   purchase.  

Attack  Offensively   affects   a   being   other   than   the   character.  
Attack   (Dam.)    –   an   attack   which   deals   damage   as   its   sole   effect.  
Attack   (Status)    –   an   attack   which   inflicts   a    status    (p.   190)   as   its   sole   effect.  
Attack   (Mix)    –   an   attack   which   inflicts   both   damage   and   a   status.  

Utility  A   skill   that   is   neither   offensive   nor   defensive.  

Healing  Restores    body   points    or   cures   the   target   of    statuses    (p.   190).  

Reaction  A   skill   used   instantly   in   response   to   some   other   effect.  

Defense  Counters   all   or   part   of   an   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Movement  Instantly   moves   the   character   somewhere   else.  

Combo  A   skill   used   in   conjunction   with   another   skill.   Unless   specified,   only   one  
Combo    may   be   used   per   skill.  

Detection  An   attack   which   allows   the   user   to   ignore   the    CONCEALED    status   (p.   191).  
Using   a    Detection    ability   while    CONCEALED    does   not   dispel   the   effect.  

Augment  Grants   the   target   some   effect.   A   character   may   have   no   more   than   one    stack    of  
a   given   augment   applied   at   a   time   and   may   only   receive   +1    damage  
proficiency    and   +40    body   points    from    Augments .  

Channelled  A   skill   on   which   the   character   must    concentrate    uninterrupted   to   maintain.  

Aura  Affects   all   targets   within   reach   of   the   character.  

Multi-Target  An   attack   which   affects   more   than   one   target.  

Cooldown  The   character   must   wait   for   a   specified   time   before   using   the   skill   again.  
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Consumable  The   skill   creates   an   item   which   is   consumed   on   use.  

Enhancement  The   skill   grants   a   character   a   bonus   which   does   not   count   against   their  
Augment   cap.   Some   Enhancements   can   be    stacked    up   to   a   certain   number   of  
times,   specified   in   their   description.  

Stack  To   apply   an   effect   multiple   times   on   the   same   character.   By   default,   skills   do  
not   stack   unless   otherwise   specified.  

Auto-hit  The   effect   is   considered   to   hit   the   target   as   if   the   character   had   thrown   a   spell  
packet   at   them.  

Social  A   skill   delivered   by   voice   or   other   social   means   as   an    auto-hit .  

Backstab  A   condition   in   which   the   character   is   striking   the   target   while   standing   behind  
them.   This   condition   is   also   fulfilled   any   time   the   character   is   attacking   with   a  
ranged   weapon.  

Cover  Area   in   which   the   character   can   easily   hide.   This   includes   foliage,   a   shadow  
large   enough   to   contain   them,   the   space   against   a   wall,   beneath   a   table,   and   so  
on.  

Redirect  Changing   the   target   of   an   attack.   A   given   attack   may   be   redirected   no   more  
than   once.  

Bane  The   effect   bypasses   the   target’s   resistances   and   immunities   entirely.  

Inquiry  A   skill   which   requires   interaction   with   a   storyteller.  

Proficiency  A   permanent   bonus   to   the   character.  

By   My   Voice  A   skill   which   affects   all   beings   who   hear   it,   unless   specified   otherwise.  
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C OMMON    L IST  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Attribute  Proficiency  0  The   character   chooses    Constitution ,    Charisma ,  
Dexterity ,    Intelligence ,    Strength ,   or    Wisdom .   The  
effects   of   attributes   are   determined   by   the   storyteller   of  
the   encounter.   A   character   may   choose   up   to   two   types  
of   attribute.  

Attribute  
Proficiency  

Proficiency  5  Gain   +1   in   the   chosen   attribute.   This   skill   may   be  
purchased   any   number   of   times.  

Climb  Passive  
Movement  

10  After   ten   seconds   of   activation:    move   up   to   25   feet  
along   a   vertical   surface.  

Culture  
Literacy  

Proficiency  5  The   character   may   read   and   write   documents   in   the  
specified   language   (check   your   game’s   website   for   a  
list   of   available   languages).   This   skill   may   be  
purchased   once   for   each   language.  

Devotion  Proficiency  5  The   character   gains   an    alignment    (p.   19)   or   devotion   to  
a   specific   aligned   higher   being.   They   may   petition   the  
object   of   their   devotion   for   power   or   assistance   by  
petitioning   a   storyteller.  

First   Aid  Passive  
Healing  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   reach.  
The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   their   present  
and   maximum    body     point    total   and    statuses .  

After   1   minute   of   activation:    restore   five    body   points    to  
an    INCAPACITATED    target.  

Intercept  Passive  
Reaction  

10  Redirect    the   entire   effect   of   an   attack   targeting   a   being  
within   reach   to   the   character.   The   character   must  
defend   or   suffer   the   attack   regardless   of   if   they   are  
IMMUNE    to   any   part   of   it.   This   skill   may   not   be   used  
against    Social    attacks.  

Lore  Proficiency  5  Gain   +1   in    Academics ,    Creature ,    Culture ,  
Geography ,   or    History .   The   effects   of   lores   are  
determined   by   the   storyteller   of   the   encounter.   This  
skill   may   be   purchased   any   number   of   times.  

Sleight   of  
Hand  

Passive  10  The   character   may   pick   the   pockets   of   an   eligible  
target,   indicated   by   a   black   clothespin   attached   to   their  
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clothing.   The   character   must   remove   the   clothespin   and  
turn   it   in   at   Logistics   to   receive   their   loot.  

Or:    the   character   may   pick   up   or   put   down   an   object   of  
their   palm   size   or   smaller   without   any   beings   noticing.  

Willpower  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Social     Attack    or   an   attack  
which   inflicts    FEARED    or    ENRAGED    targeting   the  
character.  
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R OGUE    C LASSES  
Acrobat  

An    Acrobat    engaged   in   combat   is   not   unlike   a   dancer   on   stage.   Skilled   artists   of   movement,   they  
shift   with   practiced   grace,   ducking   and   dashing   around   their   enemies   to   seek   victory.   Nimble   and  
quick,   the   Acrobat   is   unparalleled   in   terms   of   speed.   They   are   able   to   avoid   attacks   with   ease   and  
remove   themself   from   sticky   situations.   Obstacles   cannot   slow   or   stop   an   Acrobat   with   their  
mind   set   on   a   goal.   Getting   in   and   out   of   anywhere,   slippery   as   a   snake,   they   never   stay   in   one  
place   for   long.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Camouflage  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   effect   of   a    Detection    attack   targeting   the  
character   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection  
attacks   for   1   minute.   This   skill   cannot   be   used   more  
than   once   per   30   seconds.  

Dispelled   if:     the   character   takes   offensive   action,   does  
not   enter    cover    within   10   seconds,   or   exits    cover .  
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Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Entry/Escape  Passive  
Utility  

Movement  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   window-sized   opening.  

Or :    After   30   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   fist-sized   opening.  

Flee  Periodic  
Utility  

Movement  

4  The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50   feet   in   any  
direction   away   from   a   hostile   being.  

Leg   Sweep  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  
Multi   Target  

Unique  

3  Strike   up   to   three   targets   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
targets   are    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Lightfoot  Passive  
Utility  

10  While    CONCEALED :   the   character   does   not   trigger  
traps    which   they   are   aware   of   and   can   see.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Smoke   Screen  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   5   feet.   The   target   is   rendered  
BLIND     until   cured.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  
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Paragon  
The  masterful  Acrobat  has  pushed  the  limits  of  their  agility  to  the  maximum.  With  unparalleled                
nimbleness  and  speed,  they  throw  caution  to  the  wind,  never  hesitating  in  the  face  of  a  challenge,                  
and   never   stopping   or   slowing   in   pursuit   of   success.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Leg   Sweep .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Contacts  
○ Entry/Escape  
○ Lightfoot  
○ Tools   of   the   Trade  

Name  Type  Description  

Agility  Passive  
Utility  

While   a   target   is    BLIND     or    TRIPPED :   the   character   fulfills  
Backstab    conditions.  

Athletic   Feat  Combo  While   using    Flee :   choose   a   target   within   reach.    Auto-hit    any  
attack   on   that   target,   fulfilling    Backstab    conditions,   if  
applicable.  

Escape   Artist  Passive  
Healing  
Utility  

After   10   seconds   of   suffering   the   effect:    the   character   is   cured  
of   the    IMPRISONED     status   and   may   instantly   use    Stealth .  

Or :     reduce   falling   damage   by   fifty   feet.  

Fleet-footed  Passive  When    TRIPPED     or    DISPLACED    unwillingly:   Reduce   the  
duration   or   distance   by   half,   rounded   up   if   applicable.  
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Assassin  
The Assassin  is  a  master  of  patience.  Their  skill  sets  make  them  the  perfect  killer,  who  can  get  in                    
unseen,  stalk  their  prey,  get  the  job  done,  and  get  out.  All  of  their  tools  allow  them  to  be  an                     
efficient  rogue,  ensuring  that  no  one  would  even  know  they  were  there  in  the  first  place.  With  an                   
Assassin   nearby,   any   skirmish   is   sure   to   have   a   quick   and   silent   ending.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Autopsy  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   studied   causes   of   death   and   may  
petition   a   storyteller   to   gain   information   on   a   corpse.   If  
the   storyteller   approves   the   request,   they   will   specify  
the   requirements   to   complete   the   research.  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Camouflage  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   effect   of   a    Detection    attack   targeting   the  
character   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection  
attacks   for   1   minute.   This   skill   cannot   be   used   more  
than   once   per   30   seconds.  

Dispelled   if:     the   character   takes   offensive   action,   does  
not   enter    cover    within   10   seconds,   or   exits    cover .  
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Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Entry/Escape  Passive  
Utility  

Movement  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   window-sized   opening.  

Or:     After   30   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   fist-sized   opening.  

Eviscerate  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

6  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
40   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Stealth   Strike  Periodic  
Utility  
Combo  

4  While    CONCEALED :   the   coupled   attack   may   be  
delivered   without   dispelling   concealment   and   fulfills  
Backstab    conditions.  

Silence  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

Unique  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
10   damage   and   a   skill   specified   by   the   character   is  
SEALED    for   30   seconds.   For   the   duration,   the   target   is  
CURSED    to   be   unable   to   speak.  

Tracking  Passive  10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

Waylay  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.   The   character  
must   fulfill    Backstab    conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

 
Paragon  
Every  Assassin  has  a  signature  style  they  use  to  carry  out  their  missions.  Some  are  sadistic  and                  
watch  their  victims  bleed  to  death,  while  some  try  to  make  it  quick  and  painless.  Bloodletting,                 
poison,   painless,   or   simply   unseen,   the   master   Assassin   is   always   decisive   in   their   calling   card.  
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Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Silence .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Autopsy  
○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Entry/Escape  
○ Tracking  

Name  Type  Description  

Assassinate  Passive  When   using   an    Attack   (Dam.   or   Mix) :     if   the   target   would   be  
rendered    INCAPACITATED ,   they   are   instead   rendered  
CRITICAL .  

Bleeding  
Strike  

Combo  When   using    Stealth   Strike :   the   target   is   additionally   rendered  
BLEEDING    until   cured   or    INCAPACITATED ,   in   addition   to  
suffering   the   coupled   skill,   if   any.  

Vanish  Passive  
Utility  

When   rendering   a   target    INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,   or  
DEAD :   the   character   may   instantly   become    CONCEALED    as   per  
Stealth .  

Venomous  Combo  When   using   an    Attack   (Dam.   or   Mix) :   the   target   is  
additionally    POISONED    until   cured.   This   effect   may   be   coupled  
with   other    Combo    skills.  
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Buccaneer  
Whether  a  scoundrel  sailing  under  the  black  flag,  or  a  well-to-do  naval  sailor,  the Buccaneer  is                 
first  and  foremost  proficient  in  the  ways  of  the  seas.  Everything  they’ve  learned  at  sea,  they                 
employ  just  as  effectively  on  land  when  it  comes  time  to  make  for  shore.  And  when  all  else  fails,                    
the   back   end   of   an   arquebus   is   just   as   good   as   any   other   weapon!  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Blind   Fighting  Passive  10  While     BLIND :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   30  
seconds.  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Forgery  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   create   or  
detect   a   copy   of   an   item   or   document.   The   storyteller  
will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide   the   result   of  
the   forgery.  

Incite  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    ENRAGED    versus   the  
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Social  character   for   30   seconds.   

  Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Intimidate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

3  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    FEARED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Pistol   Whip  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

Unique  

5  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   suffers   10  
damage   and   is    WAYLAID     for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Waylay  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.   The   character  
must   fulfill    Backstab    conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

 
Paragon  
At  sea  or  on  land,  a  Buccaneer  usually  spends  their  time  building  either  their  reputation,  or  their                  
tolerance.  For  the  Buccaneer,  reputation  can  be  the  edge  in  a  fight  or  a  long  walk  off  a  short                    
plank.  Tolerance,  on  the  other  hand,  ensures  longer  times  out  at  sea  without  succumbing  to                
common   illnesses.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Pistol   Whip .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Blind   Fighting  
○ Courage  
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○ Forgery  
○ Interrogate  

Name  Type  Description  

Black   Spot  Attack   (Status)  Spend   a   use   of    Pistol   Whip    and   strike   a   target   with   a   weapon  
attack.   The   target   is    DISEASED    with   the   effect    WEAK    versus  
attacks   that   strike   them   from   behind   for   1   minute.  

Dread  Passive  When   using    Incite    or    Intimidate:    add   up   to   2   additional  
targets   to   the   attacks.  

Infamy  Passive  
Enhancement  

When   a   target   is    FEARED     or    ENRAGED     to   the   character:    gain  
+1    Piercing   damage   proficiency    against   the   target   for   the  
duration   of   the   effect,   to   a   maximum   of   +1.  

Virulent  Passive  Reduce   the   duration   of    DISEASED    and    POISONED    effects   to   1  
minute.  
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Gambler  
The Gambler  isn’t  necessarily  skilled,  or  talented,  or  a  master  of  any  one  particular  trade.  They                 
aren’t  dedicated  to  a  style  of  training,  but  they  are  lucky.  In  fact,  they’re  luckier  than  most,  and                   
some  go  as  far  as  to  say  it's  due  to  some  supernatural  power.  The  Gambler  may  never  admit  this                    
to  be  true,  but  they’ll  always  be  ready  to  use  this  supernatural  luck  to  give  themselves  the  edge                   
they   need   in   any   encounter.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  

Literacy:   Prophecy  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   fate   and   is  
knowledgeable   about    Bard    spells.  

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Caltrops  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
SLOWED    for   30   seconds.  

Camouflage  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   effect   of   a    Detection    attack   targeting   the  
character   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection  
attacks   for   1   minute.   This   skill   cannot   be   used   more  
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than   once   per   30   seconds.  

Dispelled   if:     the   character   takes   offensive   action,   does  
not   enter    cover    within   10   seconds,   or   exits    cover .  

Charm  Passive  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

10  After   30   seconds   of   interaction:    the   target   being   is  
CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against   the   character  
and   regard   them   with   no   suspicion   for   5   minutes   or  
until   the   character   takes   offensive   action   against   them.  
If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   use   it  
again   for   5   minutes   on   any   target.  

Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Factotum  Periodic  
Utility  
Unique  

5  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    choose   a   willing   target  
within   reach   and   gain   a    Latent    use   of   a   non- Unique ,  
non- Paragon    skill   or    spell    they   know   from   the   core  
rules,   which   expires   when   used   or   at   the   end   of   the  
event.   The   character   may   only   have   one    Factotum  
Latent    ability   at   a   time.  

Garrote  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   A   skill   specified  
by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Investigation  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Lightfoot  Passive  
Utility  

10  While    CONCEALED :   the   character   does   not   trigger  
traps    which   they   are   aware   of   and   can   see.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Trip  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  
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Paragon  
Luck  comes  in  many  forms,  and  it  is  the  Gambler  who  holds  the  power  in  their  hands  to  change                    
it  for  better  or  worse.  Some  gain  a  taste  of  the  mystical  force  of  fate  in  a  more  refined  way,  others                      
just  see  situations  presented  and  make  the  most  of  it,  but  it  has  been  noted  that  a  Gambler  can                    
even   cheat   death   if   they’re   lucky   enough!  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Factotum .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Charm  
○ Contacts  
○ Investigation  
○ Lightfoot  

Name  Type  Description  

Fatespinner  Domain  Gain   any   3   spells   that   appear   on   the    Bard   class .   The   character  
may   spend   5   seconds   and   a   use   of    Factotum    to   cast   a   spell,   or  
cast   them   normally,   if   they   have    Spell   Slots .  

The   character   may   deal    sonic    damage   with   all   attacks.  

Game   Master  Passive  When   rolling   on   an   out-of-game   chart:    the   character   may  
choose   to   ignore   their   first   roll   and   roll   a   second   time,   instead  
using   the   new   result.  

Luck  Attribute  When   performing   an    Attribute   check :   the   character   may  
invoke   their    Attribute    as    Luck ,   which   may   function   as   any  
other    Attribute ,   and   gain   +1   to   its   value.   The   storyteller   may  
require   the   character   to   succeed   at   a   roll,   coin   toss,   or   another  
game   of   chance   for   this   skill   to   function.  

Additional:    choose   an   item   within   reach.   The   character   may  
use   the   item   regardless   of   its   requirements.   Only   one   item   may  
be   used   in   this   way   at   a   time.  

Retreat  Utility  
Movement  

Spend   a   use   of    Stealth .   The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50  
feet   in   any   direction   away   from   a   hostile   being   and   becomes  
CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting   another   being,  
moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or   after   30   minutes.  
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Marksman  
The Marksman  is  the  expert  on  ranged  combat  and  precision  tactics,  always  favoring  fighting               
from  the  most  advantageous  position.  This  agile  combatant  trains  with  any  projectile  from  bows               
to  arquebuses,  and  stays  on  target  with  their  deadly  aim  from  far  enough  that  even  the  fastest                  
runners   would   start   to   sweat.   

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Achilles   Shot  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Unique  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds   and   suffers   one    BROKEN   LEG  
until   cured.  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Determination  Passive  
Utility  

10  While   suffering    BROKEN   ARM :   the   character   may   wield  
a   weapon,   but   may   only   make   attacks   with   that   arm  
once   per   5   seconds.   If   an   attack   strikes   a   weapon   held  
in   a    BROKEN   ARM ,   the   character   suffers   the   effect   of  
the   attack.  

Eviscerate  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

6  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
40   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
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conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Flee  Periodic  
Utility  

Movement  

4  The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50   feet   in   any  
direction   away   from   a   hostile   being.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,   auto-hit,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Puncture  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or   INCAPACITATED.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Stealth   Strike  Periodic  
Utility  
Combo  

4  While    CONCEALED :   the   coupled   attack   may   be  
delivered   without   dispelling   concealment   and   fulfills  
Backstab    conditions.  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  

Tracking  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

 
Paragon  
The  master  Marksman  is  the  most  trained  in  their  accuracy,  so  much  so  they’re  even  capable  of                  
pinpointing  the  most  vulnerable  spots  on  any  target  from  a  distance.  Their  time  spent  finding  the                 
perfect   vantage   points   for   attacking   also   ensures   that   no   one   can   hide   from   their   sight.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Achilles   Shot .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Detect   Weakness  
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○ Determination  
○ Tools   of   the   Trade  
○ Tracking  

Name  Type  Description  

Aimed   Shot  Passive  After   10   seconds   of   aiming:    add   the    bane    effect   to   an   attack  
delivered   with   a   ranged   weapon   or   as   an    auto-hit .  

Deadeye  Attack  
Detection  

While    CONCEALED :   detect   all    CONCEALED    targets   within   25  
feet.   If   the   detection   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   attempt  
to   detect   the   target   again   for   1   minute   or   until   the   character  
uses   another   ability   that   would   render   them    CONCEALED .  

Disengage  Passive  
Utility  

Movement  

When   using    Flee :   a   target   within   10   feet   of   the   character   at   the  
beginning   of   their   movement   is    PINNED    for   1   minute.  

Sniper  Utility  
Combo  

After   10   seconds   of   aiming:     spend   a   use   of    Stealth   Strike .   The  
coupled   attack   is    auto-hit    within   50   feet.  
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Racketeer  
In  every  organization,  there  is  someone  pulling  the  strings.  Most  of  the  time,  it’s  a  cunning                 
Racketeer who  knows  how  to  manage  the  system  –  even  if  they  aren’t  the  one  on  top.  They  have                    
a  distinct  knack  of  knowing  who  the  right  people  to  rub  elbows  with  are,  so  that  they  can  keep                    
their  people,  or  themself,  out  of  trouble.  This  mastermind  of  society  is  never  the  kind  of  person                  
to   cross,   but   always   someone   to   have   on   the   team.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:    nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Charm  Passive  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

10  After   30   seconds   of   interaction:    the   target   being   is  
CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against   the   character  
and   regard   them   with   no   suspicion   for   5   minutes   or  
until   the   character   takes   offensive   action   against   them.  
If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   use   it  
again   for   5   minutes   on   any   target.  

Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
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information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Incite  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

4  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    ENRAGED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.   

Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Intimidate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

3  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    FEARED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Master   Plan  Periodic  
Utility  

Augment  
Unique  

6  After   30   seconds   of   communication:    the   character   and  
up   to   4   targets   within   reach   gain   an   additional   use   of   a  
Periodic    skill   they   have   learned.   This   skill   cannot   be  
used   to   gain   additional   uses   of    Master   Plan .   A   being  
may   gain   only   one   additional   use   of   a   given   skill   per  
rest .  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Waylay  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.   The   character  
must   fulfill    Backstab    conditions   to   use   this   skill.  
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Paragon  
The  Racketeer  excels  in  social  dynamics  in  any  given  situation.  Whether  it's  the  right  emphasis                
on  the  right  words,  coordination  to  get  the  job  done,  or  simply  knowing  all  the  right  people,  the                   
Racketeer   is   the   best   one   to   make   it   happen.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Master   Plan .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Charm  
○ Contacts  
○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Interrogate  

Name  Type  Description  

Blackmail  Passive  When   using    Intimidate:    the   target   is    DISEASED    with   the  
effect   until   cured   or    INCAPACITATED .  

Death   Wish  Attack   (Status)  Spend   a   use   of    Master   Plan    and   strike   a   target   with   a   weapon  
attack.   The   target   is    DISEASED    with   the   effect    WEAK    versus  
attacks   that   strike   them   from   behind   for   1   minute.  

Instigate  Attack   (Status)  
Social  

Spend   a   use   of    Incite    and   choose   a   target   within   50   feet.   The  
target   is    ENRAGED    for   30   seconds   versus   another   target  
visible   to   both   the   character   and   initial   target.  

Ringleader  Passive  The   character   may    redirect   Social    attacks   to   themself  
targeting   beings   within   25   feet.   The   character   must   defend   or  
suffer   the   attack   regardless   of   if   they   are    IMMUNE    to   any   part  
of   it.  
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Spy  
A Spy  is  quicker  in  wit  than  on  their  feet.  They’re  skilled  actors,  masters  of  espionage,  or  simply                   
clever  enough  to  get  in  and  out  of  trouble.  With  a  disguise  and  a  few  tricks  to  astound  the  crowd,                     
the   Spy   can   convince   anyone   that   they   are   exactly   who   they   say   they   are.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Deception  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   minutes   of   applying   a   disguise:    the   character  
changes   their   appearance   to   that   of   another   person.  
They   must   wear   a   visibly   different   costume   and   may  
not   appear   as   another   player’s   character.  

The   character   may   not   refresh   uses   of    Deception  
during   a    rest    if   they   are   under   its   effects   while   resting,  
but   using   the   skill   does   not   interrupt   their   rest.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   does   not   use   the   skill  
another   time   within   1   hour.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Diplomacy  Passive  10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   affect   the  
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Social  
Inquiry  

outcome   of   or   gain   information   after   a   conversation  
between   them   and   an   NPC   has   concluded.  

Entry/Escape  Passive  
Utility  

Movement  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   window-sized   opening.  

Or:     After   30   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   fist-sized   opening.  

Etymologist  Proficiency  10  After   10   seconds   of   examination:    decipher   text   written  
in   any   standard   language.  

Or:     the   character   may   write   documents   in   any   standard  
language.  

Forgery  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   create   or  
detect   a   copy   of   an   item   or   document.   The   storyteller  
will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide   the   result   of  
the   forgery.  

Garrote  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   A   skill   specified  
by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Smoke   Screen  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
rendered    BLIND    until   cured.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Trip  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Waylay  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.   The   character  
must   fulfill    Backstab    conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

 
Paragon  
The  most  well  trained  Spies  can  enthrall  whole  crowds,  slip  past  someone  right  in  front  of  their                  
eyes,  and  be  so  convincing  in  a  disguise  that  one  would  think  the  false  identity  was  a  real  person.                    
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The  pinnacle  of  being  a  Spy  is  not  just  being  good  at  lying,  but  being  so  convincing  that  it’s                    
impossible   to   tell   what’s   true   and   what’s   false.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Deception .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Diplomacy  
○ Entry/Escape  
○ Etymologist  
○ Forgery  

Name  Type  Description  

Captivate  Passive  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

After   10   seconds   of   interaction:    the   target   being   is    CURSED    to  
take   no   hostile   action   against   the   character   and   regard   them  
with   no   suspicion   for   5   minutes   or   until   the   character   takes  
offensive   action   against   them.   The   target   may   not   focus  
attention   on   any   other   being   unless   directed   to   do   so   by   the  
character.   If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   use   it  
again   on   that   target   for   5   minutes.  

Deep   Cover  Passive  Gain   a   non- Unique ,   non- Paragon     Periodic ,    Spell ,   or    Talent  
skill     that   appears   on   any   other   class,   chosen   at   the   beginning  
of   each   event.   The   character   may   spend   a   use   of    Deception    to  
activate   the   skill.   If   the   skill   is   a    spell    or    talent ,   they   must  
spend   5   seconds   to   activate   it.  

Diversion  Attack   (Status)  
Social  

After   5   seconds   of   activation:    spend   a   use   of    Smoke   Screen  
and   choose   a   visible   target.   The   target   and   all   beings   within   5  
feet   of   them   are    CURSED    to   be   unable   to   perceive   the  
character   for   5   minutes   or   until   the   character   takes   offensive  
action   against   them.   The   character   may   specify   a   location   for  
the   targets   to   focus   on   for   a   minimum   of   30   seconds   when   the  
skill   is   used.  

Manipulate  Passive  The   character   may    redirect   Social    attacks   targeting   beings  
within   25   feet   to   themself.   The   character   must   defend   or  
suffer   the   attack   regardless   of   if   they   are    IMMUNE    to   any   part  
of   it.  
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Thief  

The Thief  might  be  the  dungeon  delver,  tomb  raider,  or  explorer,  or  they  may  just  be  the  petty                   
criminal  nabbing  at  the  coin  pouches  of  unsuspecting  passersby.  A  Thief’s  skills  make  them  the                
perfect  choice  for  breaking  and  entering,  whether  exhuming  lost  treasures  or  simply  liberating  a               
choice  item  from  an  unattended  shop.  No  matter  the  case,  the  Thief  is  always  in  and  out  before                   
anyone   even   notices   they   are   there.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Blind   Fighting  Passive  10  While     BLIND :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   30  
seconds.  

Bypass  Periodic  4  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED     to   the   other   side   of   a   wall   or    Barrier    of  
less   than   5   feet   in   thickness.  

Caltrops  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
SLOWED    for   30   seconds.  

Camouflage  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   effect   of   a    Detection    attack   targeting   the  
character   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection  
attacks   for   1   minute.   This   skill   cannot   be   used   more  
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than   once   per   30   seconds.  

Dispelled   if:     the   character   takes   offensive   action,   does  
not   enter    cover    within   10   seconds,   or   exits    cover .  

Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Lightfoot  Passive  
Utility  

10  While    CONCEALED :   the   character   does   not   trigger  
traps    which   they   are   aware   of   and   can   see.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Smoke   Screen  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   5   feet.   The   target   is   rendered  
BLIND    until   cured.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  

 
Paragon  
A  master  Thief  is  a  fairly  open  Jack-of-all-Trades,  but  knows  when  to  knuckle  down  and  work                 
on  their  focus.  Raiding  so  many  dungeons  and  exploring  so  many  places,  they  pick  up  a  knack                  
for  daring  escapes,  the  finer  details  of  trap  use,  and  of  course,  knowing  when  it’s  the  right  time  to                    
make   a   hasty   retreat!  
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Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Bypass .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Blind   Fighting  
○ Contacts  
○ Lightfoot  
○ Tools   of   the   Trade  

Name  Type  Description  

Escape   Artist  Passive  
Healing  
Utility  

After   5   seconds   of   suffering   the   effect:    the   character   is   cured   of  
the    SLOWED     status.  

Or:     reduce   falling   damage   by   fifty   feet.  

Trap   Master  Passive  
Reaction  

When   targeted   by   an    Attack:    choose   a   target   within   reach.  
Auto-hit    a    trap    in   the   character’s   possession   against   that  
target.  

Or:    When   the   character   and   a   target   are   both   within   10   feet   of  
a    trap :    the    trap    may   be   triggered   as   an    auto-hit    attack   against  
the   target.  

Twist   the  
Knife  

Passive  
Utility  

When   a   target   is   engaged   in   melee   combat   with   an   ally:    the  
base   damage   of   all    rogue   class   Attack   (Dam.)    skills   the  
character   uses   against   that   target   is   increased   by   5.  

Retreat  Utility  
Movement  

Spend   a   use   of    Stealth .   The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50  
feet   in   any   direction   away   from   a   hostile   being   and   becomes  
CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting   another   being,  
moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or   after   30   minutes.  
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W ARRIOR    C LASSES  

Berserker  
A Berserker ’s  place  is  in  the  thick  of  the  battle,  knocking  on  Death’s  door.  Through  their  rage,                  
they  have  extended  the  limits  any  mortal  should  be  able  to  survive  on  the  battlefield.  The                 
Berserker  does  not  care  for  their  own  well  being,  and  at  any  moment  may  lash  out  against  those                   
they   call   allies.   Anyone   fighting   alongside   a   berserker   would   do   well   to   stay   out   of   their   way.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Berserker  
Rage  

Periodic  
Enhancement  

Unique  

4  Choose   a   target.   The   character   is    ENRAGED    versus   that  
target,   gains   +1    Melee   damage   proficiency    against  
them   for   the   duration,   and   gains   10   temporary    body  
points    for   30   seconds.    Body   points    gained   from   this  
skill   count   towards   the   character’s    Augment   cap .  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Determination  Passive  
Utility  

10  While   suffering    BROKEN   ARM :   the   character   may   wield  
a   weapon,   but   may   only   make   attacks   with   that   arm  
once   per   5   seconds.   If   an   attack   strikes   a   weapon   held  
in   a    BROKEN   ARM ,   the   character   suffers   the   effect   of  
the   attack.  

Interrogate  Passive  10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
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Inquiry  supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Intimidate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

3  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    FEARED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  

Enfeebling  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
afflicted   by    ENFEEBLED    until   cured.  

Slaughter  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

6  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.  

Stunning  
Blow  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Tracking  Passive  10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

Unstoppable  
Force  

Passive  10  While    PINNED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   10  
seconds.  

 
Paragon  
Death  does  not  frighten  the  most  dedicated  Berserker;  the  thought  of  it  merely  entices  them                
more.  Their  unquenchable  rage  propels  them  further  into  the  maw  of  battle.  With  each  blow  they                 
take,   the   adrenaline   flows   faster.   For   the   Berserker,   pain   and   rage   only   make   them   stronger.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Berserker   Rage .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Determination  
○ Interrogate  
○ Tracking  
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○ Unstoppable   Force  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Blood   Thirst  Passive  10  While   using    Berserker   Rage:    if   the   target   becomes  
INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,   or    DEAD ,   the   duration   of  
the    ENRAGED    status   is   reset   to   30   seconds   and   the  
character   may   choose   a   new   target.  

Critical   Attack  Passive  10  While   the   character   is   under   half   their   maximum    body  
point    total,   rounded   up:    deal   +10   damage   with   all  
Attack   (Dam.   or   Mix)    skills   delivered   as   melee  
attacks.  

Imposing  
Presence  

Passive  10  When   rendering   a   target    INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,  
or    DEAD :   gain   a    Latent    use   of    Intimidate    which   must  
be   used   within   5   seconds.  

Savagery  Passive  10  While   using    Berserker   Rage :   the   character   is    IMMUNE  
versus    FEARED ,    WAYLAID ,   and    Social     Attacks .  
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Brute  
A Brute  is  true  to  their  namesake:  brutal.  They  have  no  qualms  getting  their  hands  dirty,  and                  
often  do,  especially  for  money.  Preferring  to  work  “hands  on”,  the  Brute  will  find  ways  to  strike                  
fear   into   those   around   them,   usually   by   example.  

The  Brute  remains  unfazed  by  the  sounds  of  cracking  bones,  screams,  or  pleas  of  their  victims.                 
They   have   a   job,   and   they’ll   get   it   done.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Body   Block  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Unique  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   The   target  
is    TRIPPED    and    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Break   Limb  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target’s   arm   or   leg   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   limb   is    BROKEN    until   cured.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  
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Fortitude  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the    STUNNED    or    SEALED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Intimidate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

3  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    FEARED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.  

Enfeebling  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
afflicted   by    ENFEEBLED    until   cured.  

Slaughter  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

6  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.  

Stone   Fists  Passive  10  While   wielding    Brawlers :   the   character   may   physically  
block   attacks   with   their   forearms   as   if   they   were  
weapons.   They   may   not   use   a    Buckler    or    Shield    while  
using   this   skill.  

Throw  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is    DISPLACED  
10   feet   in   a   direction   of   the   character’s   choice   and   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Unstoppable  
Force  

Passive  10  While    PINNED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   10  
seconds.  

 

 
Paragon  
The  most  skilled  Brute  is  not  the  one  who  breaks  the  most  bones,  or  scares  the  most  people,  but                    
the  one  who  knows  the  right  bones  to  break  and  the  right  people  to  intimidate.  They  know  how                   
to  leave  lasting  impressions  that  get  the  job  done,  while  barreling  through  anything  that  gets  in                 
their   way   without   a   care.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Body   Block .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Interrogate  
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○ Stone   Fists  
○ Unstoppable   Force  

Name  Type   Description  

Imposing  
Presence  

Passive  When   rendering   a   target    INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,   or  
DEAD :   gain   a    Latent    use   of    Intimidate    which   must   be   used  
within   5   seconds.  

Shattering  
Force  

Attack  Spend   a   use   of    Enfeebling   Strike    and   choose   a    Barrier  
within   reach.   The   barrier   is    dispelled .  

Sucker   Punch  Attack   (Status)  Spend   a   use   of    Break   Limb    and   strike   a   target   with   a   melee  
weapon   attack.   The   target   is    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds   and  
WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.  

Terrorize  Attack   (Status)  
Social  

When   using    Intimidate:    the   target   is    DISEASED    with   the   effect  
until   cured.  
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Cavalier  
A Cavalier  stands  as  the  banner  of  hope,  often  acting  as  a  commander  in  battle  and                 
reinvigorating  those  beside  them  when  things  look  grim.  They  uphold  their  code  of  honor  and                
protect  those  around  them  –  for  some,  by  any  means  necessary.  The  Cavalier  is  both  a  stalwart                  
guardian   and   a   relentless   combatant.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

Alignment:   Order  Gain   the    order    alignment.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Battle   Cry  Healing  
By   My   Voice  

5  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    the   character   and  
all   allies   who   hear   their   call   restore   10    body   points .  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Defensive  
Fighting  

Passive  10  While    ENFEEBLED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to  
30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Diplomacy  Passive  
Social  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   affect   the  
outcome   of   or   gain   information   after   a   conversation  
between   them   and   an   NPC   has   concluded.  

Fortitude  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the    STUNNED    or    SEALED    effect   of   an   attack.  
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Hindering  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   A   skill  
specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Incite  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

4  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    ENRAGED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.   

Investigation  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  

Throw  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is    DISPLACED  
10   feet   in   a   direction   of   the   character’s   choice   and   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

 
 
Paragon  
The  most  dedicated  Cavaliers  are  those  who  step  onto  a  battlefield  and  change  the  course  of                 
battle  in  that  instant.  They  shield  and  inspire  their  allies  by  their  presence  alone,  and  stop                 
enemies   in   their   tracks.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Battle   Cry .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Courage  
○ Defensive   Fighting  
○ Diplomacy  
○ Investigation  

Name  Type   Description  

Chivalry  Passive  
Healing  

When   using   a    Defense :   restore   20    body   points .   The   healing   is  
not   applied   if   the   character   is    INCAPACITATED     by   the   attack.  
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Inspiring  
Presence  

Passive  The   character   may   use    Intercept    to   redirect    FEARED    effects.  
When   doing   so,   they   are    IMMUNE     to   the   effect.  

King’s   Guard  Passive  When   using    Intercept    for   multiple   targets:    the   character   may  
use   a   single   applicable    Defense    to   nullify   all   uses   of   the   same  
attack   they   have   intercepted   within   the   previous   5   seconds.  

Shield   Bash  Attack   (Mix)  Spend   a   use   of    Throw    and   choose   a   target   within   reach.   The  
target   suffers   10   damage   and   is    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  
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Dragoon  
The Dragoon  is  the  heavily-armored  protector  of  nobility  and  commoners  alike.  Trained  to  wield               
large  weapons  and  be  a  wall  of  defense,  the  Dragoon  is  a  barricade  against  anyone  who  would                  
try  to  harm  their  allies.  The  heat  of  battle  only  further  invigorates  them,  making  the  Dragoon  a                  
formidable   opponent   to   engage   head   on.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

Literacy:   Draconic  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   dragons.  

Alignment   (Varies)  Gain   the   alignment   associated   with   the   character’s   dragon  
chroma,   if   any.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Blind   Fighting  Passive  10  While     BLIND :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   30  
seconds.  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Defensive  
Fighting  

Passive  10  While    ENFEEBLED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to  
30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Dragon   Strike  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

Unique  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   The   target  
suffers   10   damage   and   is    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Hindering  Periodic  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   A   skill  
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Strike  Attack   (Status)  specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Puncture  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or    INCAPACITATED .  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  

Trip  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

 
 
Paragon  
Those  who  master  their  armor  and  weapons  seem  to  have  otherworldly  fortitude  against  the               
might  of  their  enemies.  For  some  Dragoons,  training  alone  has  taught  them  such  endurance,  but                
others   find   themselves   granted   power   directly   from   their   draconic   namesakes.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Dragon   Strike .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Blind   Fighting  
○ Courage  
○ Defensive   Fighting  
○ Research  

Name  Type  Description  
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Dragon   Breath  Passive  When   using    Dragon   Strike:     auto-hit    the   attack   on   up   to   3  
targets   within   reach.  

Protector  Passive  When   using    Intercept :   the   character   is    RESISTANT    versus   any  
damage   they   take.  

Spirit   of   the  
Dragon  

Passive  The   character   is    RESISTANT    versus   a   damage   type   associated  
with   their   dragon   chroma   and   may   deliver   all   attacks   with   that  
damage   type.  

When   using    Dragon   Strike:    the   skill   deals   +10   damage   per  
purchase   of   the    Dragoon    class.  

Vigor  Passive  
Augment  

When   using   a    Defense :   the   character   gains   +5   temporary  
healable    body   points ,   counting   towards   their    Augment    cap.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   completes   a    Rest    or   after   1   hour.  
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Dreadnought  
Capable  of  tapping  into  the  chaotic  energies  that  permeate  the  material  world,  the Dreadnought               
harnesses  this  power  as  a  bulwark  against  their  enemies.  They  use  the  force  of  chaos  to  terrify                  
their  foes  and  bolster  themself,  fashioning  themself  into  a  much  heartier  fighter  than  any  normal                
mortal   could.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

Literacy:   Abyssal  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the   Abyss  
and   is   knowledgeable   about    Hexer    spells.  

Alignment:   Chaos  Gain   the    chaos    alignment.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Break   Limb  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target’s   arm   or   leg   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   limb   is    BROKEN    until   cured.  

Chaotic  
Alteration  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  
Unique  

3  Choose   a   target   within   10   feet.   The   target   is   rendered  
ENRAGED    for   30   seconds   versus   all   beings   except   for  
the   character;   they   may   attack   any   of   the   beings   versus  
which   they   are    ENRAGED .  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Hindering  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   A   skill   specified  
by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  
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Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Intimidate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

3  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    FEARED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.  

Investigation  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Enfeebling  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
afflicted   by    ENFEEBLED    until   cured.  

Slaughter  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

6  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.  

Unstoppable  
Force  

Passive  10  While    PINNED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   10  
seconds.  

 
Paragon  
The  Dreadnought  who  gives  themself  to  chaos  can  see  the  power  manifest  in  physical  changes  to                 
their  being.  By  accepting  the  power  into  themself,  their  own  ferocity  and  endurance  grow  to                
supernatural  levels.  For  some,  this  even  grants  them  the  power  to  bend  this  supernatural  force  to                 
their   will.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Chaotic   Alteration .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Courage  
○ Investigation  
○ Interrogate  
○ Unstoppable   Force  
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Name  Type  Description  

Chaos   Warrior  Domain  Gain   any   3   spells   that   appear   on   the    Hexer   class .   The  
character   may   spend   5   seconds   and   a   use   of    Chaotic  
Alteration    to   cast   a   spell,   or   cast   them   normally,   if   they   have  
Spell   Slots .  

The   character   may   deal    necrotic    damage   with   all   attacks.  

Cloak   of  
Chaos  

Passive  When   attacking   a   target   who   is   not   engaged   in   combat:    the  
character   is    HIGHLY   RESISTANT    versus   the   first   attack   from  
that   target   by   which   they   are   struck.  

Entropic  
Shield  

Passive  While   the   character   is   under   half   their   maximum    body     point  
total,   rounded   up:    deal   +10   damage   with   all    Attack   (Dam.   or  
Mix)    skills   delivered   as   melee   attacks.  

Mark   of   the  
Abyss  

Combo  When   using    Chaotic   Alteration :   the   target   is   additionally  
rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or    INCAPACITATED .  
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Gladiator  
Most  heroes  and  adventurers  fight  for  survival,  money,  or  fame.  The Gladiator  is  certainly  a  fan                 
of  those  three  causes,  but  for  them,  the  fight  is  foremost  about  the  thrill  of  battle.  The  sport  of                    
life-or-death  combat  drives  them  in  their  adrenaline-fueled  blows,  and  onlookers  would  be             
hard-pressed   to   not   be   impressed   by   the   sheer   stamina   they   show   in   battle   because   of   it.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Autopsy  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   studied   causes   of   death   and   may  
petition   a   storyteller   to   gain   information   on   a   corpse.   If  
the   storyteller   approves   the   request,   they   will   specify  
the   requirements   to   complete   the   research.  

Break   Limb  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target’s   arm   or   leg   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   limb   is    BROKEN    until   cured.  

Debilitate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
FATIGUED    for   30   seconds.  

Defensive  
Fighting  

Passive  10  While    ENFEEBLED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to  
30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Determination  Passive  
Utility  

10  While   suffering    BROKEN   ARM :   the   character   may   wield  
a   weapon,   but   may   only   make   attacks   with   that   arm  
once   per   5   seconds.   If   an   attack   strikes   a   weapon   held  
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in   a    BROKEN   ARM ,   the   character   suffers   the   effect   of  
the   attack.  

Hamstring  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

Unique  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
SLOWED    for   30   seconds   and   suffers   20   damage .  

Hindering  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   A   skill  
specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

 

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Stunning  
Blow  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Throw  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is    DISPLACED  
10   feet   in   a   direction   of   the   character’s   choice   and   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Unstoppable  
Force  

Passive  10  While    PINNED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   10  
seconds.  

 

Paragon  
If  an  average  Gladiator  fights  for  the  sport  of  combat,  then  the  most  experienced  thrive  because                 
of  it.  For  them,  to  fight  is  to  be  alive  and  they  are  the  best  at  making  a  show  of  it  through  unusual                        
weapon   choices,   unusual   tactics,   or   getting   their   audience   involved.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Hamstring .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Autopsy  
○ Defensive   Fighting  
○ Determination  
○ Unstoppable   Force  

Name  Type  Description  
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Arena   Master  Passive  
Reaction  

Choose   an    Attack   (Status)    skill   the   character   knows   for   the  
encounter.  

When   targeted   by   an    Attack    skill:    the   character   may   spend   a  
use   of   the   skill   to    auto-hit    the   skill   against   the   attacker.  

Entertainer  Passive  When   targeted   by   a    Healing    skill:    restore   additional    body  
points    equal   to   half   the   number   healed,   rounding   up   if  
applicable.   This   does   not   apply   to   temporary    body   points .  

Roundhouse  Passive  When   using    Hamstring    or    Throw :   add   up   to   2   additional  
targets   to   the   attacks.  

Weapon  
Mastery  

Proficiency  Choose   one   of   the   following   weapons   upon   purchasing   this  
skill:    large   casting   phokus ,    small   casting   phokus ,    arquebus ,  
or    bow/crossbow .   Gain   +1    Metaphysical    or    Piercing  
damage   proficiency    per   purchase   of   Gladiator   while   wielding  
the   chosen   weapon.  
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Monk  
A Monk  is  one  who  has  trained  not  to  wield  powerful  weapons,  but  to  be  the  powerful  weapon                   
themself.  The  disciplined  training  they  go  through  focuses  on  honing  their  senses  and  body  to  be                 
the  most  effective  it  can  be.  In  the  course  of  this  training,  they  become  a  force  of  reckoning  no                    
matter   what   weapon   they   carry.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Blind   Fighting  Passive  10  While     BLIND :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   30  
seconds.  

Break   Limb  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target’s   arm   or   leg   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   limb   is    BROKEN    until   cured.  

Debilitate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
FATIGUED    for   30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Diplomacy  Passive  
Social  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   affect   the  
outcome   of   or   gain   information   after   a   conversation  
between   them   and   an   NPC   has   concluded.  
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Hindering  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   A   skill  
specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Meditate  Periodic  
Utility  
Unique  

4  The   character   becomes    TRIPPED    for   30   seconds.   At   the  
end   of   the   duration,   they   are   restored   to   their   maximum  
body     point    total.   If   the   character   takes   any   action   while  
using   this   skill,   the   concentration   time   is   reset.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Stone   Fists  Passive  10  While   wielding    Brawlers :   the   character   may   physically  
block   attacks   with   their   forearms   as   if   they   were  
weapons.   They   may   not   use   a    Buckler    or    Shield    while  
using   this   skill.  

Throw  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is    DISPLACED  
10   feet   in   a   direction   of   the   character’s   choice   and   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Paragon  
The  most  well  trained  Monks  are  those  who  have  mastered  their  own  bodies  to  a  point  where                  
they  perform  what  seem  like  supernatural  feats.  Their  astute  focus  becomes  keen  enough  to               
counter  attack,  disciplined  enough  to  shrug  off  harm  when  preparing  themself,  sharp  enough  to               
sense   the   presence   of   their   enemies,   or   relaxed   enough   that   their   stamina   seems   limitless.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Meditate .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Blind   Fighting  
○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Diplomacy  
○ Stone   Fists  

Name  Type  Description  

Harmonious  Attack  Spend   a   use   of    Meditate .   The   character   becomes    BLIND    and  
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Senses  Detection  may   detect   all    CONCEALED    targets   within   25   feet.   If   a   target  
defends   the   detection,   the   character   may   not   attempt   to   detect  
them   again   until   they   use    Harmonious   Senses    again.  

Iron   Body  Passive  When   using    Meditate :   the   character   is    IMPRISONED     for   the  
duration.  

Inner  
Reflection  

Passive  When   using    Meditate :   refresh   one   use   of   a    Periodic    skill,  
bypassing   the   limit   on   refreshments.   This   cannot   be   used   to  
refresh    Meditate .  

Pummel  Passive  
Reaction  

Choose   an    Attack   (Status)    skill   the   character   knows   for   the  
encounter.  

When   targeted   by   an    Attack    skill:    the   character   may   spend   a  
use   of   the   skill   to    auto-hit    the   skill   against   the   attacker.  
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Swashbuckler  
A Swashbuckler  is  skilled  in  the  artes  of  dueling  and  boasts  a  repertoire  of  deft  maneuvers  to                  
best  their  opponents  in  combat.  Whether  they  take  their  joy  in  showing  off  their  talents  or                 
humiliating  their  opponents  often  comes  down  to  what  will  bring  them  the  flashiest  and  fastest                
route  to  victory.  It's  always  best  to  strike  first  before  the  Swashbuckler  gains  the  advantage  with                 
their   clever   tricks   and   quick   counters.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +15    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+15   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Blind   Fighting  Passive  10  While     BLIND :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   30  
seconds.  

Bravado  Reaction  
Defense  
Attack  

5  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Social    attack   or   an   attack  
which    auto-hits    the   character   and   force   the   attacker   to  
suffer   the   effect.  

Charm  Passive  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

10  After   30   seconds   of   interaction:    the   target   being   is  
CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against   the   character  
and   regard   them   with   no   suspicion   for   5   minutes   or  
until   the   character   takes   offensive   action   against   them.  
If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   use   it  
again   for   5   minutes   on   any   target.  

Debilitate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
FATIGUED    for   30   seconds.  

Defensive  
Fighting  

Passive  10  While    ENFEEBLED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to  
30   seconds.  
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Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Hindering  
Strike  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   melee   weapon   attack.   A   skill  
specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Incite  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

4  After   5   seconds   of   verbal   activation:    choose   a   target  
within   10   feet.   The   target   is    ENRAGED    versus   the  
character   for   30   seconds.   

Investigation  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Smoke   Screen  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   5   feet.   The   target   is   rendered  
BLIND    until   cured.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Trip  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

 
Paragon  
The  mark  of  a  master  Swashbuckler  is  knowing  when  and  how  to  be  the  flashiest  with  the  least                   
amount  of  effort.  More  often,  this  shows  not  in  big  dramatic  and  devastating  blows,  but  in  small,                  
quick,  and  decisive  maneuvers  meant  to  show  their  enemy  that  while  they  could  win               
immediately,   they   find   fun   in   showing   they   don’t   have   to.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Bravado .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Blind   Fighting  
○ Charm  
○ Defensive   Fighting  
○ Investigation  
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Name  Type  Description  

Expert   Parry  Reaction  
Defense  

When   targeted   by   a    Reaction ,    spell   packet,   or   ranged   weapon  
attack:    Spend   a   use   of    Parry    to   nullify   the   entire   effect   of   the  
attack.  

Hand   Cannon  Proficiency  Choose   one   of   the   following   weapons   upon   purchasing   this  
skill:    large   casting   phokus ,    small   casting   phokus ,    arquebus ,  
or    bow/crossbow .   Gain   +1    Metaphysical    or    Piercing  
damage   proficiency    per   purchase   of   Swashbuckler   while  
wielding   the   chosen   weapon.  

Insult  Attack   (Status)  
Social  

Enhancement  

Spend   a   use   of    Incite    and   choose   a   target   within   50   feet.   The  
target   is    ENRAGED    versus   the   character   and   the   character   gains  
+1    damage   proficiency    of   their   choice   against   the   target   for  
30   seconds.  

Riposte  Passive  When   using   a    Defense :     the   character   may    auto-hit    their   base  
damage   against   the   attacker.  
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S PELLCASTER    C LASSES  

Bard  
A Bard  tugs  on  the  Threads  of  Fate  of  those  around  them  with  their  song,  aiding  or  hindering                   
their  course  with  a  note  or  strum  of  a  chord.  They  are  the  entertainer  who  can  touch  one’s  soul                    
and  turn  the  tide  of  battle  with  ballads  of  uplifting  spirits.  With  their  songs  of  inspiration,  they                  
can  provide  powerful  enhancements  to  allies  or  twist  the  threads  of  their  enemies  to  provide                
much   needed   support   in   battle.  

Cadences  
In   mundane   terms,   “cadence”   refers   to   the  
closing   sequence   of   a   musical   piece.   To   the  
Bard,   these   are   the   spellsongs   they   utilize   to  
quickly   bring   an   end   to   any   conundrum   in  
which   they   have   found   themself   in.   Whether  
they   disable   their   enemies   or   discover   a  
more   creative   solution,   a   clever   use   of  
Cadences   can   be   quite   the   powerful   tool   in  
any   Bard’s   repertoire.  

Sagas  
Epic   tales   of   heroic   deeds   performed   by  
would-be   champions   and   adventurers   of  
times   past   are   known   as   Sagas.   These  
spellsongs   inspire   heroes   to   live   up   to   their  
potential   in   combat   and   avoid   an   untimely  
fate   by   imbuing   them   with   the   strength   to  
persevere.   Often   considered   the   staple   of  
Bardic   themes,   and   certainly   the   mark   of   a  
great   legend,   many   adventurers   vie   to   one  
day   have   a   Saga   written   about   them.  

 

 

Sonatas  
Enduring   and   dominant,   Sonatas   are   the  
defensive   spellsongs   at   the   heart   of   any  
Bard’s   catalog.   Traditionally   played   rather  
than   sung,   contemporary   Bards   have   learned  
to   utilize   their   voices   in   lieu   of   an  
instrument.   The   early   Sonatas   are  
complimentary,   harmonized   to   protect   and  
defend,   while   the   later   forms   are  
predominantly   harsh   and   dissonant,  
composed   to   disable   any   who   would  
threaten   the   Bard   and   their   companions.  

Tempo  
Everything   in   the   world   has   a   Tempo   that   it  
follows   if   you   listen   closely   enough:   water  
dripping   from   a   leaf,   footsteps   on   the   open  
road,   the   pulse   of   a   heart.   When   you   can  
find   a   song   in   anything,   you   can   find   the  
means   to   change   the   tune   to   the   beat   you  
need.   The   Bard   uses   these   spellsongs   to   find  
the   place   between   those   beats   to   skip,   add,  
or   completely   erase.   
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Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Inspiration  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Utility    spells.  

Literacy:   Prophecy  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   fate   and   is  
knowledgeable   about    Bard    spells.  

Sonic   Damage  The   character   may   deal    sonic    damage   with   all   attacks.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Cadences  Domain  5  Add   all    Cadences    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Charm  Passive  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

10  After   30   seconds   of   interaction:    the   target   being   is  
CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against   the   character  
and   regard   them   with   no   suspicion   for   5   minutes   or  
until   the   character   takes   offensive   action   against   them.  
If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   use   it  
again   for   5   minutes   on   any   target.  

Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Forgery  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   create   or  
detect   a   copy   of   an   item   or   document.   The   storyteller  
will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide   the   result   of  
the   forgery.  

Fortitude  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the    STUNNED    or    SEALED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Negate  Periodic  6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
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Reaction  
Defense  

ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Sagas  Domain  5  Add   all    Sagas    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Sonatas  Domain  5  Add   all    Sonatas    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Tempo  Domain  5  Add   all    Tempo    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  
 
*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies .  

Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Cadences  
Vertigo  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  

The   target   is    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Enchanted  
Wall  

Utility  
Channelled  

Barrier  

2  Create   an   impenetrable   10-foot   high    Barrier  
extending   5   feet   in   each   direction   from   the   character’s  
outstretched   hand.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves,   takes   any   action  
other   than   speaking   or   invoking    Latent    abilities,   or  
after   30   minutes.  
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Rhythm  Reaction  
Defense  
Healing  

3  Nullify   the    SEALED     or    WAYLAID     effect   of   an   attack.  

Or:    cure   the   character   of   the    SEALED    or    WAYLAID  
status.   Using   Rhythm   in   this   way   triggers   a   cooldown  
equal   to   its   casting   time.  

Finale  Attack   (Mix)  
Unique  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage   and   is    DISPLACED    25  
feet   away   from   the   character.  

Sagas  
Heroic   Blade  Utility  

Augment  
1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   one   of  

the   character’s   damage   types   for   all   attacks.  

Dispelled   if:    the   target   completes   a    Rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Shared   Fate  Reaction  
Attack   (Status)  

2  When   targeted   by   a     Status    attack:    force   the   target   to  
suffer   the   same   status   effects.   The   character   must   still  
defend   or   succumb   to   the   attack.  

Inspiring  
Voice  

Utility  
Augment  

Channelled  
Unique  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   +10  
damage   to   their   choice   of    rogue ,    spellcaster ,   or  
warrior   class   Attack   (Dam.   or   Mix)    skills.  

Dispelled   if:     the   target   moves   more   than   10   feet   from  
the   character,   the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,  
or   after   30   minutes.  

Fanfare   of  
Victory  

Utility  
Augment  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   +1  
damage   proficiency    of   their   choice   for   the   duration  
of   the   encounter,   counting   as   their    damage   Augment .  

Dispelled   if:    the   target   completes   a    Rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Sonatas  
Mask   of   Fate  Reaction  

Defense  
1  Nullify   the    BLIND    effect   of   an   attack.  

Prismatic   Bolt  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    CURSED    to   be   unable   to   use    Detection  
skills   for   5   minutes.  

True   Sight  Attack  3  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
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Detection  character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Resonance  Utility  
Channelled  

Aura  
Unique  

4  All   beings   within   reach   cannot   be   interrupted   while  
concentrating   to   activate    spells    or    talents .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,  
moves   faster   than   a   walking   pace,   or   after   30   minutes.   

Tempo  
Accelerando  Utility  

Augment  
1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3    spells  

used   by   the   target   are   cast   in   half   the   time,   rounding  
up   if   applicable.   This   skill   does   not   stack   with   other  
Augments    that   reduce   casting   time.  

Infuriate  Attack   (Status)  
Social  

2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    ENRAGED    for   30   seconds   versus   the   first  
being   they   see   aside   from   the   caster.  

Cacophony  Attack   (Status)  3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.   A  
skill   specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30  
seconds.  

Fortune’s  
Dance  

Reaction  
Defense  
Unique  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    trap    triggered   within   5  
feet   of   the   character.   If   there   are    CONCEALED     traps  
within   5   feet,   their   concealment   is   dispelled.  

 
 
Paragon  
Not  always  will  a  hero  have  a  Bard  handy  nearby,  but  any  Bard  worth  their  strings  is  capable  of                    
leaving  a  lasting  impression  one  way  or  another  on  those  around  them.  It  is  the  pinnacle  of                  
bardics   to   not   only   leave   behind   a   jaunty   earworm,   but   one   that   can   change   the   course   of   fate.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Bard   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Charm  
○ Contacts  
○ Forgery  

Name  Type  Description  

Amphitheatre  Passive  When   using    Accelerando    or     Inspiring   Voice :   the   skill   may   be  
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used   as   a    Channelled   Aura .   All   beings   within   reach   of   the  
character   benefit   from   the   skill   for   the   duration.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,   moves  
faster   than   a   walking   pace,   or   after   30   minutes.   

Echo  Reaction  When   a   target   defends   a    Spell   Attack :     spend   a    Spell   Slot    of  
any   rank   to   redirect   the   attack   to   any   other   target   within   25  
feet.  

Epic   Ballad  Consumable  After   5   minutes   of   crafting:    spend   a    Spell   Slot    of   appropriate  
rank   to   create   a    Consumable   Trinket    of   a   spell   on   the  
character’s    spell   list .   The   item   may   be   invoked   by   any   being  
after   5   seconds.   If   the   skill   is   a    Reaction ,   using   the   item  
instead   grants   the   character   a    Latent    use   of   the   effect   which  
expires   when   used   or   at   the   end   of   the   event.  

Spellsinger  Utility  
Combo  

When   casting   a    Spell :   the   character   may   chain   the   casting   of  
up   to   4    Spells ,   spending   an   amount   of   concentration   time  
equal   to   their   combined   casting   time.   At   the   conclusion,   they  
deliver   all   the   spells   with   no   casting   or   cooldown   time.  

If   the   character   is   interrupted,   they   must   restart   the   entire  
casting   time,   but   retain   all    Spell   Slots .  
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Druid  
Druids  call  upon  the  natural  primal  elements  of  nature  to  maintain  the  cycle  of  growth,  decay,                 
and  rebirth.  Through  these  powers,  they  are  capable  of  performing  powerful  restorations,  as  well               
as  influencing  the  world.  From  the  lifeforce  of  animals  around  them,  to  the  intrinsic  energy  of  the                  
very   ground   beneath   them,   the   druid   draws   on   this   power   to   enact   the   very   will   of   Arawyn.  

Decay  
Decay   is   more   than   just   the   influence   over  
the   end   of   the   cycle   of   life;   it   is   the   influence  
over   rebirth   of   the   cycle   as   well.   For   a  
creature   to   be   nourished   or   mended,  
something   else   must   feed   it.   Druids   who   use  
this   power   understand   the   dichotomy,   and  
are   capable   of   transferring   life   from   the  
decayed   into   renewed   form.  

Fauna  
A   Druid   that   studies   the   influence   of   Fauna  
utilizes   the   natural   adaptations   of   the  
animals   around   them   to   their   advantage.  
These   spells   often   mimic   a   variety   of  
animals   from   the   humble   tortoise   to   the  
mighty   bear,   but   may   also   allow   the   Druid   to  
use   the   energy   flowing   through   any   creature  
to   control   what   their   body   feels   and   their  
mind   perceives.  

 
   

Flora  
When   one   looks   at   a   rose,   often   the  
intricacies   of   such   a   thing   are   overlooked.  
The   thorns   that   protect   it,   the   possible  
concoctions   in   which   it   may   be   used   to   heal  
or   harm   a   person,   or   even   the   variety   of   its  
colors   and   why   they   exist.   A   Druid   that   uses  
the   influence   of   Flora   sees   and   understands  
those   natural   intricacies   in   all   plant   life.  
These   spells   poison   and   hinder   an   opponent  
while   creating   barriers   of   sturdy   thorns   and  
shifting   flora   around   a   Druid   to   her  
advantage.   

Tempest  
The   Tempest   is   not   just   a   connection   to  
primal   energies,   but   rather   a   combination   of  
energies   in   perpetual   motion.   A   Druid   of   this  
domain   is   able   to   use   this   motion   to   keep  
pace   with   their   allies,   keep   themself   and  
their   allies   going,   or   bring   a   maelstrom   upon  
their   enemies.  

 

 

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  
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Spell   Proficiency:   Healing  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Healing    spells.  

Literacy:   Primal  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   natural  
forces   and   is   knowledgeable   about    Druid    spells.  

Alignment:   Order  Gain   the    order    alignment.  

Primal   Damage  The   character   may   deal    primal    damage   with   all   attacks.  

Radiant   Damage  The   character   may   deal    radiant    damage   with   all   attacks.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Decay  Domain  5  Add   all    Decay    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Evocation  Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   minutes,   fulfilling   all    Resting    conditions:  
refresh   all   Rank   1    Spell   Slots .   This   time   cannot   be  
reduced   by   any   means.  

Additionally :   for   every   additional   10   minutes   spent,  
the   character   may   refresh   the   following   rank   of    Spell  
Slots .  

Fauna  Domain  5  Add   all    Fauna    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Flora  Domain  5  Add   all    Flora    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,   auto-hit,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  
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Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Tempest  Domain  5  Add   all    Tempest    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Tracking  Passive  10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

 
*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies.  

Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Decay  
Feign   Death  Utility  1  The   character   appears   to   be   and   is   counted   as    DEAD  

for   all   purposes.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   any   action   aside   from  
invoking    Latent    abilities   or   after   30   minutes.  

Purge  Healing  2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is   cured   of   a  
status .  

Death   Scent  Utility  
Augment  
Unique  

3  Within   5   minutes   of   performing   a    Killing   Blow :  
choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   deals    bane  
damage   with   all   attacks   against   the   next   target   of   the  
same   creature   type   as   the   slain   creature   that   they  
attack.  

Raven   Cloak  Utility  
Augment  

4  The   character   is    IMMUNE    versus   the   next   attack  
which   targets   them.  
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Fauna  
Inviolate   Ward  Reaction  

Defense  
1  Nullify   the    POISONED    effect   of   an   attack.  

 

Dash  Utility  
Movement  
Cooldown  

2  The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50   feet   in   any  
direction   away   from   a   hostile   being.  

Exhilaration  Healing  3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   refreshes   1  
use   of   a    Periodic    skill.  

Maul  Attack   (Mix)  
Unique  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   20   damage   and   a    BROKEN   LEG  
until   cured.  

Flora  
Grasp   with  

Roots  
Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  

The   target   is    PINNED    for   1   minute.  

Wall   of  
Thorns  

Utility  
Channelled  

Barrier  

2  Create   an   impenetrable   10-foot   high    Barrier  
extending   5   feet   in   each   direction   from   the   character’s  
outstretched   hand.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves,   takes   any   action  
other   than   speaking   or   invoking    Latent    abilities,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Blossom  Utility  
Combo  
Unique  

3  When   casting   a   spell,   including    Reaction    spells:    the  
coupled   spell   additionally   deals   20   damage   or   restores  
10    body   points    to   the   target.  

Revive  Healing  4  Choose   an    INCAPACITATED    or    CRITICAL    target  
within   reach.   The   target   is   restored   to   their   maximum  
body     point    total.  

Tempest  
Rainfall  Healing  1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  

body   points .  

Cycle   of  
Seasons  

Utility  
Augment  
Unique  

2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3  
Healing    skills   used   on   the   target   affect   them   twice.  
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Hurricane  Attack   (Dam.)  
Healing  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Additional:    if   the    Attack    is   successful,   restore   20  
body   points    to   a   target   within   reach.  

Windrush  Utility  
Combo  

4  When   casting   a   spell:     the   coupled   spell   is   cast  
instantly   with   no    cooldown    time.  

 
Paragon  
The  call  of  the  wildlands  is  easy  for  a  Druid  to  hear.  But  only  the  most  in  tune  with  Nature’s  will                      
can  hear  the  words  clearly.  Those  who  listen  carefully  learn  the  secrets  of  the  primal  elements                 
and   can   use   them   in   both   restorative   and   protective   fashions,   ensuring   the   safety   of   the   cycle.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Druid   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Contacts  
○ Evocation  
○ Tracking  

Name  Type  Description  

Decompose  Passive  Choose   a   willing   target   within   5   feet   and   reduce   their  
maximum    body   points    by   5   until   their   next    Rest .   The  
character   refreshes   a    Spell   Slot ,   bypassing   their    refreshment  
cap .   A   being   may   not   sacrifice   more    body   points    than   their  
natural   maximum   before   armor.  

Grove   Warden  Passive  While   a   target   is   suffering   the   effect   of    Grasp   with   Roots :   the  
character   may    auto-hit     Spells    they   cast   against   the   target.  

While   channelling    Wall   of   Thorns:    the   character   may   allow  
beings   to   freely   pass   through   the    Barrier    after   5   seconds.  

Healing   Winds  Passive  When   casting   a   Rank   3   or   4    spell :   instantly   cast    Rainfall  
without   spending   a    Spell   Slot .  

Transmute  
Form  

Spell  
Augment  

Spend   a   rank   4    Spell   Slot    to   summon   a   minion   from   the  
Summoning   Guide    (p.   195)   appropriate   to   the   character’s  
class.  

Or:    Spend   a   rank   4    Spell   Slot    to   render   a   target   creature   of   a  
type   summonable   by   the   character    CURSED    to   take   no   hostile  
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action   against   the   character   for   5   minutes.   

Additional:    Choose   1   of   the   following   passive   effects   per  
purchase   of    Druid.  

Wildshape:    choose   any    passive    skill   from   a   base   class   and  
gain   the   skill.  

Ferocity:     When   casting    Maul    through   a   weapon   attack:     the  
skill   deals   an   additional   +10   damage.   

Prowl:     After   5   seconds   of   remaining   still:    become  
CONCEALED .    Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves,   takes   any  
action   affecting   another   being,   or   after   30   minutes.  

Glide:     When   using    Climb:    the   character   may   instantly   cast  
Dash    without   using   a    Spell   Slot .  
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Healer  
Through  forging  a  connection  with  the  spiritual  energy  that  exists  in  all  living  beings, Healers                
are  able  to  perform  miraculous  feats  of  restoration.  They  are  experts  in  saving  and  preserving                
life,  and  those  who  are  the  most  practiced  can  bring  someone  back  from  the  very  brink  of  death,                   
or   even   from   beyond.   Anyone   in   Arawyn   feels   safer   knowing   a   Healer   is   somewhere   nearby.  

 

Convalescence  
The   Convalescence   domain   focuses   on  
techniques   that   restore   the   physical   body,  
suffusing   the   Healer’s   patients   with  
restorative   energies.   An   expert  
Convalescence   Healer   can   cure   wounds   as  
soon   as   they   happen   or   restore   vitality   to  
many   allies   at   once.  

Guardian  
The   positive   energies   of   order   and   healing  
can   be   turned   towards   powerful   protections  
and   wards,   preventing   harm   before   it   ever  
occurs,   and   the   Healers   of   the   Guardian  
domain   excel   in   this.  

 

Spirit  
The   domain   of   Spirit   focuses   on  
strengthening   the   connection   between   the  
physical   and   the   spiritual   self,   sustaining   life  
in   the   most   dire   of   moments.   A   Healer   who  
excels   in   the   Spirit   domain   can   seize  
someone   back   from   death’s   very   doorstep.  

Starcalling  
While   healing   is   most   often   imagined   as  
gentle   and   restorative,   the   power   of   Starlight  
can   be   wielded   to   attack,   as   well   as   to  
defend.   Through   the   domain   of   Starcalling,  
Healers   unleash   the   power   of   order   in  
brilliant   forms   of   offense,   to   protect  
themselves   and   their   charges.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Healing  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Healing    spells.  

Literacy:   Spirit  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the   Spirit  
realm   and   is   knowledgeable   about    Healer    spells.  

Alignment:   Order  Gain   the    order    alignment.  

Starlight   Damage  The   character   may   deal    starlight    damage   with   all   attacks.  
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Radiant   Damage  The   character   may   deal    radiant    damage   with   all   attacks.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Convalescence  Domain  5  Add   all    Convalescence    skills   to   the   character’s    spell  
list .  

Diplomacy  Passive  
Social  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   affect   the  
outcome   of   or   gain   information   after   a   conversation  
between   them   and   an   NPC   has   concluded.  

Evocation  Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   minutes,   fulfilling   all    Resting    conditions:  
refresh   all   Rank   1    Spell   Slots .   This   time   cannot   be  
reduced   by   any   means.  

Additionally :   for   every   additional   10   minutes   spent,  
the   character   may   refresh   the   following   rank   of    Spell  
Slots .  

Guardian  Domain  5  Add   all    Guardian    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Resurrection  Utility  10  The   character   may   see   and   interact   with   the   spirits   of  
DEAD    beings.  

While   not   in    combat,     after   10   minutes   of   activation:  
return   a   willing    DEAD    being   to   life.   The   being   suffers  
RESURRECTION   SICKNESS .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  
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Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spirit  Domain  5  Add   all    Spirit    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Starcalling  Domain  5  Add   all    Starcalling    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  
 

*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies.  

Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Convalescence  
Healing   Word  Healing  1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  

body   points .  

Purify  Healing  2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is   cured   of   a  
status .  

Moonglow  Healing  
Augment  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  
body   points    the   next   time   they   are   attacked,   after   the  
effect   is   suffered.  

Revitalize  Healing  
Multi   Target  

Unique  

4  The   character   may   distribute   100    body   points    worth  
of   healing   among   targets   within   reach  

Guardian  
Exhaustion  

Ward  
Reaction  
Defense  

1  Nullify   the    FATIGUED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Relocate  Utility  
Movement  
Cooldown  

2  The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50   feet   in   any  
direction   away   from   a   hostile   being.  

Sanctuary  Utility  
Channelled  

3  The   character   and   up   to   1   willing   being   within   reach  
become    IMMUNE    to   all   effects,   including    bane ,   that  
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Barrier  do   not   specifically   affect    Barrier    or    Channelled  
skills.   The   character   must   hold   their   hand   out   in   front  
of   them   to   represent   this   skill.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves,   takes   any   action  
aside   from   invoking    Latent    abilities,   or   after   30  
minutes.   The   effect   is   dispelled   on   the   additional  
being   if   they   leave   the   reach   of   the   character   or   use  
abilities   that   affect   any   target   not   within   the    Barrier .  

Shield   of  
Starlight  

Utility  
Augment  
Unique  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   20  
temporary   healable    body   points ,   counting   towards  
their    Augment   cap .  

Spirit  
Temper   Soul  Reaction  

Defense  
Augment  
Unique  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   the  
following    Augment :  

When   targeted   by   a    Killing   Blow :   nullify   the   effect   of  
the   attack.   The   attacker   is    DISPLACED    25   feet   away  
from   the   character.  

Spirit  
Reflection  

Utility  
Combo  

2  When   casting   a    spell :    the   coupled   skill   gains   an  
additional   target.  

Replenish  
Essence  

Utility  3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target    refreshes    1  
use   of   a    Periodic    skill.  

Revive  Healing  4  Choose   an    INCAPACITATED    or    CRITICAL    target  
within   reach.   The   target   is   restored   to   their   maximum  
body     point    total.  

Starcalling  
Coalesce  Utility  

Combo  
1  When   casting   a   spell:    the   coupled   skill   deals   +10  

damage   or   heals   an   additional   +10    body   points .  

Brilliance  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLIND    until   cured.  

Falling   Star  Attack   (Dam.)  
Healing  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Additional:    if   the    Attack    is   successful,   restore   20  
body   points    to   a   target   within   reach.  
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Supernova  Reaction  
Attack   (Status)  

Unique  

4  When   targeted   by   a   damaging   attack :   The   character  
becomes    HIGHLY   RESISTANT    versus   the   attack   and  
the   attacker   is    DISPLACED    25   feet   away   from   them.  

 
Paragon  
Through  their  own  connection  to  the  forces  of  starlight  and  order,  Healers  manifest  great               
wonders.  At  the  height  of  their  power,  the  Healer  learns  to  manipulate  this  energy  as  it  flows                  
through  the  leylines,  becoming  a  magnificent  bulwark  against  anything  that  threatens  harm             
against   their   allies.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Healer   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Diplomacy  
○ Evocation  
○ Resurrection  

Name  Type  Description  

Leyline   Burst  Combo  When   using   a    Healing     spell:    the   skill   may   be   delivered   as   an  
auto-hit    within   50   feet.   This   effect   only   applies   to   spells   used  
on   a   single   target.  

When   using    Healing   Word:    add   an   additional   target   to   the  
skill.  

Protectorate  Passive  
Utility  

When   using    Sanctuary:    add   an   additional   target   to   the   effect.  

Or:     spend   a   rank   2    Spell   Slot    to   grant   another   being   a    Latent  
use   of    Sanctuary    which   must   be   used   immediately.  

Radiance  Passive  When   using    Revitalize    or    Shield   of   Starlight:    the    body   points  
granted   by   the   skill   are   increased   by   +10   per   purchase   of   the  
Healer    class.  

Redeemer  Passive  
Healing  

After   10   seconds   of   casting:    a   target   within   reach   other   than   the  
character   restores   5    body   points .  

Or:     After   10   seconds   of   casting:    choose   a   target   within   reach.  
The   target   is   restored   to   their   maximum    body   point    total   and  
the   character   is   reduced   to   1    body .   The   character   must   be  
above   half   their   maximum    body   point    total   to   use   this   skill.  
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Hexer  
A Hexer  is  someone  who  has  delved  far  into  the  darker  powers  of  the  world  and  come  out  in                    
control.  They  fuel  their  foul  artes  with  chaotic  energies  and  can  unleash  a  multitude  of                
destructive  and  terrifying  feats.  Many  turn  a  disdainful  gaze  at  the  Hexer  for  the  necromantic  and                 
abyssal   powers   they   deal   in,   but   few   can   say   that   to   have   one   as   an   ally   would   be   a   poor   choice.  

Demonology  
Demonology   is   the   dominion   over   power  
drawn   from   the   Abyss,   a   most   dismal   plane  
and   home   to   the   foul   creatures   from   which  
the   domain   takes   its   name.   The   power   of  
Demonology   primarily   lies   in   its   ability   to  
influence   others   and   invoke   the   crushing  
force   of   the   Abyss   itself.  

Entropy  
Entropy   is   the   dominion   over   energy   from  
the   Void,   the   vast   nothingness   that   exists  
between   the   planes.   Neither   destructive   nor  
controlling   in   its   power,   Entropy   is   silent,  
dreadful,   and   infinite,   sometimes   incorrectly  
referred   to   as   shadow   magic.   Dominion   over  
this,   the   purest   form   of   chaos,   proves   a  
Hexer   is   capable   of   attempting   to   utilize   its  
powers.  

 

Necromancy  
Necromancy   is   the   dominion   over   death   and  
its   vile   undoing.   The   Necromancer’s  
abilities   are   often   distrusted,   as   they   are   the  
most   visibly   unnatural   abilities   in   a   Hexer’s  
repertoire.   However,   between   its   dark  
healing   artes,   powerful   attack   spells,   and  
indomitable   protection,   the   versatility   of   the  
domain   is   all   but   unmatched.  

Pestilence  
Pestilence   is   the   dominion   over   plague   and  
blight.   Its   focus   is   the   corruption   of   the  
biology   of   living   things   and   exploitation   of  
the   decrepit   health   of   the   hexer’s   victims,  
causing   disaster   and   rot   among   the   ranks   of  
their   enemies.   The   hexer   who   controls   this  
dominion   is   a   force   not   unlike   the   Great  
Plague,   and   should   be   feared   for   their   power  
over   diseases.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Onslaught  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Dam.   and   Mix)    spells.  

Literacy:   Abyssal  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the   Abyss  
and   is   knowledgeable   about    Hexer    spells.  

Alignment:   Chaos  Gain   the    chaos    alignment.  
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Aether   Damage  The   character   may   deal    aether    damage   with   all   attacks.  

Necrotic   Damage  The   character   may   deal    necrotic    damage   with   all   attacks.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Autopsy  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   studied   causes   of   death   and   may  
petition   a   storyteller   to   gain   information   on   a   corpse.   If  
the   storyteller   approves   the   request,   they   will   specify  
the   requirements   to   complete   the   research.  

Demonology  Domain  5  Add   all    Demonology    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Entropy  Domain  5  Add   all    Entropy    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Necromancy  Domain  5  Add   all    Necromancy    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,   auto-hit,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Pestilence  Domain  5  Add   all    Pestilence    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Resurrection  Utility  10  The   character   may   see   and   interact   with   the   spirits   of  
DEAD    beings.  

While   not   in    combat,     after   10   minutes   of   activation:  
return   a   willing    DEAD    being   to   life.   The   being   suffers  
RESURRECTION   SICKNESS .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  
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Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Summon  Periodic  4  Summon   a   minion   from   the    Summoning   Guide    (p.  
195)   appropriate   to   the   character’s   class.  

Or:    render   a   target   creature   of   a   type   summonable   by  
the   character    CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against  
the   character   for   5   minutes.   

 
*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies.  

Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Demonology  
Chaotic  
Madness  

Reaction  
Attack   (Mix)  

Unique  

1  When   targeted   by   an    Attack :   the   attacker   suffers   20  
damage.   The   character   must   still   defend   or   succumb  
to   the   effect.  

Additionally :    When   targeted   by   a    Social    attack:    the  
attacker   additionally   suffers   the   entire   effect   of   the  
attack.  

Abyssal   Lance  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Infernal   Seal  
 

Attack   (Status)  3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.   A  
skill   specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30  
seconds.  

Apocalypse  Attack   (Dam.)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   50   damage.  

Entropy  
Nether   Shield  Reaction  

Defense  
1  Nullify   the    SLOWED    effect   of   an   attack.  
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Miasma  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or  
INCAPACITATED .  

Sense   Life  Attack  
Detection  

3  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Void   Gaze  Attack   (Mix)  
Unique  

4  Strike   up   to   3   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   targets   suffer   10   damage   and   are   rendered  
BLIND    until   cured.  

Necromancy  
Feign   Death  Utility  1  The   character   appears   to   be   and   is   counted   as    DEAD  

for   all   purposes.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   any   action   aside   from  
invoking    Latent    abilities   or   after   30   minutes.  

Drain   Life  Utility  
Augment  

2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3   attacks  
used   by   the   target   deal    drain    damage.  

Reap   Soul  Attack   (Dam.)  
Healing  

Augment  
Unique  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Additionally :   if   the    Attack    is   successful,   gain   a  
Latent    use   of    Black   Life :   restore   an    INCAPACITATED  
or    CRITICAL    target   to   1    Body    point.  

Calamity  Attack   (Status)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    DISEASED    with   the   effect    WEAK    versus  
the   character’s   damage   type   until   cured.   If   the  
character   has   multiple   damage   types,   they   must  
choose   only   one.  

Pestilence  
Infest  Utility  

Combo  
1  When   casting   a   spell:    the   coupled   skill   deals   +10  

damage   or   heals   an   additional   +10    body   points .  

Insect   Swarm  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   up   to   three   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or  
weapon   attack.   The   targets   suffer   20   damage.  

Paralyze  Attack   (Status)  3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.  
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Contagion  Utility  
Combo  
Unique  

4  When   using   a    Status   Attack   Spell :   The   target   is  
DISEASED    with   the    status    for   5   minutes.   This   skill  
may   not   be   combined   with    IMPRISONED     or    CURSED .  

Paragon  
For  many  who  delve  deep  into  the  chaotic  powers  a  Hexer  has  access  to,  it  leads  to  an  untimely                    
end.  But  there  are  those  who  only  get  stronger  from  it.  Chaos  changes  them,  bringing  them  closer                  
to  the  powers  they  wield  in  a  way  that  benefits  them  as  though  it  were  a  natural  part  of  their                     
being.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Hexer   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Autopsy  
○ Research  
○ Resurrection  

Name  Type  Description  

Harvester  Passive  
Reaction  
Healing  

When   rendered    INCAPACITATED :   instantly    auto-hit    an   attack  
spell    that   deals   damage   against   the   last   target   who   attacked   the  
character.   If   the   attack   is   successful,   restore   1    body   point .  

Necrotic  
Restoration  

Passive  When   using    Reap   Soul :   the   character   may   restore   a   rank   1   or   2  
Spell   Slot ,   bypassing   the    refreshment   cap ,   or   gain   a   use   of  
Black   Life ,   regardless   of   if   the   target   suffers   the   attack.  

Shadow  
Covenant  

Passive  When   using   an    Attack   (Dam.   or   Mix) :     if   the   target   would   be  
rendered    INCAPACITATED ,   they   are   instead   rendered  
CRITICAL .  

Soul   Tap  Passive  
Healing  

When   a   target   suffers   the   effect   of   a    spell   Attack :   the   character  
restores   10    body   points .  
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Mage  
A Mage  is  a  practitioner  of  one  of  the  oldest  supernatural  artes  given  to  the  world.  Originally                  
taught  to  mortalkind  by  the  Fey,  Magic  is  an  incredible  power  that  individuals  dedicate  their                
entire  life  to  studying.  The  most  studious  Mages  have  diversified  the  spells  kept  in  their  tomes  to                  
such   a   degree   that   they   are   ready   for   any   situation   that   an   adventure   may   present   them.  

Arcane  
The   Arcane   domain   focuses   a   mage’s   studies  
on   the   direct   control   and   manipulation   of  
magic   in   its   most   basic   form.   Arcane   studies  
have   taught   the   Mage   that   magic   is   a   power  
that   can   be   moved   and   shifted,   with   the   right  
incantation,   to   empower   or   suppress.  

Illusion  
The   domain   of   Illusion   is   the   domain   of  
trickery   and   deception.   A   Mage   who   studies  
this   form   of   magic   bends   visible   light   to  
hide   themselves,   or   ensure   their   enemies  
cannot   see   what   is   obscured.  

 

 

Enchantment  
The   study   of   Enchantment   is   the   study   of  
enhancement:   the   enhancement   of   the   self   or  
the   other.   Enchantments   provide   necessary  
protections   to   the   Mage   so   that   they   may  
venture   into   the   more   dangerous   reaches   of  
lost   dungeons…   or   simply   survive   their   next  
lesson.  

Telemancy  
Whether   or   not   it   is   realized,   between   the  
erratic   movements   of   the   Planes,   there   are  
patterns   and   rules   to   it   all.   A   skilled  
Telemancer   uses   their   powers   to   follow  
those   patterns,   transporting   the   Mage,   their  
allies,   or   their   enemies   across   the   field   of  
battle   at   their   whim.  

 

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Generalist  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Unique    spells   that   appear   on   the  
Mage    class.  

Literacy:   Arcane  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the   arcane  
and   is   knowledgeable   about    Mage    spells.  

Magic   Damage  The   character   may   deal    magic    damage   with   all   attacks.  
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Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Arcane  Domain  5  Add   all    Arcane    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Enchantment  Domain  5  Add   all    Enchantment    skills   to   the   character’s    spell  
list .  

Etymologist  Proficiency  10  After   10   seconds   of   examination:    decipher   text   written  
in   any   standard   language.  

Or:     the   character   may   write   documents   in   any   standard  
language.  

Evocation  Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   minutes,   fulfilling   all    Resting    conditions:  
refresh   all   Rank   1    Spell   Slots .   This   time   cannot   be  
reduced   by   any   means.  

Additionally :   for   every   additional   10   minutes   spent,  
the   character   may   refresh   the   following   rank   of    Spell  
Slots .  

Illusion  Domain  5  Add   all    Illusion    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,   auto-hit,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
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spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Telemancy  Domain  5  Add   all    Telemancy    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  
 

*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies.  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Arcane  
Inspect  Utility  1  Choose   a   target   within   25   feet.   The   target   must   inform  

the   character   of   their   maximum    body   point    total,   as  
well   as   anything   versus   which   they   are    RESISTANT ,  
HIGHLY   RESISTANT ,   or    IMMUNE .  

Magic   Missile  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Drain   Magic  Attack   (Dam.)  
Healing  
Unique  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Additionally :   if   the    Attack    is   successful,   gain   20  
temporary    body     points ,   counting   towards   the  
character’s    Augment   cap .  

Suppress  
Magic  

Attack   (Status)  
Unique  

 

4  Strike   up   to   3   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   A   skill   specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED  
for   30   seconds   on   all   three   targets.  

Enchantment  
Mana   Lash  Reaction  

Attack   (Dam.)  
1  When   targeted   by   an    Attack :   the   attacker   suffers   20  

damage.  

Dispel   Magic  Attack  
Unique  

2  Choose   a   target   within   reach   who   is   maintaining   a  
Channelled    skill.   The   skill   is   dispelled.  
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Sanctuary  Utility  
Channelled  

Barrier  

3  The   character   and   up   to   1   willing   being   within   reach  
become    IMMUNE    to   all   effects,   including    bane ,   that  
do   not   specifically   affect    Barrier    or    Channelled  
skills.   The   character   must   hold   their   hand   out   in   front  
of   them   to   represent   this   skill.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves,   takes   any   action  
aside   from   invoking    Latent    abilities,   or   after   30  
minutes.   The   effect   is   dispelled   on   the   additional  
being   if   they   leave   the   reach   of   the   character   or   use  
abilities   that   affect   any   target   not   within   the    Barrier .  

Imprison  Attack   (Status)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    IMPRISONED    for   1   minute.  

Illusion  
Illusionary  

Script  
Utility  1  Choose   an    item    or   object   within   reach.   The   location  

and   appearance   of   the   object   are   memorized   and   must  
be   noted   on   the   user’s   character   card.   The   character  
may   memorize   no   more   than   5   objects   at   a   time.  

Prismatic   Bolt  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    CURSED    to   be   unable   to   use    Detection  
skills   for   5   minutes.  

Refraction  Utility  3  The   following   3   casting   phokus   attacks   do   not   trigger  
a   cooldown.  

Invisibility  Utility  
Unique  

4  The   character   becomes    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Telemancy  
Displacement  Reaction  

Defense  
Attack   (Status)  

Unique  

1  Nullify   the    DISPLACED    effect   of   an   attack.   The  
attacker   is    DISPLACED    the   same   distance   in   a  
direction   of   the   character’s   choice.  

Inhibit  Reaction  
Attack  

Cooldown  

2  When   a   target   within   10   feet   uses   a    Movement    skill:  
Instantly   end   the   target’s    Movement .  

Teleport  Utility  3  Choose   a   willing   target   within   reach.   The   target   is  
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Movement  
Cooldown  

Unique  

DISPLACED    up   to   50   feet   in   any   direction.  

Speedcast  Utility  
Combo  

4  When   casting   a   spell:     the   coupled   spell   is   cast  
instantly   with   no    cooldown    time.  

 
Paragon  
While  a  Mage  may  not  truly  become  a  master  of  any  one  particular  form  of  the  supernatural                  
artes,  their  dedication  to  their  studies  does  permit  them  mastery  of  their  own  areas  of  study.  A                  
well  trained  Mage  uses  this  diverse  skillset  to  their  advantage  and  always  has  a  new  trick  up  the                   
sleeve   of   their   robe.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Mage   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Etymologist  
○ Evocation  
○ Research  

Name  Type  Description  

Manuscript  Consumable  After   5   minutes   of   crafting:    spend   a    Spell   Slot    of   appropriate  
rank   to   create   a    Consumable   Trinket    of   a   spell   on   the  
character’s    spell   list .   The   item   may   be   invoked   by   any   being  
after   5   seconds.   If   the   skill   is   a    Reaction ,   using   the   item  
instead   grants   the   character   a    Latent    use   of   the   effect   which  
expires   when   used   or   at   the   end   of   the   event.  

Spell   Tether  Passive  When   using    Dispel   Magic :   gain   a    Latent    use   of   the   dispelled  
skill   which   expires   when   used,   when   the   character   completes   a  
rest ,   or   after   1   hour.  

Spell   Tome  Domain  Gain   any   3   non- Unique    spells   that   appear   on   a    spellcaster  
class    of   the   character’s   choice.   The   chosen   spells   must   be   on  
the   same   spell   list.  

Or:    gain   one   spell   from   any    spellcaster   class ,   including   a  
Unique    spell.  

Weavesight  Attack  
Detection  

While    CONCEALED :   detect   all    CONCEALED    targets   within   25  
feet.   If   the   detection   is   defended,   the   character   may   not  
attempt   to   detect   the   target   again   for   1   minute   or   until   the  
character   uses   another   ability   that   would   render   them  
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CONCEALED .  
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Priest  
The Priest  is  the  voice  of  their  god  in  the  world.  Their  purpose  is  to  carry  out  the  will  of  their                      
deity,  while  also  still  showing  respect  to  all  the  gods  of  their  pantheon.  It  is  the  Priest’s  devotion                   
and  faith  that  allows  them  to  perform  miracles  to  aid  their  allies  or  strike  down  their  enemies.  It                   
is   this   power   that   shows   their   worthiness   to   enact   their   god’s   word.  

Blessings  
Bolstering   the   flock   and   helping   them   to  
weather   the   worst   of   the   storm   is,   to   many  
Priests,   their   most   important   duty.   They   may  
want   to   shield   them   from   danger   or   give  
them   the   means   to   meet   it   face   on,   but,   in  
the   end,   they   must   keep   the   flock   prepared.  
Prayers   in   the   Domain   of   Blessings   allow   a  
Priest   to   grant   protections   against   a   variety  
of   attacks   and   augment   the   abilities   of  
themself   and   their   allies.  

Sanctification  
The   prayers   and   needs   of   the   Priest’s   flock  
take   precedence,   and   there   is   no   such   thing  
as   a   small   miracle.   The   Domain   of  
Sanctification   contains   prayers   that   aid   the  
Priest   and   their   allies   in   various   situations.  
They   grant   minor   protections,   cause  
debilitating   effects,   and   can   create   barriers  
that   protect   the   Priest   or   shackle   their   target  
to   meet   divine   judgement   as   they   deem  
necessary.   

Prophecy  
A   Priest’s   power   manifests   in   many   forms,  
sometimes   in   ways   that   are   meant   to   be  
interpreted   for   the   future   yet   to   come.   The  
domain   of   Prophecy   allows   a   Priest   to   seek  
guidance   from   the   heavens,   providing   a  
myriad   of   defensive   and   supporting   spells  
that   could   prevent   a   bleak   future   for   them  
and   their   allies.  

Wrath  
Granting   protections   and   invigorating   the  
flock   are   important   tasks   for   a   Priest,   but  
there   are   times   the   blade   and   cudgel   must   be  
raised   to   defend   the   people   or   strike   down  
their   foes.   The   prayers   of   Wrath   bless   allies  
to   act   as   the   divine   fist   of   the   deities   that  
have   bestowed   them   their   gifts,   in   order   to  
unleash   swift   reparations   for   the   acts   that  
have   been   committed   against   their   followers.   

 

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  
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Spell   Proficiency:   Inspiration  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Utility    spells.  

Literacy:   Celestial  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the   divine  
and   is   knowledgeable   about    Priest    spells.  

Alignment   (Varies)  Gain   the   alignment   associated   with   the   character’s   worshipped  
deity   or   pantheon,   if   any.  

Divine   Damage  The   character   may   deal    divine    damage   with   all   attacks.  

Aligned   Damage  If   the   character   worships   an   aligned   creature,   they   may   deal  
necrotic ,    radiant ,    sacred ,   or    shadow    damage   with   all   attacks,  
depending   on   their   alignment.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Blessings  Domain  5  Add   all    Blessings    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Diplomacy  Passive  
Social  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   affect   the  
outcome   of   or   gain   information   after   a   conversation  
between   them   and   an   NPC   has   concluded.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Prophecy  Domain  5  Add   all    Prophecy    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Resurrection  Utility  10  The   character   may   see   and   interact   with   the   spirits   of  
DEAD    beings.  

While   not   in    combat,     after   10   minutes   of   activation:  
return   a   willing    DEAD    being   to   life.   The   being   suffers  
RESURRECTION   SICKNESS .  

Sanctification  Domain  5  Add   all    Sanctification    skills   to   the   character’s    spell  
list .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  
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Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Wrath  Domain  5  Add   all    Wrath    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  
 

*reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies .  

Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Blessings  
Conviction  Reaction  

Defense  
1  Nullify   the    TRIPPED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Brilliance  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLIND    until   cured.  

Miracle  Healing  
Utility  

Augment  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  
body   points    the   next   time   they   are   attacked,   after   the  
effect   is   suffered.  

Prayer   of  
Healing  

Healing  
Unique  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  
body   points    and   is   cured   of   a    status    effect.  

Sanctification  
Wield   Faith  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  

The   target   is    FEARED     to   the   character   for   30   seconds.  

Chain   Spell  Utility  2  When   casting   a    spell :    the   coupled   skill   gains   an  
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Combo  additional   target.  

Sanctuary  Utility  
Channelled  

Barrier  

3  The   character   and   up   to   1   willing   being   within   reach  
become    IMMUNE    to   all   effects,   including    bane ,   that  
do   not   specifically   affect    Barrier    or    Channelled  
skills.   The   character   must   hold   their   hand   out   in   front  
of   them   to   represent   this   skill.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   moves,   takes   any   action  
aside   from   invoking    Latent    abilities,   or   after   30  
minutes.   The   effect   is   dispelled   on   the   additional  
being   if   they   leave   the   reach   of   the   character   or   use  
abilities   that   affect   any   target   not   within   the    Barrier .  

Divine  
Protection  

Utility  
Channelled  

Aura  
Unique  

4  All   beings   within   reach   become    RESISTANT    versus  
base   damage   attacks.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,  
moves   faster   than   a   walking   pace,   or   after   30   minutes.   

Prophecy  
Inspect  Utility  1  Choose   a   target   within   25   feet.   The   target   must   inform  

the   character   of   their   maximum    body   point    total,   as  
well   as   anything   versus   which   they   are    RESISTANT ,  
HIGHLY   RESISTANT ,   or    IMMUNE .  

Revelation  Attack  
Detection  
Unique  

2  Choose   a    CONCEALED     target   within   25   feet.   The  
target’s   concealment   is    dispelled .   The   character   does  
not   need   to   be   able   to   see   the   target   to   use   this   skill.  

Vestments  Reaction  
Defense  
Healing  

3  Nullify   the    SEALED     or    WAYLAID     effect   of   an   attack.  

Or:    cure   the   character   of   the    SEALED    or    WAYLAID  
status.   Using   Vestments   in   this   way   triggers   a  
cooldown   equal   to   its   casting   time.  

Divine  
Intervention  

Utility  
Augment  

4  The   character   is    IMMUNE    versus   the   next   attack  
which   targets   them.  

Wrath  
Grovel  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  

The   target   is    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Atonement  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    DISPLACED    25   feet   in   a   direction  
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specified   by   the   character.  

Chastise  Attack   (Mix)  
Unique  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage   and   a   skill   specified   by  
the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Blade   of  
Victory  

Utility  
Augment  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   +1  
damage   proficiency    of   their   choice   for   the   duration  
of   the   encounter,   counting   as   their    damage   Augment .  

Dispelled   if:    the   target   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Paragon  
A  Priest’s  devotion  to  their  deity  manifests  in  a  multitude  of  ways,  giving  them  the  powers  to                  
provide  for  their  flock  however  they  deem  fit.  In  some  cases,  their  devotion  is  a  shell  that                  
protects  them;  in  others,  it  is  their  voice  which  carries  the  strength  of  a  higher  power.  In  all  cases,                    
this   devout   faith   is   what   brings   them   closer   to   their   deity.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Priest   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Courage  
○ Diplomacy  
○ Resurrection  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Devout  
Practitioner  

Domain  Gain   any   3   non- Unique    spells   that   appear   on   a    spellcaster  
class    of   the   character’s   choice.   The   chosen   spells   must   be   on  
the   same   spell   list.  

Or:    gain   one   spell   from   any    spellcaster   class ,   including   a  
Unique    spell.  

Divine  
Presence  

Passive  
Channelled  

While   using    Wield   Faith    or    Grovel :   the   character   may   use  
either   effect   as   a    Channelled    skill   and   continue   to   cast   them  
on   other   targets,   channelling   the   effects   on   up   to   3   targets   at   a  
time.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,   moves  
faster   than   a   walking   pace,   or   after   30   minutes.   

  Holy   Word  Augment  After   30   seconds   of   activation:    Choose   up   to   three   targets  
within   reach.   Each   target   chooses   a   skill   they   have   learned  
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from   the   core   rulebook   and   gains   a    Latent    use   of    Holy   Word ,  
which   allows   them   to   invoke   any   of   the   chosen   skills   once,  
chosen   at   the   time   of   invoking.   This   expires   when   used,   when  
the   target   completes   a    rest ,   or   after   1   hour.   A   being   may  
benefit   from   this   skill   no   more   than   once   per    rest .  

Pious   Passive  The   character   is    RESISTANT    versus   a   damage   type   associated  
with   their   deity.  

When   using    Chastise :   the   skill   deals   +10   damage   per   purchase  
of   the    Priest    class.  
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Psion  
A Psion  has  the  uncanny  ability  to  touch  the  world  by  controlling  the  latent  astral  energy  left                  
behind  during  the  creation  of  the  world.  Often  finding  power  in  the  form  of  wyrd  stones,  the                  
Psion  possesses  a  multitude  of  abilities  that  allow  them  to  shape  small  parts  of  the  natural  world                  
around   them,   manipulate   the   thoughts   of   others,   or   unleash   raw   devastating   eruptions   of   energy.  

Wyrd  
The   Wyrd   Domain   is   the   Psion’s   ability   to  
utilize   the   latent   energy   from   the   creation   of  
the   world.    While   sometimes   usable   in   its  
latent   state   to   cause   erratic   damage,   the   true  
power   of   the   Wyrd   domain   comes   from   its  
ability   to   greatly   amplify   the   powers   of   the  
psion   both   in   their   physical   body   and  
metaphysical   form.  

Manifestation  
Psions   who   learn   the   powers   of  
Manifestation   use   their   power   to   shape   small  
amounts   of   the   physical   world   around   them  
to   disable   enemies.   While   not   directly  
interfering   with   elemental   powers,   they   can  
shape   how   they   interact   within   a   small   area  
around   themselves   or   their   enemies.  

Telepathics  
The   Telepathics   Domain   is   the   psion’s  
ability   to   draw   on   the   ambient   astral   energy  

that   permeates   all   the   beings   around   them.  
They   can   use   this   power   to   manipulate   the  
way   that   energy   influences   a   creature   into  
thinking   what   they   want,   hearing   what   they  
want,   or   even   seeing   the   activity   of   their  
enemies   minds.  

Paroxysm  
Paroxysm   deals   with   astral   power   in   its   most  
raw   form.   A   Psion   manipulates   the   energy  
around   them   just   enough   to   cause   instability  
and   devastating   effects   to   the   areas   around  
the   erratic   power.   For   many   psions,   this   is  
the   most   difficult   to   truly   master,   as   turning  
an   erratic   burst   of   energy   into   the   desired  
effect   takes   an   incredible   amount   of   focus  
and   discipline.  

 
Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Control  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Status)    spells.  
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Literacy:   Astral  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the   Astral  
Realms   and   is   knowledgeable   about    Psion    spells.  

Astral   Damage  The   character   may   deal    astral    damage   with   all   attacks.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Charm  Passive  
Attack   (Status)  

Social  

10  After   30   seconds   of   interaction:    the   target   being   is  
CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against   the   character  
and   regard   them   with   no   suspicion   for   5   minutes   or  
until   the   character   takes   offensive   action   against   them.  
If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character   may   not   use   it  
again   for   5   minutes   on   any   target.  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Manifestation  Domain  5  Add   all    Manifestation    skills   to   the   character’s    spell  
list .  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,   auto-hit,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Paroxysm  Domain  5  Add   all    Paroxysm    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  
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Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Telepathics  Domain  5  Add   all    Telepathics    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Wyrd  Domain  5  Add   all    Wyrd    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  
 

 
 
Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Manifestation  
Memory  

Shard  
Utility  1  Choose   an    item    or   object   within   reach.   The   location  

and   appearance   of   the   object   are   memorized   and   must  
be   noted   on   the   user’s   character   card.   The   character  
may   memorize   no   more   than   5   objects   at   a   time.  

Howling  
Winds  

Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    DISPLACED    25   feet   in   a   direction  
specified   by   the   character.  

Sonic   Wave  Reaction  
Attack   (Status)  

Unique  

3  When   targeted   by   an    Attack :   the   attacker   is    STUNNED  
for   10   seconds.  

Imprison  Attack   (Status)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    IMPRISONED    for   1   minute.  

Paroxysm  
Vertigo  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  

The   target   is    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Infuriate  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    ENRAGED    for   30   seconds   versus   the   first  
being   they   see   aside   from   the   caster.  
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Addle  Attack   (Status)  3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.  

Seismic   Crash  Attack   (Status)  
Multi   Target  

Unique  

4  Strike   up   to   3   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   targets   suffer   a    BROKEN   LIMB    until   cured  
chosen   by   the   character.   The   limb   chosen   applies   to  
all   targets.  

Telepathics  
Inspect  Utility  1  Choose   a   target   within   25   feet.   The   target   must   inform  

the   character   of   their   maximum    body     point    total,   as  
well   as   anything   versus   which   they   are    RESISTANT ,  
HIGHLY   RESISTANT ,   or    IMMUNE .  

Telepathy  Utility  
Unique  

2  Choose   a   target   on   the   same   plane   with   whom   the  
character   has   conversed.   The   character   sends   a   single  
sentence   message   to   the   target,   who   may   choose   to  
send   a   single   sentence   response.  

True   Sight  Attack  
Detection  

3  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Premonition  Utility  
Augment  

4  The   character   is    IMMUNE    versus   the   next   attack  
which   targets   them.  

Wyrd  
Tranquility  Reaction  

Defense  
1  Nullify   the    ENRAGED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Wyrd   Lash  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Intensify  Combo  
Unique  

3  When   casting   an    Attack   (Status   or   Mix)    spell :   the  
coupled   skill   gains   an   additional   target   and   the  
duration   of   the   status   effect   is   doubled.  

Speedcast  Utility  
Combo  

4  When   casting   a   spell:     the   coupled   spell   is   cast  
instantly   with   no    cooldown    time.  
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Paragon  
The  pinnacle  of  a  Psion’s  power  manifests  with  a  mastery  over  the  ambient  energy  of  the  world                  
and  an  ability  to  physically  manipulate  it.  In  some,  an  air  of  arrogance  follows  quickly,  but  the                  
strength   of   their   own   will   over   the   world   around   them   serves   as   a   clear   answer   why.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Psion   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Charm  
○ Courage  
○ Interrogate  

Name  Type  Description  

Astral  
Projection  

Combo  When   using    Premonition:    the   character   is    IMMUNE    versus   the  
following   two   attacks   which   target   them.  

Or:     spend   a   rank   4    Spell   Slot    to   grant   another   being   a    Latent  
use   of    Premonition    which   must   be   used   immediately.  

Mind   Probe  Combo  When   using    Addle    or    Howling   Winds :   choose   a   target   within  
25   feet   and    auto-hit    the   attack   against   them   as   a    Social    skill,  
called   as    Daydream    or    Telekinesis ,   respectively.  

Subvert  
Reality  

Combo  When   using    Vertigo    or    Infuriate :   add   up   to   2   additional  
targets   to   the   attacks.  

Wyrd   Stones  Consumable  After   5   minutes   of   crafting:    spend   a    Spell   Slot    of   appropriate  
rank   to   create   a    Consumable   Trinket    of   a   spell   on   the  
character’s    spell   list .   The   item   may   be   invoked   by   any   being  
after   5   seconds.   If   the   skill   is   a    Reaction ,   using   the   item  
instead   grants   the   character   a    Latent    use   of   the   effect   which  
expires   when   used   or   at   the   end   of   the   event.  
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Shaman  
Wielder  of  devastating  elemental  energy,  the Shaman is  someone  who  makes  pacts  with              
extraplanar  creatures  in  exchange  for  their  power.  Fey,  demons,  and  elementals  are  the  Shaman’s               
main  creatures  of  choice  when  looking  for  favors.  The  Shaman  is  commonly  feared  by  those                
who  do  not  understand  the  path,  but  those  who  do  understand  respect  the  immense  amount  of                 
power   a   Shaman   can   command.  

Aqueous  
Granting   the   Shaman   access   to   the   powers  
of   the   Plane   of   Water,   Aqueous   provides   the  
power   of   flowing   water   and   piercing   ice.  
Just   as   water   has   the   ability   to   be   soothing   or  
overwhelming,   this   Domain   gives   the  
Shaman   the   ability   to   aid   their   allies   to  
escape   a   bad   situation   and   control   the  
battlefield,   freezing   their   enemies   in   their  
tracks.  

Igneous  
Granting   access   to   the   powers   of   the   Plane  
of   Fire,   Igneus   allows   a   Shaman   to   harness  
the   power   of   flame.   While   a   fire   can   be  
inviting,   these   spells   completely   focus   on  
the   scorching   pyre.   The   Shaman   unleashes  
their   destructive   blaze   on   their   enemies,  
reducing   their   armaments   to   ash   and   leaving  
their   defenses   burned   away.   

Terrestris  
Granting   access   to   the   powers   of   the   Plane  
of   Earth,   Terrestris   reinforces   a   Shaman’s  
defenses   with   powers   of   soil   and   stone.   With  
the   resilience   of   mountains,   the   Shaman  
provides   a   variety   of   protections   to   their  
allies   to   weather   the   attacks   of   their  
enemies.  

Ventosus  
Granting   access   to   the   Plane   of   Air,  
Ventosus   shares   with   the   Shaman   the   power  
of   wind   and   lightning.   A   Shaman   who  
makes   this   pact   keeps   their   allies   light   on  
their   feet   while   making   themself   difficult   to  
catch   as   the   winds   carry   them   and   the   storms  
keep   their   enemies   at   bay.  

 
Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +5    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+5   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  +2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Onslaught  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Dam.   or   Mix)    spells.  
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Literacy:   Elemental  The   character   may   decipher   the   written   language   of   the  
Elemental   planes   and   is   knowledgeable   about    Shaman    spells.  

Alignment:   Varies  Gain   the   alignment   of   the   character’s   chosen   Patron,   if   any.  

Elemental   Damage  The   character   may   deal    crystal ,    fire ,    ice ,   and    lightning  
damage   with   all   attacks.  

Aligned   Damage  If   the   character   has   a   pact   with   an   aligned   creature,   they   may  
deal    necrotic ,    radiant ,    sacred ,   or    shadow    damage   with   all  
attacks,   depending   on   their   alignment.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Aqueous  Domain  5  Add   all    Aqueous    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Evocation  Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   minutes,   fulfilling   all    Resting    conditions:  
refresh   all   Rank   1    Spell   Slots .   This   time   cannot   be  
reduced   by   any   means.  

Additionally :   for   every   additional   10   minutes   spent,  
the   character   may   refresh   the   following   rank   of    Spell  
Slots .  

Igneous  Domain  5  Add   all    Igneous    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Investigation  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
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spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   3   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   4   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Summon  Periodic  4  Summon   a   minion   from   the    Summoning   Guide    (p.  
195)   appropriate   to   the   character’s   class.  

Or :   render   a   target   creature   of   a   type   summonable   by  
the   character    CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against  
the   character   for   5   minutes.   

Terrestris  Domain  5  Add   all    Terrestris    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Ventosus  Domain  5  Add   all    Ventosus    skills   to   the   character’s    spell   list .  
 

 
Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Aqueous  
Inspect  Utility  1  Choose   a   target   within   25   feet.   The   target   must   inform  

the   character   of   their   maximum    body   point    total,   as  
well   as   anything   versus   which   they   are    RESISTANT ,  
HIGHLY   RESISTANT ,   or    IMMUNE .  

Splash  Utility  
Combo  

2  When   casting   a    spell :    the   coupled   skill   gains   an  
additional   target.  

Deluge  Attack   (Mix)  
Unique  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   20   damage   and   is    SLOWED    for   30  
seconds.  

Acid   Rain  Attack   (Mix)  4  Strike   up   to   3   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   targets   suffer   20   damage   and   are  
POISONED    until   cured.  
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Igneous  
Torrid   Lash  Reaction  

Attack   (Dam.)  
1  When   targeted   by   an    Attack :   the   attacker   suffers   20  

damage.  

Meteor   Storm  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   up   to   three   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or  
weapon   attack.   The   targets   suffer   20   damage.  

Overload  Utility  
Combo  
Unique  

3  When   casting   an    Attack    spell:    the   coupled   skill   is   cast  
as   a    bane    effect.  

Incinerate  Attack   (Dam.)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   50   damage.  

Terrestris  
Stoneskin  Reaction  

Defense  
Unique  

1  When   suffering   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    reduce  
the   damage   of   the   effect   by   10.  

Fragment  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   afflicted   by    ENFEEBLED    until   cured.  

Fulminate  Utility  3  The   following   3   casting   phokus   attacks   do   not   trigger  
a   cooldown.  

Razor   Shards  Attack   (Status)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    DISEASED    with   the   effect    WEAK    versus  
the   character’s   damage   type   until   cured.   If   the  
character   has   multiple   damage   types,   they   must  
choose   only   one.  

Ventosus  
Hasten  Utility  

Augment  
1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3    spells  

used   by   the   target   are   cast   in   half   the   time,   rounding  
up   if   applicable.   This   skill   does   not   stack   with   other  
Augments    that   reduce   casting   time.  

Wind   Scythe  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Cyclone  Utility  
Combo  
Unique  

3  When   casting   a   spell:    the   coupled   skill   strikes   the  
target   twice.  
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Speedcast  Utility  
Combo  

4  When   casting   a   spell:   the   coupled   spell   is   cast  
instantly   with   no   cooldown   time.  

 
Paragon  
The  pinnacle  of  power  that  a  Shaman  can  control  is  devastating  at  its  minimum.  Their  command                 
over  the  raw  elemental  powers  allows  them  to  unleash  even  stronger  amalgams  of  attacks  and                
even   summon   the   extraplanar   forces   to   their   beck   and   call.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Shaman   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Evocation  
○ Investigation  

Name  Type   Description  

Elemental  
Attunement  

Passive  
Augment  

The   character   is    RESISTANT    versus   a   damage   type   associated  
with   their   patron.  

When   using    Incinerate :   the   skill   deals   +10   damage   per  
purchase   of   the    Shaman    class.  

Elemental  
Vortex  

Passive  When   using    Speedcast :   the   skill   may   be   used   with   an  
additional    Combo    skill.  

Mana   Siphon  Passive  Choose   a   willing   target   within   5   feet   and   reduce   their  
maximum    body   points    by   5   until   their   next    Rest .   The  
character   refreshes   a    Spell   Slot ,   bypassing   their    refreshment  
cap .   A   being   may   not   sacrifice   more    body   points    than   their  
natural   maximum   before   armor.  

Reincarnate  Passive  
Reaction  
Healing  

When   rendered    INCAPACITATED :   instantly   auto-hit   an   attack  
spell    that   deals   damage   against   the   last   target   who   attacked   the  
character.   If   the   attack   is   successful,   restore   1   Body   point.  
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Alchemist  
An Alchemist  takes  time  to  study  the  flora  and  minerals  of  the  world  to  distill  them  into                  
powerful  brews  and  salves.  Though  commonly  thought  only  to  dabble  in  mixing  a  few  herbs  and                 
liquids,  the  Alchemist  has  a  far  more  versatile  and  potent  repertoire  of  tricks  and  concoctions  up                 
their  sleeve.  Through  relentless  experimentation,  they  learn  new  techniques  and  discover  what             
the   natural   world   can   do   when   pieced   together   in   just   the   right   way.  

Distillation  
The  processes  of  hot  and  cold  distillation  are         
responsible  for  making  some  of  the  most        
robust  and  useful  concoctions  an  Alchemist       
can  produce.  From  the  stable  healing  elixir        
to  the  sought  out  Potion  of  Victory,  an         
Alchemist’s  repertoire  isn’t  complete     
without   these   staples.  

Hermetics  
A  cornerstone  of  alchemical  practices,  these       
talents  represent  the  Alchemist’s  study  of       
the  physical  phenomena  that  make  up  the        
natural  world.  Delaying  illness,  changing      
weight,  or  becoming  invisible  to  the  naked        
eye   all   rely   on   this   fundamental   discipline.  

  

Mysticism  
The  study  of  alchemy  is  not  just  of  the          
material:  it  is  also  of  the  soul  and  the  spirit.           
Mastery  of  this  domain  will  bring  with  it  a          
greater  understanding  of  the  world  the       
alchemist  resides  in  and  how  beings  reside        
in  it,  allowing  them  to  enhance  their  allies  or          
reveal   their   enemies.  

Toxicology  
A  proper  Alchemist  has  studied  the  body        
and  how  it  responds  to  different  diseases,        
acids,  and  poisons.  They  have  probably       
experimented  on  themselves  or  others  to       
gain  this  knowledge  and  put  their  talents  to         
the  test.  Whether  it  be  the  defensiveness  of         
tactical  numbness  or  the  horrible  offence  of        
blistering  acid,  Toxicology  has  something      
that   most   people   will   not   enjoy.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Oculum   Slot  +2    talents    may   be   slotted   in   an    oculum    at   a   time.  

Support   Proficiency  -1   second   activation   time   to   all    Procedure    skills   and   abilities  
slotted   in    oculus .  
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Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Distillation  Domain  5  Add   all    Distillation    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Hermetics  Domain  5  Add   all    Hermetics    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Mysticism  Domain  5  Add   all    Mysticism    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Reanimation  Passive  
Healing  

10  After   1   minute   of   activation:    cure   a   target   of   the    DEAD  
status.   No   more   than   10   minutes   may   have   passed   since  
the   target   became    DEAD .   The   target   does   not   suffer  
Resurrection   Sickness .  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Summon  Periodic  4  Summon   a   minion   from   the    Summoning   Guide    (p.  
195)   appropriate   to   the   character’s   class.  

Or:    render   a   target   creature   of   a   type   summonable   by  
the   character    CURSED    to   take   no   hostile   action   against  
the   character   for   5   minutes.   

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   1  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   1  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  
Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   2  
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(Rank   2)  Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   2  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   3  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   3  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   4  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   4  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Toxicology  Domain  5  Add   all    Toxicology    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  
*Reduced   as   per    support   proficiencies.  

Talents  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Distillation  
Healing   Elixir  Consumable  

Healing  
1  On   use:    restore   20    body   points    to   the   imbiber.  

Potion   of  
Spider   Climb  

Consumable  
Utility  

Augment  

2  On   use:    the   character’s   activation   time   on   the   skill  
Climb    becomes   instant.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Refreshment  
Potion  

Consumable  
Utility  

3  On   use:     refresh    1   use   of   a    Periodic    skill.  

Potion   of  Consumable  4  On   use:    gain   +1    damage   proficiency    of   the  
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Victory  Utility  
Augment  

character’s   choice   for   the   duration   of   the   encounter,  
counting   as   their    damage   Augment .  

Dispelled   if:    the   target   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Hermetics  
Bubbling  

Concoction  
Procedure  

Utility  
1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   counts   as   a  

mundane   object   for   the   purpose   of    Movement    skills  
for   5   minutes.  

Snake   Oil  Consumable  
Utility  

2  On   use:    the   effect   of   a    status    the   character   is   currently  
suffering   is   suspended   for   5   minutes.   At   the   end   of   the  
duration,   the   character   suffers   the   status   for   the  
remaining   time   of   the   effect,   if   applicable.  

Tar   Bomb  Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   is    SLOWED     for   30   seconds.  

Cloaker   Tonic  Consumable  
Utility  

4  On   use:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Mysticism  

Expertise  Procedure  
Utility  

Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   +1   to  
their   learned    Attributes .  

Dispelled   if:    the   recipient   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Displacement  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    DISPLACED    25   feet   in   a   direction  
specified   by   the   character.  

Tracing  
Powder  

Procedure  
Attack  

Detection  

3  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Mystery   Tonic  Consumable  
Augment  
Reaction  
Healing  

4  On   use:    gain   a    Latent    use   of    Mystery   Tonic .   The  
character   restores   20    body     points    as   a    Reaction    when  
attacked,   after   the   effect   is   suffered.  
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Toxicology  
Antivenin  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

1  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
POISONED    effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Acid   Bomb  Consumable  
Attack   (Dam.)  

2  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   suffers   20   damage.  

Plague   Bomb  Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   becomes    DISEASED     with   the   effect  
FATIGUED    until   cured.  

Numbing  
Agent  

Procedure  
Utility  

Augment  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   becomes  
RESISTANT    versus   the   following   3   attacks   to   strike  
them.  

 
Paragon  
A  master  of  their  craft,  the  alchemist  knows  all  the  tricks  to  making  something  work  the  way                  
they  want  it  to.  They’re  well  versed  in  the  base  make  up  of  anything  they  come  across,  and  can                    
use  that  knowledge  to  their  advantage  when  it  comes  to  diluting,  transmuting,  or  down  right  just                 
getting   weird   about   their   craft.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Alchemist   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Interrogate  
○ Reanimate  
○ Research  

Name  Type  Description  

Affinity  Domain  Choose   a   class   archetype   from   the   following   list:    rogue ,  
spellcaster ,   or    warrior .   Gain   +1   of   the   relevant    damage  
proficiency    per   purchase   of   the    Alchemist    class.  
 
Choose   1   non- Unique     Periodic    or    Spell    skill   which   appears  
on   a   class   of   the   chosen   archetype   per   purchase   of   the  
Alchemist    class.   The   skill   may   be   activated   by   spending   a   rank  
4    Talent   Slot .  
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Cauldron  Passive  
Utility  

Augment  

When   using   a    Consumable    or    Procedure :   the   character   may  
chain   the   activation   of   up   to   4    Consumables    or    Procedures ,  
spending   an   amount   of   concentration   time   equal   to   their  
combined   activation   time.   At   the   conclusion,   they   deliver   all  
the   skills   with   no   casting   or   cooldown   time.  

If   the   character   is   interrupted,   they   must   restart   the   entire  
activation   time,   but   retain   all    Talent   Slots    or   items.  

Collect  
Essence  

Passive  Choose   a   willing   target   within   5   feet   and   reduce   their  
maximum    body   points    by   5   until   their   next    rest .   The   character  
refreshes   a    Talent   Slot ,   bypassing   their    refreshment   cap .   A  
being   may   not   sacrifice   more    body   points    than   their   natural  
maximum   before   armor.  

Transmutation  Passive  
Utility  
Attack  

Spend   a    Rank   4   Talent   Slot    and   choose   a   piece   of   equipment  
within   reach.   The   item’s   material   type   is   changed   into   another  
standard   material   for   5   minutes.  

Or:    spend   a    Rank   4   Talent   Slot    and   strike   a   target   with   a   spell  
packet   or   weapon   attack.   The   target   is    IMPRISONED    for   1  
minute.  
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Engineer  
An Engineer  tinkers  with  mechanisms  and  technology,  dreaming  up  new  inventions  to  make              
them  a  reality.  Achieving  advanced  accomplishments  of  the  modern  world,  the  Engineer  takes              
common  tools  and  expands  on  them.  Using  their  wits  and  imagination,  they  build  interesting               
devices,  complex  machines,  and  deadly  firearms.  An  Engineer  is  always  thinking  about  the  next               
improvement,   the   next   invention,   or   the   best   way   to   build   a   solution   to   a   problem.  

Explosives  
Most  problems  can  be  solved  with  careful        
thought  and  planning,  but  sometimes  a  good        
percussive  blast  will  do  just  as  well.  Though         
not  usually  the  most  devastating  tools  in        
their  arsenal,  the  variety  and  utility  of        
explosives  available  to  an  Engineer  can  help        
them   in   –   or   out   of   –   any   situation.  

Inventions  
Anyone  can  make  something,  but  the       
Engineer's  creative  inventions  provide  much      
needed  support  to  their  user  in  challenging        
times.  The  staple  inventions  of  an  Engineer        
are  more  protective  in  design.  Not       
everything  they  make  has  to  explode,  and        
sometimes,  the  most  valuable  inventions  are       
the   ones   that   don’t!  

  

Projectiles  
Over  the  years,  several  professions  have       
learned  how  to  make  a  variety  of  arquebuses         
and  bombs.  Someone  skilled  with      
Projectiles,  however,  is  the  master  of  black        
powder.  An  Engineer  may  call  this  trade  the         
pathway  to  progress  –  a  trail  of  black         
leading   into   the   future.  

Tinkering  
Where’s  the  fun  in  good  enough?  Where’s        
the  joy  in  “just  fine?”  Nothing  has  to  be  the           
way  it  is  if  you’re  willing  to  tinker  with  it  a            
bit.  Sometimes  it’s  the  weirder  things  rather        
than  the  finer  things  that  make  life        
interesting.  This  way  of  thinking  helps  a        
good  tinkerer  make  the  oddest  contraptions       
you  never  knew  you  wanted  out  of  the  most          
unexpected   things.  

 

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Oculum   Slot  +2    talents    may   be   slotted   in   an    oculum    at   a   time.  

Support   Proficiency  -1   second   activation   time   to   all    Procedure    skills   and   abilities  
slotted   in    oculus .  
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Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Explosives  Domain  5  Add   all    Explosions    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Inventions  Domain  5  Add   all    Inventions    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Investigation  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Projectiles  Domain  5  Add   all    Projectiles    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   1  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   1  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  
Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   2  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   2  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   3  
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Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   3  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   4  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   4  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Tinkering  Domain  5  Add   all    Tinkering    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  

*Reduced   as   per    support   proficiencies.  

 
Talents  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Explosives  
Concussive  

Bomb  
Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

1  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   is    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Blasting  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

2  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   is    ENFEEBLED    until   cured.  

Tar   Bomb  Consumable  
Attack   (Staus)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   is    SLOWED     for   30   seconds.  

Banishment  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Staus)  

4  On   use:    strike   a   target   within   5   feet   of   a   wall   with   a  
spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
DISPLACED     to   the   other   side   of   the   wall,   provided   it   is  
less   than   5   feet   in   thickness.  

Inventions  
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Stabilizing  
Trinket  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

1  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
TRIPPED    effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Parrying  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

2  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Adamantine  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
BROKEN   LIMB     effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Trinket   of  
Reflex  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
entire   effect   of   an    auto-hit    attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Projectiles  
Anodizer  Consumable  

Utility  
Augment  

 On   use:    the   following    rogue   class     Attack    skill   used  
by   the   character   gains   +10   damage.  

Explosive  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Dam.)  

2  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet  
attack.   The   target   suffers   20   damage.  

Tranquilizer  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet  
attack.   The   target   is    WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until  
attacked.  

Incendiary  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet  
attack.   The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

Tinkering  
Glider   Pack  Consumable  

Utility  
Combo  

1  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   falling  
damage.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  
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Magnetize  Procedure  
Utility  

Augment  

2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target’s    auto-hit  
range   is   increased   by   10   feet   for   the   encounter.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   completes   a    Rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Adhesive  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   A   skill   specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED  
for   30   seconds.  

Innovation  Equipment  4  Create   a    ranged   weapon    (p.   179),    oculum    (p.   181)   or  
leather   armor    (p.   182).   Creating   equipment   requires  
the   expenditure   of   components   (p.   183).  

 
 
Paragon  
When  an  Engineer  makes  the  perfect  device  that  creates  a  satisfying  explosion,  the  only  place  to                 
go  from  there  is  towards  a  bigger  explosion.  The  best  Engineers  make  the  best  explosions  after                 
all.  Their  devices  become  paramount  to  traps,  their  ammunition  highly  sought  after,  and  there               
isn’t   a   single   problem   they   can’t   solve   in   under   10   seconds.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Engineer   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Investigation  
○ Research  
○ Tools   of   the   Trade  

Name  Type  Description  

Affinity  Domain  Choose   a   class   archetype   from   the   following   list:    rogue ,  
spellcaster ,   or    warrior .   Gain   +1   of   the   relevant    damage  
proficiency    per   purchase   of   the    Engineer    class.  
 
Choose   1   non- Unique     Periodic    or    Spell    skill   which   appears  
on   a   class   of   the   chosen   archetype   per   purchase   of   the  
Engineer    class.   The   skill   may   be   activated   by   spending   a   rank  
4    Talent   Slot .  

Augment  
Ammunition  

Passive  
Utility  

When   using   a    Procedure    or    Attack    slotted   in   an    Oculum :   the  
skill   may   be   delivered   through   a    complex   ranged   weapon .  

After   1   minute   of   crafting:    change   a    Consumable    into  
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Consumable   Ammunition ,   allowing   it   to   be   delivered  
through   a   ranged   weapon.  

Demolitionist  Passive  When   using    Explosive   Bomb    or    Incendiary   Bomb :   increase  
the   damage   of   the   attack   by   10.  

Trap   Kits  Procedure  Spend   a    Rank   4   Talent   Slot    and   up   to   5    Consumable    items   or  
Trap   Kit     Modules    to   create   a    Trap   Kit .   Trap   Kits   may   be   set  
as    traps    (p.   196)   by   any   character   with   the   skill    Tools   of   the  
Trade ,   to   a   maximum   of   one   Trap   Kit   per    trap .   Trap   Kit  
Modules   are   listed   below   and   may   be   added   for   free   when  
creating   a   Trap   Kit.  
 
Alarm :    When   the    trap    is   triggered:    the   character   who   set   the  
trap ,   or   the   being   who   triggered   the    trap    if   the   character   is   not  
present,   must   shout   “Alarm”   as   loud   as   possible.  

Resetting   Switch :    When   the    trap    is   triggered:    after   10  
seconds,   the    trap    becomes   active   again,   no   more   than   once   per  
Resetting   Switch    included   in   the   kit.  

Large   Trigger :    When   setting   the    trap :    the   size   of   the   trigger  
may   be   increased   by   1   cubic   foot   per    Large   Trigger    included  
in   the   kit.  

Area   Trap :    When   the    trap    is   triggered:    the   being   closest   to  
the   target   who   triggered   the    trap    additionally   suffers   the   effect.  
An   additional   target   may   be   added   per    Area   Trap    included   in  
the   kit.   The   additional   target   must   be   within   5   feet   of   the   initial  
target.  
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Physician  
A Physician  sees  to  the  varied  health  issues  of  the  populace,  working  diligently  to  ensure  their                 
wellness.  These  doctors  and  medics  are  the  people  who  devote  themselves  to  studying  the               
medical  artes.  Whether  it  be  the  farmer  who  learns  to  set  a  limb,  the  hero  who  labors  to  keep                    
their  friends  alive,  or  the  surgeon  who  works  for  hours  in  a  clinic,  Physicians  are  the  miracle                  
workers   who   employ   medicine   and   skill   to   aid   their   fellow   countrymen.  
Implements  
Every  profession  has  tools  that  help  improve        
their  craft,  and  a  Physician  is  no  different.         
Bandages,  forceps,  and  needles  are      
commonplace  for  this  profession,  but      
sometimes,  you  need  a  little  more.  This        
study  focuses  on  a  toolset  that  prepares  the         
Physician  for  work  out  in  the  field,  dealing         
with  the  many  dangers  that  tend  to  come         
with  adventuring  or  living  in  the  wilds.  A         
medic  willing  to  jump  into  the  fray  can         
benefit   learning   how   to   make   these   tools.   

Pharmacology  
With  a  practiced  hand,  a  Physician  focused        
in  Pharmacology  administers  specialized     
poultices  and  concoctions  to  their  patients       
with  miraculous  effects.  Utilizing  simple      
healing  and  more  nuanced  solutions,  a       
Physician  pushes  the  body  beyond  its  usual        
limits   without   straining   it   into   exhaustion.  

  

Psychology  
The  mind  is  a  delicate  thing,  easily        
manipulated  by  a  practiced  hand  for  good  or         
ill.  Most  use  this  study  to  trick  a  person's          
mind  into  reacting  in  a  way  that  mimics         
improving  the  senses.  After  working  with  a        
Physician,  someone  may  be  surprised  to  find        
themselves  having  an  easier  time  avoiding       
harm  or  having  a  moment  of  clarity  in  a          
variety   of   situations.  

Therapeutics  
The  lives  of  the  people  of  Arawyn,  from         
adventurers  to  commoners,  can  be  difficult       
for  many  reasons.  While  magic  may       
sometimes  make  life  simpler,  a  good       
Physician  knows  that  magic  is  a  temporary        
solution  when  your  body  needs  to  truly  rest.         
This  study  focuses  on  reinvigorating  the       
physical  form  so  you  may  return  to  daily  life          
–  or  get  back  in  the  fight  quickly  –  using  the            
natural   properties   of   your   body   to   heal.  
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Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Oculum   Slot  +2    talents    may   be   slotted   in   an    oculum    at   a   time.  

Support   Proficiency  -1   second   activation   time   to   all    Procedure    skills   and   abilities  
slotted   in    oculus .  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Autopsy  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   studied   causes   of   death   and   may  
petition   a   storyteller   to   gain   information   on   a   corpse.   If  
the   storyteller   approves   the   request,   they   will   specify  
the   requirements   to   complete   the   research.  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Implements  Domain  5  Add   all    Implements    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Pharmacology  Domain  5  Add   all    Pharmacology    skills   to   the   character’s    talent  
list .  

Psychology  Domain  5  Add   all    Psychology    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Reanimation  Passive  
Healing  

10  After   1   minute   of   activation:    cure   a   target   of   the    DEAD  
status.   No   more   than   10   minutes   may   have   passed   since  
the   target   became    DEAD .   The   target   does   not   suffer  
Resurrection   Sickness .  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  
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Talent   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   1  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   1  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  
Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   2  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   2  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   3  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   3  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   4  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   4  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Therapeutics  Domain  5  Add   all    Therapeutics    skills   to   the   character’s    talent  
list .  

*Reduced   as   per    support   proficiencies.  

 
Talents  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Implements  

Tourniquet  Consumable  1  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
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Talisman  Reaction  
Defense  

BLEEDING    effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Tome   of  
Healing  

Consumable  
Utility  

Augment  

2  On   use:    the   following   3    Healing    skills   used   by   the  
character   on   other   targets   restore   twice   as   many    body  
points .  

Tranquilizer  
Bomb  

Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet  
attack.   The   target   is    WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until  
attacked.  

Talisman   of  
Self   Control  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   a  
Social    attack   or   the    ENRAGED    or    FEARED    effect   of  
an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Pharmacology  
Bind   Wounds  Procedure  

Healing  
1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  

body   points    per   5   seconds   while   the   character  
concentrates   on   the   skill.   This   time   cannot   be  
reduced.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   or   target   takes   any   action  
other   than   speaking   or   moving.  

Greater  
Healing   Elixir  

Consumable  
Healing  

2  On   use:    restore   30    body   points    to   the   imbiber.  

Booster  
Injection  

Procedure  
Augment  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   may    stack    an  
additional   use   of   a   specified    Latent   Consumable ,  
lasting   until   used.   This   skill   may   be   applied   no   more  
than   once   per    Consumable    per   target.  

Inject  
Adrenaline  

Procedure  
Healing  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   instantly  
completes   a    rest .   A   being   may   benefit   from   this   skill  
no   more   than   once   per   event.  

Psychology  

Expertise  Procedure  
Utility  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   +1   to  
their   learned   Attributes.  
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Augment  Dispelled   if:    the   recipient   completes   a   rest   or   after   1  
hour.  

Parrying  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

2  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Mind   Over  
Matter  

Procedure  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   a  
Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the    status    effect   of   an  
attack   which   inflicts   a    status    that   does   not   have   a  
maximum   duration.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Creature  
Study  

Procedure  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   a  
Latent    defense   which   nullifies   the   entire   effect   of   an  
attack   made   by   a   creature   type   the   character   has   seen  
within   the   last   hour,   specified   when   the   skill   is   used.  

Therapeutics  
Trinket   of  
Leeches  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

1  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
DISEASED     effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Rehabilitate  Procedure  
Healing  

2  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    cure   a    status   effect.  

Relaxation  Procedure  3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   minimum   time  
required   for   the   target’s   next    rest    is   reduced   by   15  
minutes,   which   cannot   be   altered   by   any   other   means.  

Resuscitate  Procedure  
Healing  

4  Choose   an    INCAPACITATED    or    CRITICAL    target  
within   reach.   The   target   is   restored   to   their   maximum  
body     point    total.  

 
Paragon  
Any  physician  can  heal  the  sick,  splint  a  broken  leg,  or  provide  a  worthwhile  pick-me-up.  The                 
best  physicians  can  do  all  that  while  ducking  and  dodging  through  a  fight  without  even  being                 
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noticed,  or  while  paying  attention  to  several  other  patients.  Their  skills  on  the  field  can  be                 
monumental   in   a   pinch,   and   demonstrate   their   dedication   to   the   medical   profession.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Physician   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Autopsy  
○ Reanimate  
○ Research  

Name  Type  Description  

Affinity  Proficiency  Choose   a   class   archetype   from   the   following   list:    rogue ,  
spellcaster ,   or    warrior .   Gain   +1   of   the   relevant    damage  
proficiency    per   purchase   of   the    Physician    class.  
 
Choose   1   non- Unique     Periodic    or    Spell    skill   which   appears  
on   a   class   of   the   chosen   archetype   per   purchase   of   the  
Physician    class.   The   skill   may   be   activated   by   spending   a   rank  
4    Talent   Slot .  

Field   Medic  Passive  
Utility  

While   using   a    Healing    skill:    the   character   is    CONCEALED .   The  
concealment   persists   for   up   to   10   seconds   after   the   skill   has  
concluded.  

When   using    Rehabilitate :   cure   an   additional    status .  

Surgical  
Alteration  

Procedure  Spend   a    Rank   4   Talent   Slot    and   choose   a   target   within   reach.  
The   target   gains   a    Latent    use   of    Inoculation .   When   invoked,  
the   target   becomes    IMMUNE    versus    POISONED    and    DISEASED  
for   the   encounter.  

Or:    spend   a    Rank   4   Talent   Slot    and   choose   a   target   within  
reach.   The   target   gains   a   false   tooth,   subdermal   trinket,   or  
other   alteration   which   grants   them   a    Latent    use   of   any  
non- Attack     Consumable .   This   item   may   be   invoked   at   any  
time,   including   while   the   character   is   otherwise   unable   to   use  
items.  

Triage  Channelled  
Aura  

Combo  

Spend   a    Rank   4   Talent   Slot .   The   area   within   5   feet   of   the  
character   becomes   a    Triage .  

While   within   the   Triage:     First   Aid   Assess    may   be   used   with   no  
concentration   time.   The   character   gains   2   additional   targets   on  
all    Physician   Procedures .  
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Dispelled   if:     the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,   moves  
more   than   5   feet   from   their   starting   position,   or   after   30  
minutes.   
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Scholar  
A Scholar  studies  the  mysteries  of  the  world,  both  great  and  small.  Seeking  answers,  they  delve                 
into  the  inner  workings  of  the  cosmos,  legends  of  the  past,  and  practices  of  the  world’s  cultures.                  
They  are  often  found  studying  tirelessly  over  a  pile  of  books,  or  out  in  the  field,  looking  to                   
explore  and  discover  those  mysteries  still  unknown.  Over  time,  Scholars  master  a  multitude  of               
lores   and   languages,   and   even   learn   to   create   items   that   help   others   in   the   pursuit   of   knowledge.  

Academia  
Any   academic   could   tell   you   the   wonders   of  
the   mountain   ranges   while   looking   over  
books   that   may   as   well   have   a   flag   at   their  
peak.   A   Scholar’s   mind   may   traverse   the  
depths   of   lost   caves   in   the   cellars   of   grand  
libraries   to   unearth   extraordinary   treasures  
such   as   lost   scrolls   revealing   information   of  
a   time   or   place   long   lost   to   legend   and  
memory.   This   knowledge   becomes   the  
arsenal   of   a   page   worn   scholar   who   has  
infinite   answers   for   an   endless   catalog   of  
problems.  

Archaeology  
An   Archaeologist   lives   for   one   moment   –  
first   laying   eyes   on   that   small   but   vital  
artifact   of   a   forgotten   creature   or   a   people  
lost   to   time.   The   pursuit   of   knowledge   goes  
hand   in   hand   with   the   risks   of   hidden   tombs  
and   distant   lands,   but   the   archaeologist  
combats   these   dangers   with   a   nuanced  
understanding   of   now   lost   cultures   when  
they   were   in   their   prime.   Though   a   sword   on  
their   hip   and   some   extra   rope   never   hurt.  

  

Astrology  
Those   with   the   understanding   of   the  
movements   of   the   stars   never   cease   to  
enlighten   even   the   most   skeptical   in   times   of  
monumental   need.   Through   vigorous   study  
of   the   stars   and   their   effects   on   Arawyn,   a  
Scholar   of   this   art   can   make   predictions   and  
craft   ethereal   protections   always   in   the   nick  
of   time.   One   who   understands   the  
movements   of   worlds   is   surprised   by  
nothing.  

Illumination  
Not   all   of   a   Scholar’s   works   deal   with   the  
ancient   or   the   far   away.    Some   of   their  
studies   focus   on   the   practical  
implementation   of   other   realms   of  
knowledge.   Notably,   Illumination   applies  
the   Scholar’s   understanding   of   the   technical  
inner   workings   of   mystical   artes   to   their  
active   use   in   the   field.    With   these   talents,   a  
Scholar   is   more   than   capable   of   improving  
upon   those   supernatural   abilities   by  
outfitting   a   caster   and   improving   their  
equipment.  
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Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Oculum   Slot  +2    talents    may   be   slotted   in   an    oculum    at   a   time.  

Support   Proficiency  -1   second   activation   time   to   all    Procedure    skills   and   abilities  
slotted   in    oculus .  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Academia  Domain  5  Add   all    Academia    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Archaeology  Domain  5  Add   all    Archaeology    skills   to   the   character’s    talent  
list .  

Astrology  Domain  5  Add   all    Astrology    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Etymologist  Proficiency  10  After   10   seconds   of   examination:    decipher   text   written  
in   any   standard   language.  

Or:     the   character   may   write   documents   in   any   standard  
language.  

Forgery  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   create   or  
detect   a   copy   of   an   item   or   document.   The   storyteller  
will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide   the   result   of  
the   forgery.  

Illumination  Domain  5  Add   all    Illumination    skills   to   the   character’s    talent  
list .  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Research  Passive  10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
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Inquiry  written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   1  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   1  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  
Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   2  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   2  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   3  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   3  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   4  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   4  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

*Reduced   as   per    support   proficiencies.  

 
Talents  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Academia  
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Quadrivium  Procedure  
Utility  

Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   +1   to   a  
learned    Lore    of   their   choice.  

Dispelled   if:    the   recipient   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Critique  Procedure  
Utility  

2  Choose   a   target   within   10   feet.   The   target    refreshes  
their   most   recently   used    Periodic    skill,   bypassing   the  
refreshment   cap .   The   skill   must   have   been   used  
within   the   previous   5   minutes   and   the   character   must  
have   witnessed   its   use.   A   being   may   only   benefit   from  
this   skill   once   per   event.  

Examine  Procedure  
 

3  Choose   a   target   within   25   feet.   The   target   must   inform  
the   character   of   their   creature   type   and   any   damage  
types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Creature  
Study  

Procedure  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   a  
Latent    defense   which   nullifies   the   entire   effect   of   an  
attack   made   by   a   creature   type   the   character   has   seen  
within   the   last   hour,   specified   when   the   skill   is   used.  

Archaeology  
Appraise  Procedure  

Inquiry  
 

1  After   5   minutes   of   examination:    exchange   a  
Salvageable     item    in   the   character’s   possession   for   its  
base   materials.  

Or:    petition   a   Storyteller   for   additional   information  
about   an   item   in   the   character’s   possession.  

Grappling  
Hook  

Consumable  
Utility  

Augment  

2  On   use:    the   character’s   activation   time   on   the   skill  
Climb    becomes   instant.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Scroll   of  
Sealing  

Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   A   skill   specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED  
for   30   seconds.  

Explorer’s  
Torch  

Consumable  
Utility  

4  On   use:    the   character   may   ignore   the    CONCEALED  
status   on    traps    and   objects   within   5   feet   for   5  
minutes.  
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Astrology  

Hematite  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

1  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
CURSED    effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Scroll   of  
Zodiac   Shift  

Consumable  
Attack   (Dam.)  

2  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet   attack.  
The   target   suffers   20   damage.  

Star   Globe  Consumable  
Channelled  

Aura  
Detection  

 

3  On   use:    all    CONCEALED    effects   within   reach   of   the  
character   are   dispelled   for   as   long   as   this   skill   is  
channelled.   The   target   may   use   a   defense   against  
Detection    or    Consumables    to   immediately   move  
outside   the   range   of   the   aura.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   uses   any   offensive   skills,  
moves   faster   than   a   walking   pace,   or   after   30   minutes.   

Horoscope  Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  On   use:    gain   a    Latent   Defense    which   nullifies   the  
entire   effect   of   an   attack   delivered   by   a    CONCEALED  
target.  

Illumination  

Mana   Prism  Consumable  
Utility  
Combo  

1  On   use:    the   following    spellcaster   class     Attack    skill  
used   by   the   character   gains   +10   damage.  

Tome   of  
Healing  

Consumable  
Utility  

Augment  

2  On   use:    the   following   3    Healing    skills   used   by   the  
character   on   other   targets   restore   twice   as   many    body  
points .  

Illuminate  
Phokus  

Procedure  
Utility  

Augment  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target’s   casting  
phokus   cooldown   is   reduced   by   1   second   for   the  
encounter.  

Dispelled   if :   the   target   completes   a    rest    or   after   1  
hour.  

Inscription  Equipment  4  After   5   minutes   of   crafting:    Create   a    casting   phokus  
(p.   179),    grimoire    (p.   181)   or    cloth   armor    (p.   182).  
Creating   equipment   requires   the   expenditure   of  
components   (p.   183).  
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Paragon  
Any  Scholar  worth  their  books  knows  there’s  more  to  the  written  word  than  just  the  letters  on  the                   
page.  Inscriptions  can  hold  supernatural  power  if  penned  in  just  the  right  way,  or  may  convey                 
secrets  the  author  never  intended  to  let  loose.  The  most  skilled  Scholars  do  more  than  just  read                  
the  text,  they  read  between  the  lines  to  decipher  the  deep  secrets  of  whatever  it  is  they  set  their                    
sights   on.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Scholar   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Etymologist  
○ Forgery  
○ Research  

Name  Type  Description  

Affinity  Domain  Choose   a   class   archetype   from   the   following   list:    rogue ,  
spellcaster ,   or    warrior .   Gain   +1   of   the   relevant    damage  
proficiency    per   purchase   of   the    Scholar    class.  
 
Choose   1   non- Unique     Periodic    or    Spell    skill   which   appears  
on   a   class   of   the   chosen   archetype   per   purchase   of   the    Scholar  
class.   The   skill   may   be   activated   by   spending   a   rank   4    Talent  
Slot .  

Anthropologist  Passive  When   using    Creature   Study :   the   character   may   choose   any  
creature   type.   The   character   may   double   the   activation   time   to  
apply   the   effect   to   up   to   2   additional   targets.  

When   using    Explorer’s   Torch :   the   character   may   identify   the  
standard   effects   of   any    trap    they   see.   After   10   seconds,   they  
may   remove   the    CONCEALED    effect   from   a    trap    within   reach.  

Calligraphy  Passive  Choose   1    spell   Domain    per   purchase   of   the    Scholar    class.   The  
character   may   not   cast   the   spells   but   may   use   them   for  
Calligraphy .  

After   5   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a    Consumable   Trinket    of   a  
spell   on   the   character’s    spell   list    or   gained   from    Calligraphy .  
The   item   may   be   invoked   by   any   being   after   5   seconds.   If   the  
skill   is   a    Reaction ,   using   the   item   instead   grants   the   character  
a    Latent    use   of   the   effect   which   expires   when   used   or   at   the  
end   of   the   event.  
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Loremaster  Proficiency  After   10   minutes   of   teaching:    the   character   may   teach   any   base  
class   skill.  

When   performing   a    Lore   check :   the   character   may   use   the  
combined   total   of   all   their    Lores .  
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Smith  
Arguably  the  most  versatile  of  crafters,  the Smith  possesses  knowledge  to  work  with  a  variety  of                 
ores,  textiles,  and  natural  materials.  They  are  most  adept  at  using  metals  to  create  equipment  and                 
tools  for  both  ordinary  and  extraordinary  circumstances.  A  Smith  deals  with  all  kinds  –  they  are                 
an   essential   part   to   keeping   any   economy   thriving.   

Alterations  
The  arte  of  alterations  is  an  adept  knowledge         
of  the  finer  things  related  to  any  implement         
of  war,  be  it  adding  a  few  extra  plates  to           
armor  to  balance  it  out  or  bringing  the  edge          
of  a  sword  to  a  hair  splitting  sharpness.         
Nothing  is  ever  perfect,  but  those  who  study         
this  craft  know  how  to  get  as  close  as  they           
can.  

Blacksmithing  
Hours  spent  pounding  on  a  red-hot  forge        
make  the  hammer  blows  fall  in  sync  like  the          
beating  drums  of  war,  and  the  clanging  of         
the  metal  while  it’s  shaped  are  the  sounds  of          
the  blacksmith’s  battlefield.  No  place  can  be        
called  a  town  without  a  good  smith  to  work          
the  tools  needed  to  help  it  survive.  With         
their  knowledge  of  the  metals  and  the  fires         
needed  to  shape  them,  the  smiths  create        
magic   in   their   own   right.  

  

Tempering  
Some  may  call  this  focus  “The  Finishing        
Touch”  of  weaponry.  Often  combatants  will       
see  a  weapon  and  not  expect  anything  much         
from  it  except  that  it  will  strike  them.  For          
those  with  a  more  tempered  sense  of        
patience,  they  understand  a  weapon  can  be        
prepared  with  something  that  your  opponent       
doesn’t  know  about,  and  that  a  fair  fight         
isn’t   what’s   always   needed.  

Toolkit  
A  Smith,  at  the  end  of  the  day,  could  be           
considered  a  ‘Jack  of  All  Trades’  when  it         
comes  to  items  they  can  create.  Their  tools         
are  as  much  a  part  of  them  as  a  soldier  with            
their  spear  or  a  caster  with  their  phokus.         
Something  for  every  occasion,  something      
for  any  occasion.  You  might  not  know  what         
you’ll  be  going  up  against,  but  at  least  you’ll          
be  prepared  for  it,  right?  Having  just  one         
trick   up   your   sleeve   is   for   rookies.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Oculum   Slot  +2    talents    may   be   slotted   in   an    oculum    at   a   time.  

Support   Proficiency  -1   second   activation   time   to   all    Procedure    skills   and   abilities  
slotted   in    oculus .  
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Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Alterations  Domain  5  Add   all    Alterations    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Blacksmithing  Domain  5  Add   all    Blacksmithing    skills   to   the   character’s    talent  
list .  

Contacts  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   connections   outside   of   the   active  
game   world   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Defensive  
Fighting  

Proficiency  10  While    ENFEEBLED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to  
30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   1  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   1  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  
Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   2  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   2  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  
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Talent   Slot  
(Rank   3)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   3  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   3  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   3    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Talent   Slot  
(Rank   4)  

Periodic  2  After   5*   minutes   of   crafting:    create   a   rank   4  
Consumable .  

After   5*   seconds   of   activation:    activate   a   rank   4  
Procedure    or   ability   slotted   in   the   character’s    oculum .  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   4    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
talent .  

Tempering  Domain  5  Add   all    Tempering    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

Toolkit  Domain  5  Add   all    Toolkit    skills   to   the   character’s    talent   list .  

*Reduced   as   per    support   proficiencies.  

 
Talents  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Alterations  
Whetstone  Consumable  

Utility  
Combo  

1  On   use:    the   following    warrior   class     Attack    skill   used  
by   the   character   gains   +10   damage.  

Acid   Oil  Consumable  
Attack   (Dam.)  

2  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet  
attack.   The   target   suffers   20   damage.  

Viscous   Oil  Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   A   skill   specified   by   the   character   is    SEALED  
for   30   seconds.  

Balance  
Armor  

Utility  
Augment  
Unique  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   20  
temporary   healable    body   points ,   counting   towards  
their    Augment   cap .  

Blacksmithing  
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Scrap  Procedure  
Inquiry  

 

1  After   5   minutes   of   examination:    exchange   a  
Salvageable     item    in   the   character’s   possession   for   its  
base   materials.  

Or:    petition   a   Storyteller   for   additional   information  
about   an   item   in   the   character’s   possession.  

Trinket   of  
Durability  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

2  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
ENFEEBLED    effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Uproot   Barrier  Procedure  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Choose   a   target   within   reach   who   is   channelling   a  
Barrier    skill.   The   target   is   moved   5   feet   in   a   direction  
specified   by   the   character.   The   skill   is   not   dispelled.  

Forging  Equipment  4  Create   a    melee   weapon    (p.   179),    buckler    (p.   181)   or  
metal   armor    (p.   182).   Creating   equipment   requires  
the   expenditure   of   components   (p.   183)  

Tempering  
Oil   of  

Slipperiness  
Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

1  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   is    TRIPPED    for   10   seconds .  

Razor   Oil  Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

2  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   is   rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or  
INCAPACITATED .  

Fuming   Oil  Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

3  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   is    WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.  

Oxidizing   Oil  Consumable  
Attack   (Status)  

4  On   use:    strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   is    DISEASED    with   the   effect    FATIGUED    until  
cured.  

Toolkit  
Skeleton   Key  Consumable  

Utility  
1  On   use:    reduce   the   durability   of   a    lock    (p.   196)   by  

one.  

Parrying  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

2  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  
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Adamantine  
Talisman  

Consumable  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  On   use:    gain   a    Latent     Defense    which   nullifies   the  
BROKEN   LIMB    effect   of   an   attack.  

The   character   may   activate   this   skill   as   a    Reaction    by  
spending   a    Talent   Slot    instead   of   using   an   item.  

Searing   Oil  Consumable  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  On   use:    Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   or   spell   packet  
attack.   The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

 
Paragon  
A  good  Smith  can  forge  a  strong  sword  or  durable  armor,  but  the  best  Smith  never  stops  learning                   
how  to  make  it  better.  Whether  they  are  working  with  new  materials  or  new  techniques,  the                 
masterful  Smith  is  focused  on  improving  their  craft,  always  putting  something  new  together  –  or                
taking   something   old   apart.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more    Smith   domains .  
● The   character   has   learned   one   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Contacts  
○ Defensive   Fighting  
○ Research  

Name  Type  Description  

Affinity  Proficiency  Choose   a   class   archetype   from   the   following   list:    rogue ,  
spellcaster ,   or    warrior .   Gain   +1   of   the   relevant    damage  
proficiency    per   purchase   of   the    Smith    class.  
 
Choose   1   non- Unique     Periodic    or    Spell    skill   which   appears  
on   a   class   of   the   chosen   archetype   per   purchase   of   the    Smith  
class.   The   skill   may   be   activated   by   spending   a   rank   4    Talent  
Slot .  

Crafter’s  
Aptitude  

Domain  Gain   the    Innovation    and    Inscription    talents.  

Metallurgy  Passive  When   crafting    Armor :   spend   up   to   5   total   components   (p.   183)  
in   its   creation.   The   user   may   choose   from   the    equipment  
ability    when   invoking   skills   from   the   armor.  

Shattering  
Force  

Procedure  
Attack  

Spend   a    rank   2   Talent   Slot    and   choose   a    Barrier    within  
reach.   The   barrier   is    dispelled .  
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H YBRID    C LASSES  

Bounty   Hunter  
Whether  the  prey  has  two  legs,  four,  or  more,  the Bounty  Hunter  is  always  willing  to  go  on  the                    
hunt.  Through  cunning  intuition,  they  have  a  keen  understanding  of  what  tools  are  always  right                
to  get  the  job  done.  Between  stealth,  patience,  and  the  tools  of  the  trade,  none  can  escape  them                   
once   they’ve   marked   their   target.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  
 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Detect  Passive  10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
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Weakness  Utility  feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Entry/Escape  Passive  
Utility  

Movement  

10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   window-sized   opening.  

Or:     After   30   seconds   of   activation:    the   character   is  
DISPLACED    through   a   fist-sized   opening.  

Garrote  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   A   skill   specified  
by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Harpoon  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  When   a   target   within   10   feet   uses   a    Movement    skill:  
Instantly   end   the   target’s    Movement .   The   target   is  
DISPLACED    to   the   character’s   location   and   is    TRIPPED  
for   10   seconds.  

Or:    Strike   a   target   with   a   ranged   weapon   attack.   The  
target   is    DISPLACED    to   the   character’s   location   and   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Stunning  
Blow  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Utility  10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    Lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  

Tracking  Passive  10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

Waylay  Periodic  5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
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Attack   (Status)  WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.   The   character  
must   fulfill    Backstab    conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

 
 
 
Paragon  
The  culmination  of  a  bounty  hunter’s  skill  isn’t  always  shown  by  having  the  best  record,  but                 
rather  through  their  unwavering  focus  and  unstoppable  dedication  to  the  hunt.  Always  watching,              
always  chasing,  and  always  being  one  step  closer  to  their  mark  is  what  separates  the  rich  from                  
the  poor  when  it  comes  to  tracking  down  bounties.  The  best  hunters  in  the  business  demonstrate                 
relentless   drive   in   the   pursuit   of   their   prey.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Harpoon.  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Entry   Escape  
○ Tools   of   the   Trade  
○ Tracking  

Name  Type  Description  

Capture  Attack  
Channelled  

Choose   a    WAYLAID    target   within   reach.   The    WAYLAID    status  
persists   as   long   as   the   character   concentrates   on   the   effect   and  
is   not   dispelled   if   the   target   is   attacked.   The   target   is    IMMUNE  
versus    Killing   Blows .   If   this   skill   is   defended,   the   character  
may   not   use   it   on   the   same   target   again   for   5   minutes.  

Gift   of   the  
Predator  

Attack  
Detection  

 

While    CONCEALED :   detect   all    CONCEALED    targets   within   25  
feet.   If   the   detection   is   defended,   the   character   may   not  
attempt   to   detect   the   target   again   for   1   minute   or   until   the  
character   uses   another   ability   that   would   render   them  
CONCEALED .  

Hunter’s  
Repertoire  

Passive  Choose   one   of   the   following   weapons   upon   purchasing   this  
skill:    large   casting   phokus ,    small   casting   phokus ,    small  
weapon ,    medium   weapon ,   or    large   weapon .   Gain   +1  
Metaphysical    or    Melee   damage   proficiency    per   purchase   of  
Bounty   Hunter   while   wielding   the   chosen   weapon.  

Unyielding  
Pursuit  

Utility  
Movement  

When   a   target   within   10   feet   is    DISPLACED :   spend   a   use   of  
Harpoon .   The   character   is    DISPLACED    to   the   same   location   as  
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the   target.  
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Cleric  
The Cleric ,  commonly,  is  a  warrior  of  divine  fury,  dedicating  their  life  to  fighting  the  enemies  of                  
their  faith  wherever  they  may  be.  They  uphold  a  divine  vow  to  defend  the  faithful  and  enforce                  
the  will  of  those  they  worship.  The  Cleric  is  salvation  to  the  flock  who  take  shelter  behind  them                   
and   retribution   to   those   who   stand   against   them   and   their   faith.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

Spell   Proficiency:   Control  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Status)    spells.  

Literacy   (Varies)  Gain   the   Literacy   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

Alignment   (Varies)  Gain   the   alignment   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source,   if   any.  

Damage   (Varies)  Gain   the   damage   type   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Cleric   Spells  Domain  10  Add   all    Cleric   Spells    to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Courage  Passive  10  Reduce   the   duration   of    FEARED    to   10   seconds.  

Defensive  
Fighting  

Passive  10  While    ENFEEBLED :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to  
30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  
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  Interrogate  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   may   question   an   NPC   with   the  
supervision   of   the   storyteller   overseeing   the   encounter.  
The   storyteller   will   specify   the   requirements   and   decide  
the   result   of   the   interrogation.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Smite  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

Utility  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   10   damage   and   the   character   may  
instantly   cast   a   non- Attack     spell    with   no   casting   or  
cooldown   time.  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Stunning  
Blow  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Throw  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is    DISPLACED  
10   feet   in   a   direction   of   the   character’s   choice   and   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies.  

 
Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Prowess  Utility  
Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   one   of  
the   character’s   damage   types   for   all   attacks.  

Lay   Hands  Healing  1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   restores   20  
body   points .  
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Clarity  Reaction  
Defense  

1  Nullify   the    SEALED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Wield   Faith  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    FEARED     to   the   character   for   30   seconds.  

Retaliate  Reaction  
Attack   (Status)  

2  When   targeted   by   a     Status    attack:    force   the   target   to  
suffer   the   same   status   effects.   The   character   must   still  
defend   or   succumb   to   the   attack.  

Cleanse  Healing  2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   is   cured   of   a  
status.  

Brilliance  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLIND    until   cured.  

Penance  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or  
INCAPACITATED .  

 
Paragon  
As  servants  of  a  higher  purpose  or  being,  a  Cleric’s  allegiance  to  that  singular  force  is  paramount                  
to  their  duties.  After  training  for  so  long,  their  unwavering  dedication  becomes  almost  second               
nature.  At  times  it  may  manifest  as  a  peace  of  mind  in  knowing  their  devotion  guides  them.  In                   
other  moments,  it  may  shine  through  in  the  form  of  righteous  fury  as  they  hammer  their  way                  
through   whatever   may   try   to   stop   their   cause.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Smite.  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Cleric   Spells  
○ Courage  
○ Defensive   Fighting  
○ Interrogate  

Name  Type  Description  

Acolyte  Domain  Gain   any   3   non-class   unique   spells   that   appear   on   a    spellcaster  
class    of   the   character’s   choice.   The   chosen   spells   must   be   on  
the   same   spell   list.  

Or:    gain   one   spell   from   any    spellcaster   class ,   including   a  
Unique    spell.  
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Celestial  
Guidance  

Passive  
Healing  

Choose   a   visible   target.   After   30   seconds   of   concentration,   for  
the   duration   of   the   encounter,   restore   1    body     point    every   time  
the   character   successfully   strikes   the   target.   The    body   points  
restored   by   this   skill   cannot   be   increased   by   other   skills.  

Shepherd  Passive  When   using   a    Defense    skill:    gain   a   free   use   of    Lay   Hands    on  
any   target   within   reach,   excluding   the   character,   which   must   be  
used   immediately.  

Zealous   Smite  Passive  
Combo  

When   using    Smite :   the   character   may   spend   up   to   3    Spell   Slots  
of   any   rank   to   increase   the   damage   of   the   attack   by   +10   per  
Spell   Slot   spent.  
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Eldritch   Archer  
The Eldritch  Archer cares  little  for  the  training  and  discipline  of  ordinary  snipers,  instead               
favoring  the  raw  mythic  power  of  eldritch  artes.  Launching  manifested  arrows  at  high  speeds,               
they  can  unleash  a  barrage  of  mystic  shots  into  any  adversary,  making  quick  work  of  any                 
opponent   with   their   debilitating   attacks.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  
Proficiency  

+2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Control  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Status)    spells.  

Literacy   (Varies)  Gain   the   Literacy   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

Alignment   (Varies)  Gain   the   alignment   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source,   if   any.  

Damage   (Varies)  Gain   the   damage   type   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Eldritch  
Archer   Spells  

Domain  10  Add   all    Eldritch   Archer   Spells    to   the   character’s    spell  
list .  

Evocation  Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   minutes,   fulfilling   all    Resting    conditions:  
refresh   all   Rank   1    Spell   Slots .   This   time   cannot   be  
reduced   by   any   means.  

Additionally :   for   every   additional   10   minutes   spent,  
the   character   may   refresh   the   following   rank   of    Spell  
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Slots .  

Investigation  Passive  10  The   character   may   petition   a   storyteller   overseeing   an  
encounter   for   information   or   hints   related   to   the  
encounter.  

Lightfoot  Passive  
Utility  

10  While    CONCEALED :   the   character   does   not   trigger  
traps    which   they   are   aware   of   and   can   see.  

Mythic   Shot  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   10   damage   and   is    FATIGUED    for   30  
seconds.  

Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,   auto-hit,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Parry  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

3  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   base   damage   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Waylay  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
WAYLAID    for   1   minute   or   until   attacked.   The   character  
must   fulfill    Backstab    conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies .  

 
Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  
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Eldritch   Sigil  Utility  
Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   one   of  
the   character’s   damage   types   for   all   attacks.  

Percussive  
Bolt  

Attack   (Status)  
Status  

1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Snare  Attack   (Status)  
Status  

1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    PINNED    for   1   minute.  

Threefold  
Strike  

Utility  
Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3    Spells  
used   by   the   target   are   cast   in   half   the   time,   rounded   up  
if   applicable.   This   skill   does   not    stack    with   other  
Augments    that   reduce   casting   time.  

Battlecast  Utility  
Combo  

2  When   casting   a   rank   1   or   2    Attack   spell :     the   spell   is  
cast   instantly,   but   must   be   delivered   via   weapon  
attack.   This   skill   may   be   used   with   other    Combo  
skills.  

Relocate  Utility  
Movement  
Cooldown  

2  The   character   is    DISPLACED    up   to   50   feet   in   any  
direction   away   from   a   hostile   being.  

Obscurement  Reaction  
Defense  

2  While    CONCEALED :   nullify   the    Detection    effect   of   an  
attack   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection    skills  
for   1   minute.   Upon   using   this   skill,   the   character   must  
immediately   move   for    cover .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   is   out   of    cover    for   more  
than   15   seconds   or   takes   offensive   action.  

Prismatic   Bolt  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    CURSED    to   be   unable   to   use    Detection  
skills   for   5   minutes.  

 
Paragon  
The  master  Eldritch  Archer  is  one  who  uses  the  bow  as  a  tool  to  manifest  their  magic.  With                   
supernatural  powers  of  tracing  and  rarely  matched  mastery  of  stealth,  their  aim  never  fails,               
making   them   a   formidable   opponent.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Mythic   Shot.  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Eldritch   Archer   Spells  
○ Evocation  
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○ Investigation  
○ Lightfoot  

Name  Type  Description  

Acolyte  Domain  Gain   any   3   non-class   unique   spells   that   appear   on   a    spellcaster  
class    of   the   character’s   choice.   The   chosen   spells   must   be   on  
the   same   spell   list.  

Or:    gain   one   spell   from   any    spellcaster   class ,   including   a  
Unique    spell.  

Mana   Quiver  Passive  While   wielding   a    bow/crossbow    or    arquebus :   the   character  
may   weapon   cast    spells .   The   weapon   may   be   interchangeably  
used   as   is   or   as   a    casting   phokus    of   the   appropriate   size.  

Mana   Shroud  Passive  When   a    Reaction    effect   is   used   on   a   spell   cast   by   the  
character:    the   character   may   instantly   use    Stealth .  

Mythic   Lance  Passive  When   using    Mythic   Shot :   the   skill   deals   +10   damage   per  
purchase   of   the    Eldritch   Archer    class.    Mythic   Shot    may   be  
delivered   as   a    casting   phokus    attack   on   the   same   cooldown  
timer   as   its   damage.  
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Ranger  
The Ranger  is  a  scout  who  has  become  one  with  their  environment,  the  most  abundant  of  whom                  
are  naturally  in  tune  with  the  primal  forces  of  the  wilds  around  them.  One  should  take  care  when                   
entering   the   Ranger’s   territory,   for   none   would   know   better   than   the   one   who   set   the   traps!  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Piercing   Damage   Proficiency  When   striking   a   target   from   behind:    +2   base   damage   with  
small   weapons    and   +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons .  

+2   base   damage   with    thrown   weapons    and    arquebuses .  

+3   base   damage   with    bows    and    crossbows .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Onslaught  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Dam.   and   Mix)    spells.  

Literacy   (Varies)  Gain   the   Literacy   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

Alignment   (Varies)  Gain   the   alignment   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source,   if   any.  

Damage   (Varies)  Gain   the   damage   type   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Avoid  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    or    trap  
attack   targeting   the   character.  

Or:     nullify   a    Multi-Target    attack’s   effect   on   the  
character.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Falcon   Strike  Attack   (Status)  4  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or  
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INCAPACITATED    and   the   character   may   ignore   all  
concealment   skills   used   by   them   for   the   duration   of   the  
encounter.  

Garrote  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   A   skill   specified  
by   the   character   is    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

Lightfoot  Passive  
Utility  

10  While    CONCEALED :   the   character   does   not   trigger  
traps    which   they   are   aware   of   and   can   see.  

Ranger   Spells  Domain  10  Add   all    Ranger   Spells    to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Stealth   Strike  Periodic  
Utility  
Combo  

4  While    CONCEALED :   the   coupled   attack   may   be  
delivered   without   dispelling   concealment   and   fulfills  
Backstab    conditions.  

Tracking  Passive  10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Utility  10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    Lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  

    

*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies.  
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Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Hasten  Utility  
Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3   spells  
used   by   the   target   are   cast   in   half   the   time,   rounding  
up   if   applicable.   This   skill   does   not   stack   with   other  
Augments   that   reduce   casting   time.  

Heartseeker  Utility  
Combo  

1  When   casting   a   spell:    the   coupled   skill   deals   +10  
damage   or   heals   an   additional   +10    body   points .  

Mark   of   the  
Wild  

Utility  
Augment  

1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   one   of  
the   character’s   damage   types   for   all   attacks.  

Vine   Whip  Reaction  
Attack   (Dam.)  

1  When   targeted   by   an    Attack :   the   attacker   suffers   20  
damage.  

Leeching  
Bloom  

Utility  
Augment  

2  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   following   3   attacks  
used   by   the   target   deal    drain    damage.  

Nature’s  
Wrath  

Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   up   to   three   targets   with   a   spell   packet   or  
weapon   attack.   The   targets   suffer   20   damage.  

Obscurement  Reaction  
Defense  

2  While    CONCEALED :   nullify   the    Detection    effect   of   an  
attack   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection    skills  
for   1   minute.   Upon   using   this   skill,   the   character   must  
immediately   move   for    cover .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   is   out   of    cover    for   more  
than   15   seconds   or   takes   offensive   action.  

Talon   Strike  Attack   (Dam.)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   30   damage.  

 
Paragon  
The  pinnacle  of  being  a  Ranger  is  adaptability.  The  Ranger  has  a  sixth  sense  for  any  environment                  
they  find  themself  in  and  always  has  a  way  to  take  advantage  of  it,  whether  it  be  trapping  their                    
surroundings   or   using   the   terrain   against   their   enemies.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Falcon   Strike.  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ lightfoot  
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○ Ranger   Spells  
○ Tracking  
○ Tools   of   the   Trad  

Name  Type  Description  

Acolyte  Domain  Gain   any   3   non-class   unique   spells   that   appear   on   a    spellcaster  
class    of   the   character’s   choice.   The   chosen   spells   must   be   on  
the   same   spell   list.  

Or:    gain   one   spell   from   any    spellcaster   class ,   including   a  
Unique    spell.  

Catlike   Grace  Reaction  
Movement  

When   using   a    Defense :   the   character   is    DISPLACED    10   feet   in  
any   direction.   If   they   end   their   movement   in    cover ,   they   may  
instantly   use    Stealth .  

Chimaera   Shot  Passive  While   wielding   a    bow/crossbow    or    arquebus :   the   character  
may   weapon   cast    spells .   The   weapon   may   be   interchangeably  
used   as   is   or   as   a    casting   phokus    of   the   appropriate   size.  

Primal   Trapper  Passive  Choose   1    spell   Domain    per   purchase   of   the    Ranger    class.   The  
character   may   not   cast   the   spells   but   may   use   them   for    Primal  
Trapper .  

When   setting   a    trap:    choose   a   spell   from   the   character’s    spell  
list .   The    trap    is    CONCEALED    and   uses   the   chosen   spell   as   its  
effect.  

Additional:    the   character   may   spend    Spell   Slots    to   add   up   to  
two    Combo    spells   to   the    trap .  
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Spellsword  
The Spellsword ’s  focus  is  in  combining  martial  prowess  with  mystical  power  to  overcome              
whatever  foe  they  face.  The  weapon  of  a  Spellsword  is  their  ultimate  tool  through  which  they                 
utilize  their  spells.  Between  blade  and  spell,  the  Spellsword  is  a  highly  mobile  and  formidable                
enemy   to   face   head   on.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Metaphysical   Damage  
Proficiency  

+2   base   damage   with    small   casting   phoki.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   casting   phoki .  

Spell   Proficiency:   Control  -1   second   casting   time   for   all    Attack   (Status)    spells.  

Literacy   (Varies)  Gain   the   Literacy   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

Alignment   (Varies)  Gain   the   alignment   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source,   if   any.  

Damage   (Varies)  Gain   the   damage   type   associated   with   the   character’s   chosen  
casting   source.  

 
Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Blind   Fighting  Passive  10  While     BLIND :   reduce   the   duration   of   the   effect   to   30  
seconds.  

Debilitate  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
FATIGUED    for   30   seconds.  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  
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Negate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or  
ranged   attack   targeting   the   character.  

Rend  Periodic  
Attack   (Dam.)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
20   damage.  

Replicate  Periodic  
Reaction  
Attack  

4  When   targeted   by   a   melee     weapon   attack:    auto-hit    the  
target   with   the   same   effect.   The   character   must   defend  
or   suffer   the   attack.  

Research  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   is   skilled   at   finding   information   in  
written   materials   and   may   petition   a   storyteller   to   gain  
information   on   a   topic.   If   the   storyteller   approves   the  
request,   they   will   specify   the   requirements   to   complete  
the   research.  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   1)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   1   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   1    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spell   Slot  
(Rank   2)  

Periodic  1  After   5*   seconds   of   casting:    cast   a   rank   2   spell.  

Or:     instantly   activate   a   rank   2    Reaction    or    Cooldown  
spell .  

Spellsword  
Spells  

Domain  10  Add   all    Spellsword   Spells    to   the   character’s    spell   list .  

Trip  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
TRIPPED    for   10   seconds.  

    

*Reduced   as   per    spell   proficiencies .  

 
Spells  

Name  Type  Rank  Description  

Clarity  Reaction  
Defense  

1  Nullify   the    SEALED    effect   of   an   attack.  

Color   Spray  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Eldritch   Sigil  Utility  1  Choose   a   target   within   reach.   The   target   gains   one   of  
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Augment  the   character’s   damage   types   for   all   attacks.  

Shackle  Attack   (Status)  1  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is    PINNED    for   1   minute.  

Battlecast  Utility  
Combo  

2  When   casting   a   rank   1   or   2    Attack   spell :     the   spell   is  
cast   instantly,   but   must   be   delivered   via   weapon  
attack.   This   skill   may   be   used   with   other    Combo  
skills.  

Enfeeble  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   inflicted   with    ENFEEBLED    until   cured.  

Inhibit  Reaction  
Attack  

Cooldown  

2  When   a   target   within   10   feet   uses   a    Movement    skill:  
Instantly   end   the   target’s    Movement .  

Sanguine   Bolt  Attack   (Status)  2  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   is   rendered    BLEEDING    until   cured   or  
INCAPACITATED .  

 
Paragon  
...  

Name  Type  Description  

Absorption  Reaction  
Defense  

When   using    Deflect:    Refresh   a   Rank   1   or   Rank   2    Spell   Slot .  

Acolyte  Domain  Gain   any   3   non-class   unique   spells   that   appear   on   a    spellcaster  
class    of   the   character’s   choice.   The   chosen   spells   must   be   on  
the   same   spell   list.  

Or:    gain   one   spell   from   any    spellcaster   class ,   including   a  
Unique    spell.  

Eldritch   Blade  Proficiency  Choose   one   of   the   following   weapons   upon   purchasing   this  
skill:    arquebus ,    bow/crossbow ,    small   weapon ,    medium  
weapon ,   or    large   weapon .   Gain   +1    Piercing    or    Melee  
damage   proficiency    per   purchase   of   Spellsword   while  
wielding   the   chosen   weapon.  

Mana   Recoil  Reaction  
Defense  

When   targeted   by   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,   or   ranged   attack:  
spend   a   use   of    Replicate    and   to   gain   a    Latent    use   of   the  
attack.   The   attack   must   be   used   within   5   seconds   and   delivered  
as   a   melee   weapon   attack.   The   character   must   defend   or   suffer  
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any   other   effects   of   the   attack.  
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Witch   Hunter  
The Witch  Hunter  makes  their  living  stalking  and  killing  the  creatures  that  bring  terror  and                
havoc  to  the  night.  Armed  with  anything  from  a  sword  or  crossbow  to  the  very  life  force  around                   
them,  a  trained  Witch  Hunter  stands  as  a  formidable  threat  waiting  in  the  shadows  for  their  prey.                  
These  hunters  draw  on  skill,  cleverness,  and  the  tricks  of  their  trade  to  survive  and  collect  their                  
payment   in   the   morning.  

Proficiencies  

Name  Description  

Body   Points  +10    body    to   the   character’s   maximum    body   point    total.  

+10   to   the   character’s   maximum    armor   point    cap.  

Melee   Damage  +1   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+2   base   damage   with    medium   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands   or  
large   weapons    wielded   in   1   hand.  

+3   base   damage   with    large   weapons    wielded   in   2   hands.  

Alignment:   Order  Gain   the    order    alignment.  

 

Skills  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Assail  Attack   (Dam.)  3  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
30   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Autopsy  Passive  
Inquiry  

10  The   character   has   studied   causes   of   death   and   may  
petition   a   storyteller   to   gain   information   on   a   corpse.   If  
the   storyteller   approves   the   request,   they   will   specify  
the   requirements   to   complete   the   research.  

Caltrops  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

5  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   is  
SLOWED    for   30   seconds.  

Camouflage  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

4  Nullify   the   effect   of   a    Detection    attack   targeting   the  
character   and   become    IMMUNE    versus    Detection  
attacks   for   1   minute.   This   skill   cannot   be   used   more  
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than   once   per   30   seconds.  

Dispelled   if:     the   character   takes   offensive   action,   does  
not   enter    cover    within   10   seconds,   or   exits    cover .  

Detect  
Weakness  

Passive  
Utility  

10  After   10   seconds   of   study:    choose   a   target   within   25  
feet.   The   target   must   inform   the   character   of   any  
damage   types   versus   which   they   are    WEAK .  

Deflect  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

6  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Eviscerate  Attack   (Dam.)  6  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
40   damage.   The   character   must   fulfill    Backstab  
conditions   to   use   this   skill.  

Keen   Senses  Periodic  
Attack  

Detection  

4  Choose   a    CONCEALED    target   within   25   feet.   The  
character   may   ignore   the   target’s   concealment   for   5  
minutes.  

Resilience  Periodic  
Reaction  

4  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   deals   damage:    the  
character   becomes    RESISTANT    versus   the    Attack .  

Tools   of   the  
Trade  

Utility  10  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    set   a    trap .   (p.   196)  

After   10   seconds   of   activation:    disarm   a    trap    or   reduce  
the   durability   of   a    Lock    (p.   196)   by   one.  

Tracking  Passive  10  The   character   may   track   an   NPC   that   has   fled   an  
encounter.   They   must   roll   on   the    Tracking   Chart    at  
Logistics   to   determine   the   outcome.  

Stealth  Periodic  
Utility  

6  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    become    CONCEALED .  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   30   minutes.  

Stake  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

4  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  
10    silver    damage   and   is    PINNED    for   1   minute.  

 
Paragon  
The  most  successful  Witch  Hunters  have  developed  sharply  tuned  instincts  and  preternatural             
abilities  to  take  down  their  quarries  with  brutal  efficiency.  Whether  it  is  stopping  their  prey’s                
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escape  or  enhancing  their  fierce  attacks,  these  highly  skilled  hunters  cultivate  their  own  merciless               
styles   of   pursuit.  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   learned   the   skill    Stake.  
● The   character   has   learned   two   or   more   of   the   following   skills:  

○ Autopsy  
○ Detect   Weakness  
○ Tools   of   the   Trade  
○ Tracking  

Name  Type  Description  

Hunter’s  
Arsenal  

Passive  Choose   one   of   the   following   weapons   upon   purchasing   this  
skill:    large   casting   phokus ,    small   casting   phokus ,    arquebus ,  
or    bow/crossbow .   Gain   +1    Metaphysical    or    Piercing  
damage   proficiency    per   purchase   of   Witch   Hunter   while  
wielding   the   chosen   weapon.  

Monster  
Hunter  

Reaction  
Defense  

Choose   a   creature   type   from   the   following   list:    Aberration ,  
Aquatic ,    Avian ,    Celestial ,    Demon ,    Beast ,    Elemental ,    Faery ,  
Humanoid ,    Mystical ,    Undead ,   or    Verdant .  

When   targeted   by   an    Attack    from   the   chosen   creature:    spend   a  
use   of    Stake    and   nullify   the   entire   effect   of   the   attack.   This  
skill   is   called   as    X   Ward ,   where   X   is   the   creature   type.  

Positive  
Energy  

Concentration  

Passive  
Augment  

When   using    Detect   Weakness :     Gain   +1    damage   proficiency  
of   the   character’s   choice   against   the   target.   The   character   may  
deal    radiant    and    silver    damage   with   all   attacks   against   the  
target.  

Slam  Reaction  
Attack   (Status)  

Combo  

When   a   target   uses   a    Movement    skill   within   10   feet:    auto-hit  
an   attack   against   the   target.   The   target’s    Movement    skill  
becomes    SEALED    for   30   seconds.  

 

M ASTER    C LASSES  
Master  classes  represent  the  staple  techniques  a  hero  can  learn  when  reaching  the  pinnacle  talents                
of  their  given  archetype.  Each  Master  Class  is  a  collection  of  skills  that  cover  the  three  most                  
important  areas  of  study  that  all  heroes  gravitate  towards  when  training  over  their  careers  and                
tend   to   be   more   powerful   than   what   they   might   learn   in   more   general   studies.  
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When   learning   a   master   class:  

● The   character   may   choose   up   to   3   skills   to   gain   access   to   per   purchase   of   the   class.  
● You   may   choose   a   skill   to   learn   at   the   same   time   as   the   class.  
● Other   skills   may   be   purchased   normally.  

○ Passive    and    Proficiency    skills   may   be   learned   only   once.  
○ Periodic  skills  may  be  learned  more  than  once.  If  the  character  has  chosen  to               

have  access  to  a  skill from  more  than  one  purchase  of  a  master  class,  the  cost                 
progression   (p.   20)   is   slowed   accordingly.  

Artisan  
Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   attended   12   or   more   events.  
● The   character   has   learned   1    Support    class    Paragon    skill   per   purchase   of    Artisan .  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Application  
Caustic   Shield  Periodic  

Reaction  
Defense  

7  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Consumable    attack   within  
25   feet   and    redirect    it   to   the   attacker.  

Reload  
Oculum  

Periodic  
Utility  

7  After   5   seconds:    remove   all    Talents    from   the  
character’s    Oculum    and   replace   them   with   any   other  
Talents .  

Masterwork  Passive  10  When   using   a    Talent :   the   character   may   activate  
multiple    Talent   Slots ,   adding   their   ranks   together,   to  
use   a   talent   of   equal   rank   to   the   sum.  

Innovation  
Indomitable  

Focus  
Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

7  While   using   a    Talent :   nullify   the   entire   effect   of   an  
attack   targeting   the   character   and   become    IMMUNE  
versus   all   attacks   until   the    Talent    has   been   activated.  

Savant  Periodic  
Combo  

7  When   using   a    Talent    or    consumable :   the   skill   or   item  
affects   2   additional   targets.  

Volatile   Flux  Passive  10  When   crafting   equipment:    the   character   may   use   a  
consumable    item   as   the   equipment’s    component .   The  
item   may   be   invoked   as   an    equipment   ability    once   per  
encounter.  
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Maintenance  
Precision  Periodic  

Utility  
Combo  

7  When   using   a    Consumable :    auto-hit    the   skill   within  
100   feet.  

Reconfigure  Periodic  
Utility  

7  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    choose   a   target   within  
reach.   The   target   gains   a    Latent    use   of   an    equipment  
ability    from   the   character’s   armor,   which   expires   when  
used   or   at   the   end   of   the   event.   A   being   may   only  
benefit   from   this   skill   once   per    rest    and   may   not   gain  
more   than   one   use   of    Reconfigure    at   a   time.  
 
The   character   does   not   need   to   be   wearing   any   physical  
armor   to   use   this   skill.  

Curate  Passive  10  When   using   a    Consumable   Talent :   create   an   additional  
item   without   spending   a   component.  

Additional :   The   character’s   activation   time   is   reduced  
by   1   second,   to   a   minimum   of   1   second,   for   all  
Procedures .  

 

Centurion  
Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   attended   12   or   more   events.  
● The  character  has  learned  1 Warrior  or Hybrid  Warrior  Paragon  skill  per  purchase  of               

Centurion.  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Might  
Devastate  Periodic  

Attack   (Dam.)  
7  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  

60   damage.  

Sever   Limb  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

7  Strike   a   target's   arm   or   leg   with   a   weapon   attack.   The  
target   limb   becomes    BROKEN    and   the   target   becomes  
BLEEDING .  

Cleave  Passive  10  When   rendering   a   target    INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,  
or    DEAD     with   an    Attack    skill:    gain   a    Latent    use   of   the  
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skill   which   must   be   used   within   5   seconds.   Using   the  
Latent    attack   does   not   trigger    Cleave .  

Protection  
Aegis  Periodic  

Reaction  
Defense  

7  When   targeted   by   an   attack   which   would   render   the  
character    INCAPACITATED ,    CRITICAL ,   or    DEAD :  
nullify   all   damage   from   the   attack.  

Immaculate  
Defense  

Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

7  When   targeted   by   a   melee   weapon   attack:    nullify   the  
entire   effect   of   the   attack   and   become    IMMUNE    versus  
the   skill   for   1   minute.  

Armor  
Efficiency  

Proficiency  10  While   wearing   armor:    increases   the   character’s    armor  
point    cap   by   +15.  

Tenacity  
Haymaker  Periodic  

Attack   (Mix)  
7  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target   suffers  

40   damage   and   is    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.  

Persistence  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

7  Nullify   the    status    effect   of   an   attack.  

Or :   cure   the   character   of   a    status    they   are   suffering.  

Defiant   Cover  Passive  
Utility  

10  When   suffering    STUNNED    or    SLOWED :   become  
HIGHLY   RESISTANT    versus   all   damage   for   the   duration.  

 

Nightblade  
Prerequisites:  

● The   character   has   attended   12   or   more   events.  
● The  character  has  learned  1 Rogue or Hybrid  Rogue Paragon  skill  per  purchase  of               

Nightblade.  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Agility  
Feint  

 
Periodic  
Combo  

7  When   using   an   attack:    the   target   suffers   the   coupled  
attack   twice.  
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Quick  
Reflexes  

Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

7  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack  
targeting   one   or   more   beings   within   25   feet   for   all  
targets.  

Nightstalker  Passive  10  While    CONCEALED :   the   character   may   move   at   any  
speed,   regardless   of    dispel    conditions   on   skills.  

Butchery  

Gouge  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

7  Strike   a   target   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   target  
becomes    STUNNED    for   10   seconds.   The   character  
fulfills   all    Backstab    conditions   against   that   target   for   1  
minute.  

Poison  
Needles  

Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  
Multi-Target  

7  Strike   up   to   3   targets   with   a   weapon   attack.   The   targets  
suffer   50   damage   and   become    POISONED .  

Flanking  
Strike  

Passive  
Utility  

10  When   a   target   is   engaged   in   melee   combat   with   an  
ally:    the   character   may   deliver    Backstab    attacks   and  
base   damage   from   any   angle.  

Subtlety  
Evasion  Periodic  

Reaction  
Defense  

Movement  

7  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   an   attack   made   by   a   being  
who   is    CONCEALED    or   behind   the   character.   The  
character   is    DISPLACED    10   feet   away   from   the  
attacker.  

Fade  Periodic  
Utility  

7  Become    CONCEALED .   The   character   is   removed   from  
combat   with   all   targets.   The   character   must   be   visible  
for   at   least   10   seconds   before   using   this   skill.  

Dispelled   if:    the   character   takes   action   affecting  
another   being,   moves   faster   than   a   walking   speed,   or  
after   5   minutes.  

Sneak   Attack  Passive  10  While   out   of   combat   with   the   target:    the   first   attack  
made   against   that   target   gains   +2    Piercing   damage  
proficiencies    or   +10   damage.  

 

Thaumaturge  
Prerequisites:  
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● The   character   has   attended   12   or   more   events.  
● The  character  has  learned  1 Spellcaster or Hybrid  Spellcaster Paragon  skill  per             

purchase   of   Centurion.  

Name  Type  Cost  Description  

Abjuration  
Retribution  Periodic  

Reaction  
Defense  

7  When  targeted  by  an  attack  which  deals  damage:         
nullify  all  numerical  damage  from  the  attack  and         
auto-hit  the  attacker  for  the  same  amount  of  damage.          
The  character  must  defend  or  suffer  any  other  effects  of           
the   attack.  

Resist  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

7  When   targeted   by   a   spell   packet,    auto-hit ,    or   ranged  
attack:    nullify   the   entire   effect   of   the   attack   and  
become    IMMUNE    versus   the   skill   for   1   minute.  

Mage   Armor  Proficiency  
Passive  

10  While   wearing   only   cloth   armor:    the   character’s   armor  
grants   3   ×   [armor   value]    body   points .   The   character’s  
casting   time   is   reduced   by   1   second,   to   a   minimum   of   1  
second,   for   all   spells.  

Conjuration  
Counterspell  Periodic  

Reaction  
Defense  
Utility  

7  Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    spell    cast   within   25   feet  
for   all   characters,   including   the   caster,   if   applicable.  

Perfect   Aim  Periodic  
Utility  
Combo  

7  When   casting   a    spell :    auto-hit    the   skill   within   100   feet.  

Touchcast  Passive  10  When   casting   a    spell :    auto-hit    the   skill   within   5   feet.  
This   skill   may   be   triggered   no   more   than   once   per   30  
seconds.  

Invocation  
Annihilate  Periodic  

Attack   (Dam.)  
7  Strike  a  target  with  a  spell  packet  or  weapon  attack.           

The   target   suffers   80   damage.  

Drain   Essence  Periodic  
Attack   (Status)  

7  Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon   attack.  
The   target   suffers   60   damage   and   the   character  
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refreshes    a    Spell   Slot    of   any   rank,   bypassing   the  
refresh    limit.  

Mana   Mastery  Passive  
Utility  

10  When   casting   a    spell :   the   character   may   activate  
multiple    Spell   Slots ,   adding   their   ranks   together,   to   cast  
a   spell   of   equal   rank   to   the   sum.  

 

P RESTIGE    P OINTS  
When   a   hero   reaches   levels   of   renown,   they   may   learn   skills   from   the   following   list,   referred   to  
as    Prestige   points .  

● Prestige   points   cost   100    build    each   to   purchase   and   may   be   purchased   more   than   once.  
● Once   learned,   Prestige   points   may   not   be   unlearned,   so   choose   wisely!  

Prerequisites:  

● The   character   must   have   learned   3    master   classes .  
● The   character   must   have   purchased   all   available    master   class    skills   at   least   once.  

○ Purchasing   the   same   skill   from   distinct   purchases   of   a   class   count   towards   this.  

Name  Max.   Purchases  Description  

Adaptability  n/a  Gain   a   use   of   any    Periodic    background   skill,   chosen   at  
the   time   of   purchase.  

Aptitude  1   per    master  
class    purchased  

Gain   access   to   an   additional    master   class    skill   from   a  
class   the   character   has   learned,   chosen   at   the   time   of  
purchase.  

Durability  n/a  Gain   +15   to   the   character’s   armor   cap.  

Finesse  4  Gain   a    Damage    or    Oculum   proficiency ,   chosen   at   the  
time   of   purchase.  

Paradigm  1  Gain   a    Paragon    skill   from   any   class   in   an   archetype  
learned   by   the   character,   chosen   at   the   time   of   purchase.  

Potency  1   per   skill  Increase   the   damage   and/or   healing   effect   of   a   skill   by  
+10.  

Skillfulness  1  Reduce   the   build   cost   progression   (p.   20)   of   a   skill   by  
one   tier.  

Stamina  1   per    standard  
class    purchased  

Choose   one   purchase   of   a   class   known   by   the   character.  
The   chosen   class   grants   double   the   amount   of    body  
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points .  

Versatility  4  Gain   access   to   an   additional    Attribute .  
 

C HAPTER   III:    E QUIPMENT  
After  a  long  and  arduous  day  of  adventure,  you  return  to  town,  pockets  heavy  with  coin  collected                  
from  your  most  recent  quest.  Your  earlier  battles  have  left  you  fairly  worn,  and  your  equipment                 
even  moreso.  Perhaps,  you  think  to  yourself,  it’s  time  to  invest  in  something  stronger  than  the                 
basic   leather   and   steel   you’ve   used   until   now.  

At  the  local  smithy,  you  peruse  a  selection  of  fine  wares,  from  the  most  common  armaments  to                  
the  most  exceptional.  Stopping  at  a  blade  of  glowing  green  stone,  you  lift  it  to  take  a  closer  look.                    
It  evokes  the  feeling  of  the  night  sky,  and  you  recognize  it  as  twilight  shard,  the  finest  choice  for                    
besting  the  blighted  creatures  you  hunt.  For  a  modest  price  of  fifteen  gold  pieces,  you  strap  your                  
new   weapon   to   your   belt   and   move   on   to   the   next   shop.  

——  

Weapons  
A  hero  is  nothing  without  their  equipment.  From  swords  and  staves  to  armor  and  spellbooks,  the                 
proper  arsenal  can  be  what  defines  an  adventurer  –  and  what  gives  them  an  edge  over  those  who                   
would   oppose   them.  

There  are  several  types  of weapons ,  or primary  equipment ,  which  a  character  may  use,  from                
knives  to  spears  to  wands.  The  weapon  types,  as  well  as  the damage  proficiencies  that  increase                 
their   damage,   are   listed   in   the   chart   below.  

● Any  character,  regardless  of  their  class,  may  use  any  weapon.  However,  their  damage              
may   not   be   permanently   increased   unless   the   character   has   the   proper    proficiency .   

● Proficiencies  are  granted  by  classes;  the  amount  of  damage  gained  by  each  proficiency  is               
noted   in   the   description   of   each   class.  

Weapons  defined  as 1-handed  require  only  the  hand  they  are  held  in  for  their  use,  while                 
2-handed  weapons  require  both  hands.  Some  weapons  are  defined  as versatile ,  meaning  they              
can   be   used   either   way   under   certain   conditions.  

● Characters  may dual  wield  1-handed  weapons,  using  one  in  each  hand,  or  use  them               
alongside shields . Versatile  weapons  that  state  the  character  must  keep  a  hand  free              
cannot   be   dual   wielded.  
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● Using  an Attack  (Dam.  or  Mix)  or Healing Spell with  a 2-handed  weapon  increases  the                
damage  or  healing  of  the  skill  by  +10.  The  weapon  must  be  wielded  in  two  hands  to  gain                   
this   benefit.  

Name  Proficiency  Damage  Description  

Small  
Weapon  

Melee  
Piercing  

2  A    1-handed   melee    weapon   up   to   18   inches   in   length,  
with   a   striking   surface   of   at   least   10   inches.   Examples  
include   daggers   and   brawlers.  

Medium  
Weapon  

Melee  
Piercing  

1  A    1-handed   melee    weapon   between   18   and   48  
inches   in   length.   Examples   include   broadswords,  
maces,   rapiers,   axes,   and   short   spears.  

Versatile:    Medium   weapons   may   be   wielded   in   two  
hands   to   instead   deal   a   base   of   2   damage.  

Large  
Weapon  

Melee  3  A    2-handed   melee    weapon   between   42   and   72  
inches   in   length.   Examples   include   greatswords,   large  
hammers,   pole   weapons,   and   long   staves.  

Versatile:    Large   weapons   under   60   inches   may   be  
wielded   in   one   hand   to   instead   deal   a   base   of   2  
damage,   but   the   character   must   keep   their   other   hand  
free.  

Thrown  
Weapon  

Melee  
Piercing  

2  A    ranged    weapon   of   up   to   12   inches   in   its   longest  
dimension.   Examples   include   knives,   darts,   and  
javelins.  

OOG   Safety   Note:    thrown   weapons   must   be   coreless  
and   flexible.  

Bow  Piercing  3  A    2-handed    simple   recurve   bow   with   a   draw   length  
of   up   to   28   inches   and   a   draw   weight   of   up   to   26  
pounds.   Arrows   must   be   fitted   for   the   draw   length   of  
the   bow.   Bows   are   considered    ranged    weapons   and  
cannot   be   used   to   weapon   cast   spells.  

OOG   Safety   Note:    only   professionally   made   bows  
and   arrows   are   approved   for   use   at   Knight   Realms.  

Crossbow  Piercing  3  A    2-handed    simple   crossbow   with   a   maximum   draw  
weight   of   18   Joule.   Crossbows   are   considered  
ranged    weapons   and   cannot   be   used   to   weapon   cast  
spells.  
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OOG   Safety   Note:    only   professionally   made  
crossbows   and   bolts   are   approved   for   use   at   Knight  
Realms.  

Versatile:    Certain   approved   crossbows   may   be  
wielded   in   one   hand   to   instead   deal   a   base   of   2  
damage.  

Arquebus  Piercing  2  A    1-handed   ranged    cap-firing   gun   of   an   approved,  
in-genre   style.   Arquebuses   cannot   be   used   to   weapon  
cast   spells.  

Small  
Phokus  

Metaphysica 
l  

2  A    1-handed   casting    weapon   of   up   to   18   inches   in   its  
longest   dimension.   Examples   include   wands,  
spellbooks,   and   jewels.  

Large  
Phokus  

Metaphysica 
l  

3  A    2-handed     casting    weapon   of   over   18   inches   in   its  
longest   dimension.   Examples   include   staves   and  
large   tomes.  

Versatile:    Large   phoki   may   be   wielded   in   one   hand,  
but   the   character   must   keep   their   other   hand   free.  

Shield  n/a  n/a  A   shield   from   18   to   52   inches   at   its   longest  
dimension.  

OOG   Safety   Note:    shields   made   of   any   material   other  
than   foam   must   be   padded   with   foam   on   all   edges.  

 

Secondary   Equipment  
A  character’s secondary  equipment  is  a  tool  they  may  use  to  supplement  their  weapon  without                
holding  it  in  hand.  A  character  may  use  only  one  piece  of  secondary  equipment  at  a  given  time.                   
A  hero  of  any  class  may  use  any  type  of  secondary  equipment,  but  some  may  not  grant  them  any                    
benefits.  

When   using   secondary   equipment,   the   character   must   carry   or   wear   a   physical   item   to   denote   it.  

Name  Description  

Buckler  A   small   shield   of   up   to   12   inches   in   its   longest   dimension   strapped   to  
the   character’s   forearm   or   elbow.   A    buckler    counts   as   a    shield    for   all  
purposes   but   does   not   require   a   free   hand   to   use.  

Grimoire  A   book   of   spells   or   similar   item   containing   knowledge   of   supernatural  
artes,   which   may   be   held   in   hand,   carried   in   a   bag,   or   worn   on   the  
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character’s   person.   A   character   using   a    grimoire    casts   all   spells   at   -1  
second   casting   time.  

Oculum  A   tool   used   by   a   support   hero,   such   as   their   magnifying   lenses,   doctor’s  
bag,   or   tinkering   tools.   A   character   using   an    oculum    chooses   2  
Consumable   talents    from   their    talent   list    and   links   them   to   the   oculum  
for   the   encounter,   allowing   them   to   be   performed   as    procedure   talents  
with   a   base   activation   time   of   5   seconds.   Talents   linked   to   an   oculum  
may   only   be   changed   when   the   character   completes   a    rest .  

 

 

Armor  
Armor  is  a  worn  armament  that  covers  the  specified  location  with  a  protective  material,  such  as                 
leather  or  chain.  While  there  are  many  different  types  of  armor  that  may  be  worn,  Knight  Realms                  
divides   all   armor   into   4   categories.  

Wearing  armor  grants body  points  to  the  character  equal  to  the  total value  of  the  armor.  Each                  
armor  type  has  an  associated base  value  which  determines  the  number  of body  points  granted                
by   each   worn   piece   of   that   type.  

Name  Base   Value  Description  

Cloth  2  Light    armor   made   of   soft   and   lightweight   materials.   Examples  
include   gambeson   and   robes.   Cloth   armor   must   be   worn   as   a  
second   layer   in   addition   to   the   character’s   normal   clothing.  

Leather  3  Medium    armor   made   of   thick   or   hardened   leather.  

Maille  3  Medium    armor   made   of   moveable   metal   pieces.   Examples  
include   chain   maille   and   metal   scale   armor.  

Plate  4  Heavy    armor   made   of   rigid   metal   plates.  

 
Armor  can  be  worn  in  up  to  7  locations,  each  granting  their  base  value  to  the  wearer.  To  gain                    
armor   points    for   a   location,   the   armor   piece   must   cover   at   least   half   of   the   area.  

● Some  armor  locations  may  be  worn  on  both  the  left  and  right  side.  In  that  case,  each                  
piece   counts   separately.  

○ For  example,  wearing  a  leather  bracer  on  each  arm  grants  a  total  of  6 body  points                 
to   the   character.  

● A   character   may   wear   one   layer   of   each   armor   type   per   location.  
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○ For  example,  a  character  may  stack  gambeson,  a  chain  hauberk,  and  plate             
pauldrons,  gaining  9 body  points  from  each  shoulder,  plus  any body  points             
gained   from   other   areas   protected   by   armor.  

Location  Description  

Head  A   piece   of   armor   worn   on   the   head,   such   as   a   helm   or   hood.   A   circlet   of  
any   type   may   be   worn   as   head   armor   but   counts   as   light   (cloth)   armor  
regardless   of   its   material.  

Neck  Armor   worn   around   the   neck,   such   as   a   gorget   or   cowl.  

Torso  A   chest   piece   worn   to   protect   the   ribcage   and   stomach,   such   as   a  
breastplate   or   hauberk.   Torso   armor   grants   double   the   base   value   of   its  
armor   type.  

Shoulder  
(Left   and   Right)  

Armor   worn   on   the   shoulder   or   upper   arm,   such   as   a   pauldron   or   sleeve.  

Forearm  
(Left   and   Right)  

A   piece   of   armor   worn   on   the   forearm,   such   as   a   vambrace   or   gauntlet.  

Upper   Leg  
(Left   and   Right)  

Armor   worn   on   the   thighs,   such   as   tassets   or   cuisses.  

Lower   Leg  
(Left   and   Right)  

Pieces   of   armor   worn   to   protect   the   shins   or   calves,   such   as   greaves   or  
boots.  

 

Materials  
The  world  is  full  of  diverse  terrain  and  creatures,  providing  rich  resources  to  those  who  know                 
how  to  use  them.  Once  crafted  into  equipment,  these materials  bestow  power  upon  their               
wielders.  Materials  can  also  be  used  as components  in  the  creation  of  consumable  items  –  the                 
rarer   the   material,   the   more   power   it   lends   to   crafting.  

Materials   may   be   purchased   from   Logistics   at   any   time   for   triple   their   gold   piece   value.  

Common   Materials  
Common  materials  are  those  which  may  be  forged  into  weapons  and  shields  to  grant  the  wielder                 
their  associated  damage  type  with  all  attacks.  A  single  unit  of  a  common  material  is  valued  at  5                   
gold   pieces.  

Material   Name  Damage   Type   Material   Name  Damage   Type  

Aerobark  Lightning   Initrium  Sonic  
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Aetherium  Aether   Kobold   Bone  Ice  

Amber  Primal   Moonstone  Radiant  

Copper  Fire   Nethershard  Necrotic  

Crystal  Earth   Obsidian  Shadow  

Eternium  Astral   Silver  Silver  

Glimmerwood  Magic   Sunstone  Sacred  

Hallowed   Steel  Divine   Twilight   Shard  Starlight  

 
Valuable   Materials  
Valuable  materials  are  those  which  may  be  forged  into  armor,  granting  the  user  their  associated                
equipment  abilities .  A  single  unit  of  an uncommon , rare ,  or exceptional  material  is  valued  at                
10,   15,   or   20   gold   pieces,   respectively.  

Name  Rarity  Type  Description  

Corpsewood  Uncommon  Periodic  After   5   seconds   of   activation:    cure   the   character   of  
the    ENFEEBLED    status.  

Creeping  
Dusk  

Exceptional  Passive  While   using    Camouflage:    the    IMMUNE    to  
Detection    effect   persists   for   up   to   2   minutes   while  
the   character   is   in    cover .  

Dire   Beast  
Hide  

Exceptional  Passive  When   using    Parry:    the   skill   nullifies   the   effect   of  
the   previous   2   base   damage   attacks.  

Drake   Scale  Rare  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   all   numerical   damage   from   an   attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Faery   Moss  Rare  Periodic  
Enhancement  

Choose   a    Spell .   For   the   encounter,   the   spell   is   cast  
instantly   and   gains   a    cooldown    equal   to   its   casting  
time.  

Harpy   Feather  Uncommon  Periodic  When    DISPLACED :    the   character   may   choose   the  
direction   of   their   movement.  

Lycanbone  Exceptional  Passive  Reduce   the   duration   of    CURSED    effects   with   a  
duration   by   1   minute.  
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Manaleaf  Uncommon  n/a  When   crafting   an   item:    manaleaf   counts   as   5  
ranks   of   components.   This   material   may   not   be  
used   to   craft   equipment.  

Meteoric  Rare  Periodic  
Enhancement  

Choose   a    Periodic   Attack    skill.   For   the  
encounter,   any   time   the   chosen   skill   is   activated,  
the   character   gains   +1   damage   on   their   next   base  
damage   melee   weapon   attack.  

Mythril  Exceptional  Passive  Grants   the   user   +1    armor   rating    for   all   armor  
types.   The   effect   of   mythril   persists   even   if   the  
character   is    ENFEEBLED .  

Riftsilk  Rare  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the   entire   effect   of   a    Social    attack  
targeting   the   character.  

Runic   Weave  Uncommon  Periodic  Spend   a    Spell   Slot    of   any   rank.   The   character  
gains   any   number   of    Spell   Slots    with   a   total   sum  
of   ranks   equal   to   the   rank   of   the   spent   slot.  

Wytchwood  Rare  Periodic  
Reaction  
Defense  

Nullify   the    status    effect   of   an   attack   targeting   the  
character.  

Wyvern   Fang  Rare  Periodic  
Attack   (Mix)  

Strike   a   target   with   a   spell   packet   or   weapon  
attack.   The   target   suffers   10   damage   and   is  
POISONED    until   cured.  

 
Equipment   Abilities  
Equipment  abilities  are  granted  by valuable  materials  and  grant  a  variety  of  helpful  effects  to  a                 
character  wearing  crafted armor .  A  suit  of  armor  may  be  made  of  up  to  3  distinct  valuable                  
materials,   unless   the   armor   was   crafted   with   the    Smith    paragon   skill    Metallurgy    (p.   149).  

To  invoke  an equipment  ability ,  the  character  must  be  wearing  physical  armor  that  grants  at                
least  10 body  points .  At  20  points,  they  may  invoke  a  second  benefit,  and  at  30,  they  may                   
invoke   a   third.  

● An equipment  ability  in  a  suit  of  armor  may  be  invoked  any  number  of  times  up  to  the                   
maximum   of   3   total   benefits.  

○ For  example,  a  character  with  armor  made  of drake  scale and wyvern  fang  may               
choose   to   invoke    drake   scale    3   times   in   an   encounter.  

● A  passive  benefit  in  a  suit  of  armor  counts  as  invoking  a  benefit.  However,  a  character                 
may   choose   at   the   start   of   the   encounter   whether   they   wish   to   use   that   benefit.  
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○ For  example,  a  character  with  armor  made  of mythril , wytchwood ,  and faery             
moss  may  choose  to  use faery  moss  once  and wytchwood  twice  instead  of              
gaining   the   benefit   of    mythril .  

● A  character  with  the  skill Adventurer’s  Kit  may  invoke  a  fourth  benefit  regardless  of  the                
amount   of   armor   they   are   wearing.  

Armor  crafted  with Metallurgy  may  contain  up  to  5  benefits.  The  character  may  choose  from                
any  of  these  effects  when  invoking  their  benefits  during  an  encounter,  but  this  does  not  increase                 
the   limit   of   3   invoked   benefits   per   encounter.  
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C HAPTER   IV:    C OMBAT  
Silently,  you  stalk  the  woodline,  hiding  among  the  brush.  You  have  been  tracking  your  prey,  a                 
snarling  orc  with  a  penchant  for  destruction,  for  some  time  now.  You  stealthily  approach  from                
behind,  hoping  to  all  the  gods  he  doesn’t  turn  around.  Alas  –  you  were  careless;  a  twig  snaps                   
beneath  your  feet  and  he  spins  to  face  you  full-force.  You  abandon  your  plan  of  attack  and  fade                   
behind   a   nearby   tree,   clambering   up   it   to   gain   a   better   vantage   point.  

As  the  orc  tries  to  follow  your  scent,  you  examine  him  more  closely.  Piercing  his  entropic  armor                  
will  take  more  than  a  carefully  placed  blade.  You  scan  your  surroundings  as  you  invent  a  new                  
strategy,  lobbing  a  knife  at  a  nearby  tree  to  create  a  distraction  as  you  blink  far  enough  away  to                    
enact  your  plan.  Five…  four…  three…  in  a  manner  of  seconds,  you  expertly  arm  a  steel  trap,                  
concealing  it  with  fallen  leaves.  Letting  out  a  breath,  you  cup  your  hands  to  your  mouth  and                  
shout  at  your  enemy,  inciting  him  to  come  after  you.  You  ready  your  blade  as  he  falls  into  your                    
trap,   howling   in   pain,   and   prepare   to   face   him.  

——  

Combat    is   an   important   part   in   the   progression   of   stories   at   Knight   Realms.   It   is   up   to   the   heroes  
to   thwart   their   adversaries,   after   all!  

● Though   combat   creates   a   very   mechanics-heavy   scenario,   it’s   important   to   remember   to  
roleplay   throughout   it.   React   to   whatever   is   thrown   at   you,   and   put   your   all   into   what   you  
throw   back!  

Weapons   and   Combat  
Knight  Realms  uses  padded  weapons  to  simulate  combat.  For  OOG  safety  of  all  players,               
weapons  must  be  approved  for  combat  before  being  brought  into  the  game.  Check  your  game’s                
website   for   information   on   obtaining   weapon   approval.  

Combat   and   Physical   Contact  
Knight  Realms  uses  a lightest  touch  system  for  combat.  This  means  that  in  order  to  participate  in                  
weapon  combat,  the  player  should  use  the  absolute  gentlest  force  necessary  for  the  targeted               
player   to   acknowledge   that   they   have   been   hit.  

● Players  may  not  charge  other  players  in  combat  or  otherwise  tackle,  bodycheck,  or              
grapple   them.  

● Excessively  powerful  strikes,  as  well  as  strikes  to  the  head,  groin,  or  hands,  are               
considered  illegal  –  you  should  ignore  any  damage  or  skills  from  one  of  these  strikes  and                 
inform   the   offending   player   that   they   are   not   following   the   combat   safety   rules.  
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● You  may  not  use  your  hands  in  combat  for  any  purpose  other  than  wielding  your                
equipment   or   gesturing   to   use   skills.  

● Damaged   weapons   of   any   kind   must   be   removed   from   play   immediately.  

Knight  Realms  is  a no  contact  game.  A  player  may  never  physically  touch  another  player                
without   their   express   affirmative   consent.  

● Even  with  a  player’s  consent,  physical  contact  greater  than  touching  someone’s  shoulder             
or  offering  them  a  hand  to  stand  up  should  never  occur  during  combat  or  where  the                 
terrain   may   be   unsafe.  

● In  a  situation  where  you  need  to  touch  someone  to  get  their  attention  for  safety  reasons,                 
you   should   touch   their   shoulder   or   arm   only.  

When  attacking  a  target  wearing  a green headband  (p.  201)  or  firing  a  bow  or  crossbow,  a  player                   
may  not  physically  strike  the  target  with  any  type  of  attack,  including  spell  packets.  Instead,  they                 
may  call  their  damage  and  skills  as  an auto-hit  within  reach  for  melee  attacks,  or  25  feet  for                   
ranged   attacks.  

Melee   Combat  
Melee  combat  is  the  most  common  type  of  combat  and  involves  physically  striking  your               
opponent  with  the  striking  surface  of  your  weapon.  When  making  an  attack,  there  are  a  few                 
things   to   keep   in   mind   for   safety.  

● Only  strike  opponents  with  a  valid  striking  surface.  Pommels,  grips,  and  crossguards  are              
not   valid   striking   surfaces.  

● Thrusting   is   prohibited,   even   with   “thrust-safe”   weapons.  
● A  weapon  should  be  swung  in  an  arc  between  60  and  120  degrees.  “Machine  gunning”                

with  dozens  of  small,  rapid  swings  is  prohibited,  as  is  attacking  with  large,  baseball-style               
swings.  

○ This  should  result  in  an  average  of  6  inches  between  the  target  and  weapon  per                
strike,   though   larger   weapons   will   naturally   have   a   larger   arc.  

● You  may  neither  hook  an  opponent’s  weapon  to  prevent  them  from  using  it  nor  strike  it                 
with   excessive   force   to   attempt   to   disarm   them.  

● You   may   not   strike   a   ranged   or   casting   phokus   weapon   with   a   melee   attack.  

Attacks  should  be  called  in  a  clear  and  loud  voice,  with  enough  space  between  each  call  to                  
distinguish  them  from  each  other.  A  character  may  not  strike  a  single  target  with  more  than  one                  
attack   skill   per   second.  

Ranged   Combat  
There  are  several  types  of  weapons  at  Knight  Realms  which  fall  under  the  ranged  combat                
umbrella:    thrown   weapons ,    bows/crossbows ,   and    arquebuses .  
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● Ranged   weapons   may   not   be   swung   around   or   used   for   melee   combat.  
○ This   includes   both   striking   targets   and   blocking   melee   attacks.  

● When   wielding   a    thrown   weapon    or    bow/crossbow ,   you   may   perform   a    Steady   Shot .  
○ After  five  seconds  of  lining  up  your  shot,  you  may auto-hit  your  base  damage               

within   25   feet.  
○ Using   a    bow    or    crossbow    increases   the   range   of    Steady   Shot    to   100   feet.  

● Bows and crossbows may  not  be  fired  at  targets  closer  than  15  feet  from  the  character,                 
but   may   follow   the    Steady   Shot    rules   within   that   range.  

● Ranged  weapon  attacks  may  not  be  physically  blocked  or  hit  out  of  the  air  with  weapons,                 
but   may   be   blocked   with   shields   and   bucklers.  

When  using  an arquebus ,  the  character  must  point  the  weapon  at  a  target  within  25  feet  and  fire                   
the  cap.  If  the  cap  goes  off,  the  shot  is  successful,  and  the  character  may  call  their  damage  or                    
skill.  

● Arquebuses    may   be   fired   only   once   per   5   seconds.  
● An    arquebus    may   not   be   drawn   or   fired   within   3   feet   of   another   person.  

Casting   Phokus   Combat  
Casting   phoki    have   special   rules   regarding   their   use.  

● Casting  phoki  may  not  be  swung  around  or  used  for  melee  combat,  even  if  they  are  larp                  
combat-safe.  

○ This   includes   both   striking   targets   and   blocking   melee   attacks.  
○ If  a  character  is  struck  in  their  larp  combat-safe casting  phokus ,  they  must  take               

damage   as   if   they   were   struck   by   the   attack.  
● When  wielding  a casting  phokus  of  any  size,  you  may auto-hit  your  base  damage  as  an                 

attack   within   25   feet   once   per   5   seconds.  
● A    large   casting   phokus    may   be   used   to    auto-hit    a   rank   1   or   2   spell   once   per   10   seconds.  

Using   Skills  
Most   skills   are   designed   for   use   in   combat,   while   some   can   also   be   used   in   other   scenarios.  

● When  using  an Attack  skill,  you  must  strike  the  target  with  your  attack,  then  immediately                
call   your   damage   or   skill.  

○ For  example,  a  warrior  striking  an  opponent  with  a  basic  sword  attack  would  call               
“2  damage.”  If  that  warrior  were  using  a  copper  sword,  they  would  instead  call  “2                
fire.”  If  they  instead  chose  to  use  a  skill,  they  would  simply  state  the  name  of  the                  
skill,   followed   by   any   damage   it   deals,   if   applicable,   such   as   “Rend,   20   damage.”  

○ For auto-hit  attacks,  instead  of  striking  the  target,  you  must  instead  gesture             
towards   or   point   your   weapon   at   them.   The   attack   is   then   called   in   the   same   way.  
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● If  you  are  targeted  by  an  attack  and  wish  to  use  a Reaction  skill,  you  must  respond                  
immediately   by   stating   the   name   of   the   skill   and   any   additional   effects,   if   applicable.  

Some  skills  have  activation  times.  These  are  listed  in  the  description  of  the  skill.  To  fulfill  the                  
activation   time,   the   player   must   roleplay   activity   related   to   the   skill   for   the   specified   duration.  

● For  example,  to  use  the  skill Battle  Cry ,  a  character  might  give  a  brief  inspiring  speech                 
to   their   allies.  

● If  an Attack  has  an  activation  time,  you  must  fulfill  the  activation  time  before  physically                
making  the  attack,  regardless  of  delivery  method.  Once  the  activation  time  is  satisfied,              
you   have   5   seconds   to   deliver   the   attack.  

If  the  character  uses  a Movement  skill,  they  should  note  this  by  putting  their  hand  above  their                  
head  in  a  closed  fist,  moving  directly  to  their  ending  location  as  quickly  as  possible,  and  calling                  
“Lay   on.”  

● Other  beings,  unless  they  are  also  using  a Movement skill,  may  not  follow  the               
character’s   movement   until   “Lay   on”   has   been   called.  

 

Combat   and   Skill   Supplements  
Status   Effects  
While  participating  in  combat,  a  hero  may  find  themself  facing  attacks  that  deal  more  than  mere                 
wounds,  or  they  may  find  themself  temporarily  empowered  or  weakened  by  different  abilities.  In               
the  worst  case,  they  may  even  find  themself  on  death’s  doorstep.  Whatever  the  case,  temporary                
changes   in   the   character’s   condition,   or    status ,   are   defined   here.  

● Some   statuses   have   a    duration ,   while   some   persist   until   they   are   cured.  
○ If  a  status  has  two  specified  durations,  it  can  be  cured  by  satisfying  whichever               

requirement   comes   first.  
● When  a  character  completes  a rest ,  they  are  cured  of  all  statuses,  including  those  without                

finite   durations.  
● If  a  character  willingly  subjects  themself  to  a  status,  they  may  cure  themself  of  it  at  any                  

time.  

Name  Duration  Description  

Bleeding  Until   cured   or  
INCAPACITATED  

The   character   is   bleeding   profusely   from   a   wound.  

They   suffer   5   damage   every   time   they   make   an   attack.  

Blind  Until   cured  The   character   cannot   see.  
They   may   only   use   and   defend   against   melee   weapon  
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attacks   and   use   skills   delivered   by   touch.  

OOG   Safety   Note:    Players   of   blind   characters   should   not  
obscure   their   OOG   vision   in   any   way.  

Broken   Arm  Until   cured  The   character’s   arm   is   broken.  

They   may   not   use   the   targeted   arm   to   wield   a   weapon.   If  
an   attack   strikes   a   weapon   held   in   a    BROKEN   ARM ,   the  
character   suffers   the   effect   of   the   attack.  

Broken   Leg  Until   cured  The   character’s   leg   is   broken.  

They   may   not   move   faster   than   a   heel-to-toe   pace   and  
cannot   use    Movement    skills.   If   both   legs   are    BROKEN ,  
the   character   cannot   move   at   all   unless   carried   by   another  
being.  

Concealed  30   minutes  The   character   is   hidden   from   view.  

They   cannot   be   seen   by   any   other   being   unless   that   being  
uses   a   skill   that   states   otherwise.   The   concealment   is  
instantly   dispelled   if   the   character   takes   any   action   which  
affects   another   being,   with   the   exception   of   speaking   or  
using   skills   that   state   otherwise.  

This   effect   is   represented   by   wearing   a   red   headband   or  
placing   your   arm   over   your   lower   face   with   your   elbow  
bent.  

Cursed  Until   cured  
unless   specified  

The   character   is   suffering   from   a   curse.  

The   effect   of   the   curse   is   specified   in   the   skill   description.  

Critical  1   minute  The   character   is   on   the   brink   of   death.  

They   fall   to   the   ground   and   cannot   move,   use   skills,   or  
take   any   action.   This   effect   may   only   be   cured   by   skills  
that   specifically   cure    CRITICAL .   After   1   minute,   the  
character   becomes    DEAD .  

Dead  Until   cured  The   character   has   died.  

They   may   not   take   any   action   and   may   only   be   cured   by  
skills   that   specifically   cure    DEAD .   At   any   time,   the   player  
may   don   a   blue   headband   and   become   a    spirit .   Spirits   are  
DEAD     beings   that   may   move   around   and   interact   with  
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characters   in   a   limited   capacity.  

More   information   can   be   found   in   the    Death   and  
Resurrection    section   (p.   197).  

Diseased  Until   cured  
unless   specified  

The   character   is   suffering   from   a   disease.  

Diseases   inflict   a   status   effect   or   make   the   target    WEAK  
versus   a   damage   type   specified   in   the   skill   description.   If  
the   disease   is   a   status   effect,   the   normal   duration   is  
ignored   and   the   disease   lasts   until   it   is   cured.  

Displaced  N/A  The   character   has   been   moved,   by   force   or   otherwise.  

They   must   move   as   quickly   as   possible   to   the   distance  
and   direction   specified   by   the   skill.   Unless   otherwise  
noted,   a   physical   barrier,   including    Barrier    skills,   will  
stop   their   movement.   Skills   that   displace   a   character  
cannot   move   them   vertically   unless   specified.  

More   information   can   be   found   in   the    Using   Skills  
section   (p.   190).  

Enfeebled  Until   cured  The   character   has   been   weakened.  

They   may   not   invoke   equipment   abilities   from   any   of  
their   items.  

Enraged  30   seconds  The   character   perceives   the   subject   as   an   enemy.  

They   must   attack   the   subject   and   may   not   use   skills   with  
activation   times   unless   those   skills   are   attacks.  

Fatigued  30   seconds  The   character   is   exhausted.  

Their   damage   with   all   attacks   is   halved,   rounding   up   if  
applicable.  

Feared  30   seconds  The   character   is   terrified   of   the   subject.  

They   may   not   take   any   offensive   action   against   or   move  
toward   the   subject   of   their   fear.  

Highly  
Resistant  

N/A  The   character   is   extraordinarily   resistant   to   the   specified  
damage   type.  

They   suffer   only   half   the   numerical   damage   from   attacks  
of   that   damage   type,   rounding   up   if   applicable,   to   a  
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maximum   of   10   damage.  

Immune  N/A  The   character   is   immune   to   the   specified   effect.  

If   targeted   by   the   object   of   their   immunity,   they   take   no  
effect,   unless   they   are   willingly   subjecting   themself   to   it.  

Imprisoned  1   minute  The   character   has   been   frozen   in   place.  

They   may   not   take   any   action,   including   moving   and  
speaking,   and   cannot   be   affected   by   anything   except  
skills   that   would   cure   this   effect.  

Any   effects   upon   the   character   with   durations,   both  
beneficial   and   harmful,   are   paused   until   this   effect   ends.  
If   the   character   has    IMPRISONED    themself,   they   may   end  
this   effect   at   any   time.  

Incapacitated  Until   healed  
above   0   Body  

The   character   has   been   struck   down   to   0    body   points .  

They   fall   to   the   ground   and   cannot   move,   use   skills,   or  
take   any   action   other   than   speaking   at   a   conversational  
volume   unless   they   regain    body   points .  

An    INCAPACITATED     character   targeted   by   a    Killing  
Blow    (p.   197)   instantly   becomes    CRITICAL .  

Pinned  1   minute  The   character’s   limb   is   affixed   to   a   surface.  

The   character   may   not   move   from   their   position.  

Poisoned  Until   cured  The   character   is   suffering   from   a   deadly   poison.  

They   cannot   benefit   from   any    Healing    towards   their  
body   points    until   the   poison   is   cured.  

Resistant  N/A  The   character   is   resistant   to   the   specified   damage   type.  

They   suffer   only   half   the   numerical   damage   from   attacks  
of   that   damage   type,   rounding   up   if   applicable.  

Sealed   Skill  30   seconds  The   character’s   skill   has   been   sealed.  

The   specified   spell,   talent,   or   periodic   skill   may   not   be  
used.  

Slowed  30   seconds  The   character’s   movement   has   been   hindered.  

They   may   not   move   faster   than   a   heel-to-toe   pace,   cannot  
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use    Movement    skills,   and   must   wait   5   seconds   between  
every   attack   they   make.  

Stunned  10   seconds  The   character   has   become   disoriented.  

They   may   not   take   any   offensive   action.  

Tripped  10   seconds  The   character   has   been   knocked   to   the   ground.  

They   may   not   stand   for   the   duration.  

Waylaid  1   minute   or   until  
attacked  

 

The   character   has   been   dazed.  

They   may   not   take   any   action   other   than   using    Defense  
skills,   including   moving   and   speaking.   If   targeted   by   an  
attack,   this   effect   instantly   ends.  

Weak  N/A  The   character   is   particularly   susceptible   to   the   specified  
damage   type.  

They   treat   attacks   of   that   damage   type   as    bane    (p.   194)  
and   suffer   double   the   numerical   damage.  

 
Damage   Types  
Whether  from  special  weapons  or  from  different  abilities,  a  character  may  find  themself  using  or                
facing  a  special  damage  type.  To  a  regular  adventurer,  these  damage  types  mean  very  little,  but  to                  
the   right   monster,   their   effects   can   be   devastating.  

● Certain  creatures  may  be WEAK , RESISTANT , HIGHLY  RESISTANT ,  or  even IMMUNE  to             
different   damage   types.  

● All  standard  damage  types  can  be  gained  by  using  weapons  made  of  common  materials               
(p.   183)   or   from   a   class   of   the   appropriate   source.  

○ For   example,   the   Mage   class   grants    magic    damage.  
○ The   damage   type   granted   by   a   class,   if   any,   may   be   found   in   their    proficiencies .  

Among  the  standard  damage  types  are  4 aligned  damage  types.  These  types  function  identically               
to  all  other  damage  types.  When  a  creature  with  an  inherent  alignment  –  such  as  an  undead  or                   
celestial  creature  –  is  struck  by  an  attack  of  the  opposite  aligned  damage  type,  they  are  always                  
WEAK    versus   the   effect.  

● If  a  being  of  opposite  alignment  uses  an  item  that  grants  an  aligned  damage  type,  they                 
should   roleplay   difficulty   or   pain   in   doing   so.  

Bane  is  a  specialty  damage  type  that  may  only  be  dealt  by  certain  attacks.  If  a  creature  is                   
targeted   by   a   bane   effect,   it   bypasses   all   resistances   and   immunities.  
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Crafting  
Consumable  items  are  an  important  part  of  any  adventurer’s  arsenal.  In  order  to  craft  a                
Consumable ,   the   character   must   have   access   to   a   skill   that   allows   them   to   do   so.  

● Crafting  a Consumable  takes  5  minutes  and  requires  the  character  to  expend  one Talent               
Slot    (or    Spell   Slot ,   if   applicable)   of   the   same   rank   as   the   skill.  

● For  every  rank  of component  (p.  183)  spent,  the  crafting  yields  one  additional  item,  to  a                 
maximum   of   10.  

○ For  example,  a  character  can  spend  5  minutes  and  one  rank  4 Talent  Slot to  craft                 
one Potion  of  Victory  without  spending  components,  or  spend  5  ranks  of             
components   to   yield   6   potions   in   that   time.  

Summoning  
Certain  skills  allow  a  hero  to summon  minions  to  aid  them  in  combat.  A  character’s  minions  are                  
creatures   who   must   obey   their   commands,   typically   fighting   for   them.  

● A  player  must  provide  their  own  NPCs  to  portray  their  minions.  A  character  may  always                
identify   the   summoner   of   a   minion.  

○ Check   your   game’s   website   for   policies   on   NPC   summons.  

● Players   with   summoning   skills   may   choose   to   portray   their   own   minion.  
○ While   doing   so,   the   character   may   not    rest .  

Characters  of  different  classes  may  summon  different  types  of  minions.  A  character  may  only               
summon   creatures   appropriate   to   their   class.  

Creature   Type  Weakness  Class  

Aquatic  Sonic  Druid  

Avian  Sonic  Druid  

Beast  Sonic  Druid  

Construct  Primal  Alchemist  

Demon  Radiant,   Silver  Hexer,   Shaman  

Elemental  Opposing   Element  
(fire/ice,   earth/lightning)  

Shaman  

Undead   (Corporeal)  Radiant,   Silver  Hexer  

Undead   (Incorporeal)  Radiant  Hexer  
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Verdant  Sonic  Druid  

 

When  summoning  a  creature,  the  player  must  use  the  following  template  to  create  their  cards.                
The   minion   starts   with   the   following   skills,   which   may   not   be    Paragon    or    Master    skills.  

Choose  an archetype  (warrior,  rogue,  or  spellcaster).  All  skills  must  be  chosen  from  that               
archetype.  

● 20    body   points  
● +1    damage   proficiency    of   the   appropriate   archetype  
● ×1    Passive    skill   of   the   player’s   choice  
● ×1    Periodic     Defense    skill   of   the   player’s   choice  
● ×2    Periodic    or    Spell    skills   of   the   player’s   choice,   excluding    Defense    skills  

○ This   can   be   2   uses   of   1   skill   or   1   use   each   of   2   different   skills.  

Additionally,   the   minion   is    WEAK    versus   any   damage   types   specified   in   the   above   table.  

A  character  may  spend  up  to  10  ranks  of components  to  empower  their  summoned  minions.  For                 
every   rank   of   component   spent,   the   minion   gains   one   of   the   following   effects:  

● +10    body   points  
● +1    damage   proficiency    of   the   appropriate   archetype,   to   a   maximum   of   +4  
● ×1    Passive    skill   of   the   player’s   choice  
● ×1    Periodic    or    Spell    skill   of   the   player’s   choice  

○ This  can  be  an  additional  use  of  any  of  the  skills  the  minion  already  knows  or                 
other   additional   skills.  

● Access   to   an   additional   archetype’s   skills   (warrior,   rogue,   or   spellcaster)  

Traps   and   Locks  
Certain  beings  are  able  to  lay traps  for  their  enemies. Traps are  denoted  with  brown  or  yellow                  
string.  

● A    trap    denoted   with   brown   string   is   visible   to   all   characters   who   see   it.  
● A trap denoted  with  yellow  string  is CONCEALED  and  may  only  be  seen  by  a  character                 

using   a    Detection    skill.  

To  set  a trap ,  a  character  must  have  the  skill Tools  of  the  Trade .  After  5  seconds  setting  the                    
trap by  laying  string  to  represent  the  trigger,  choose  a Consumable  Attack  item  or trap  kit (p.                  
130).  The  first  being  to  touch  the  trigger  is  targeted  by  the  effect.  The trap is  consumed  unless  it                    
has   the    Resetting   Switch    module.  

Occasionally,   a   character   may   come   across   a   locked   door,   box,   or   other   such   item.  
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● Locks have  a durability  which  represents  how  long  a  character  needs  to  work  at  picking                
the   lock   to   open   it.  

● Locks    can   be   picked   with   the   skill    Tools   of   the   Trade .  

Death   and   Resurrection  
Killing   Blows  
When  a  hero  fells  an  enemy  in  combat,  they  may  wish  to  finish  that  enemy  off  by  performing  a                    
Killing   Blow .  

● Only INCAPACITATED  beings  within  reach  of  the  character  are  valid  targets  for Killing              
Blows .  

● Performing  a Killing  Blow  requires  5  seconds  of  uninterrupted  activation  time,  during             
which   the   character   should   roleplay   accordingly.  

○ A  Priest  might  pray  over  the  body,  a  Marksman  might  line  up  a  fatal  shot,  or  a                  
Berserker   might   simply   continue   attacking.  

○ Whatever  your  roleplay,  it  should  end  by  pointing  at  the  target  and  calling              
“Killing   Blow.”  

After  being  targeted  by  a Killing  Blow ,  the  target  immediately  becomes CRITICAL .  After  1               
minute   has   passed,   the   target   will   become    DEAD .  

● A Killing  Blow  may  be  redirected,  such  as  with  the  skill Intercept ,  as  a  regular  attack.  If                  
a   living   creature   becomes   the   target   of   a    Killing   Blow ,   it   has   no   effect.  

● Only Defense  skills  that  specifically  nullify Killing  Blow  may  be  used  to  defend  the               
effect.  

Death  
When  a  character  reaches  the  end  of  their CRITICAL  count,  they  are  considered DEAD .  While  this                 
would  be  the  end  for  an  ordinary  being,  the  souls  of  heroes  are  not  so  easily  bested,  and  certain                    
skills  may  help  a  character  return  to  the  land  of  the  living  once  they  have  passed.  Many  heroes                   
return  from  the  grave  once,  twice,  or  several  times,  while  some  have  been  known  to  perish  at                  
their   first   death.  

Character   death   has   distinct   meanings   from   an   in-   and   out-of-game   perspective.  

● From   an   in-game   standpoint,   death   is   mysterious   and   unknown.  
○ On  average,  a  heroic  soul  can  be  resurrected  once  or  twice,  but  there  is  no  method                 

to  tell  if  a  hero  can  return  once  they  die.  If  a  hero  falls  in  combat,  only  time  can                    
tell   if   their   soul   is   strong   enough   to   be   brought   back   to   life.  

● From   an   out-of-game   standpoint,   returning   from   death   is   a   player’s   choice.  
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○ When  a  character  dies,  or  at  any  other  time,  the  player  may  choose  to retire  (p.                 
203)  the  character  and  start  anew.  If  the  player  wishes  to  continue  playing  the               
character,   they   may   instead   choose   to   be    resurrected .  

● Certain   events   may   arise   in-character   with   the   threat   of   permanent   death.  
○ A  player  will  never  be  forced  to  participate  in  an  encounter  on  which  this  is  a  risk.                  

Prior  to  these  encounters,  players  will  be  informed  of  the  possibility  of  character              
death   and   given   a   choice   of   whether   or   not   to   proceed.  

If  a  player  chooses  to  allow  it,  their  character  may  be  returned  to  life  after  death.  At  any  time                    
after  becoming DEAD ,  the  player  may  don  a  blue headband  (p.  201)  to  represent  being  a spirit .                  
While  most  beings  cannot  see  spirits,  some  heroes  have  the  ability  to,  whether  from  their                
supernatural  abilities  or  keen  sense  of  perception.  Any  player  may  choose  whether  their  character               
is   able   to   interact   with   some   or   all   spirits   and   may   change   this   at   any   time.  

● Spirits   may   not   make   attacks   or   use   any   skills.  
● Spirits   are   intangible   and   may   not   use   or   trade   items.  

Resurrection  
To   resurrect   a   spirit,   the   character   must   perform   the   resurrection   process   for   at   least   5   minutes.  

● Think   about   how   you   want   to   roleplay   the   resurrection   process.  
○ Do  you  craft  a  new  vessel  for  the  being’s  soul?  Do  you  use  dark  magic  to  bring                  

them  back  from  death’s  door?  Do  you  make  an  offering  to  a  deity  to  pray  for  their                  
return?  

○ Resurrection  is  a  personal  process  –  no  two  characters  are  required  to  engage  in               
the   same   roleplay   to   perform   it.  

● When  developing  your  resurrection  style,  include  the  target  of  the  resurrection  in  the              
process   where   you   can.  

○ Ask  them  questions  about  their  life  and  motivation  to  return,  have  them  engage              
with  you  in  ceremony,  or  simply  discuss  with  the  other  player  what  their  character               
is   experiencing.  

○ Remember   that   roleplay   shines   the   most   when   it   is   shared   with   others!  

When  a  character  is  resurrected,  they  are  healed  to  their  maximum body  points ,  cured  of  all                 
statuses ,  and  considered  to  have  completed  a rest  (p.  203).  The  character  suffers resurrection               
sickness    until   they   report   to   Logistics   to   roll   on   the    Death   Chart .  

● A   character   suffering   resurrection   sickness   cannot   rest.  
○ Once   a   character   rolls   on   the   Death   Chart,   they   are   cured   of   resurrection   sickness.  

● The  Death  Chart  determines  side  effects  of  resurrection  –  some  good,  some  neutral,  some               
bad.  
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○ This  chart  is  subject  to  change  on  a  consistent  basis  to  introduce  new  results,               
include  special  effects  related  to  a  weekend  story,  or  provide  a  chart  unique  to  an                
individual   encounter.  

Reanimation  
Characters  with  the Reanimation  skill  may  perform  limited  resurrections  in  combat.  If  a DEAD               
being  has  not  yet  become  a  spirit  by  donning  a  blue  headband  and  less  than  10  minutes  have                   
passed   since   their   death,   they   are   eligible   for   reanimation.  

To   reanimate   a   being,   the   character   must   spend   1   minute   performing   the   reanimation   process.  

● A   being   resurrected   through    Reanimation    does   not   suffer   resurrection   sickness.  
● A  reanimated  being  is  healed  to  their  maximum Body  and  cured  of  all  statuses,  but  does                 

not   complete   a    rest .  

Though  reanimation  has  the  same  mechanical  end  result  as  resurrection,  the  roleplay  to  get  there                
can  be  quite  different.  While Resurrection  is  typically  a  mystical  ceremony, Reanimation  is              
more  often  a  medical  procedure.  Develop  a  personal  roleplay  style  for  reanimation  just  as  you                
would   for   resurrection!  

C HAPTER   V:    M ISCELLANEOUS    R ULES  
Player   Characters   and   Non-Player   Characters  
Beings   that   exist   within   the   Knight   Realms   game   world   are   called    characters .  

● While  there  is  a  clear  out-of-game  distinction  between player  characters  (characters            
created  by  players)  and non-player  characters  (characters  created  by  storytellers  and            
other  game  staff),  in-game,  all  characters  are  beings  with  their  own  free  will  and               
objectives.  

● While  individuals  retain  ownership  of  player  characters  they  create  within  the  Knight             
Realms  universe,  Knight  Realms  reserves  the  right  to  use  the  name  and  likeness  of  any                
character   that   has   appeared   within   the   game   world.  

Heroes are  beings  born  with  powerful  souls  possessing  the  ability  to  increase  substantially  in               
power.  A  hero’s  growth  in  their  lifetime  is  exceptional  compared  to  that  of  the  common  person.                 
This   is   represented   by   earning   build   and   learning   new   skills   past   level   1.  

● All  player  characters  –  even  those  who  do  not  participate  in  conventionally  “heroic”              
activities   –   are   considered   to   be   heroes.  
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If  a  player  knows  information  about  the  game  world,  characters  that  exist,  or  events  that  have                 
occurred   within   it,   they   may   choose   to   have   their   character   also   know   this   information.  

● This  includes  any  lore  posted  on  official  Knight  Realms  pages,  storylines  run  at  events,               
and   information   shared   between   players   between   events.  

Roleplaying  
Roleplaying  is  the  act  of  playing  as  a  character  different  from  yourself.  Characters  have  the                
capacity  to  have  emotions  and  motivations  far  different  from  the  player  that  portrays  them  and  it                 
is   encouraged   for   players   to   explore   this   difference   as   they   play   the   game.  

● While  it  is  not  required  to  do  so,  it  is  highly  recommended  to  come  up  with  several  points                   
to   distinguish   character   from   player   in   your   roleplay.  

● Knight  Realms  follows  a  philosophy  of  “play  what  you  want.”  Your  character  can  be  a                
warrior  whose  strength  comes  from  a  magical  bloodline  rather  than  training,  a  mage  who               
weaves  spells  using  divine  power,  or  anything  else  that  fits  within  the  confines  of  the                
world!  

In  addition  to  developing  your  character,  you  will  often  find  yourself  engaged  in  roleplay  with                
others,  interacting  with  the  environment,  or  working  with  a  storyteller  to  achieve  a  goal.  In  these                 
situations,  you  are  free  to  describe  your  character  doing  just  about  anything,  as  long  as  it  doesn’t                  
give   them   power   beyond   their   card   or   over   another   player.  

For   example,   if   your   character   is   a   warrior,   you   might   use   some   of   these   ideas:  

● Your  character  is  skilled  in  surviving  in  the  wilderness.  They  can  easily  make  camp,  find                
food   and   water,   and   build   a   fire   from   very   little.  

● Your  character  has  studied  the  art  of  swordplay  and  can  perform  deft  maneuvers,  such  as                
cutting   objects   in   half   midair.  

● Your  character  has  seen  many  battles  and  is  able  to  withstand  most  pain.  They  can  easily                 
make   an   improvised   weapon   out   of   almost   anything.  

● Your   character   has   a   high   tolerance   for   liquor   or   other   intoxicating   substances.  

If   your   character   is   a   rogue,   you   might   use   some   of   these   ideas:  

● Your  character  always  has  a  trick  up  their  sleeve.  They  can  produce  small  objects  from                
unseen   places.  

● Your  character  can  perform  feats  of  accuracy,  such  as  knife  throwing  or  shooting  an  apple                
off   someone’s   head.  

● Your  character  is  skilled  in  simple  sleight  of  hand  tricks,  such  as  street  magic  and  card                 
tricks.  

● Your  character  is  dextrous  and  can  perform  feats  of  acrobatics,  such  as  gymnastics  or               
walking   a   tightrope.  
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If   your   character   is   a   spellcaster,   you   might   use   some   of   these   ideas:  

● Your  character  can  perform  minor  mystical  tricks,  such  as  summoning  dancing  lights  or              
sounds,   changing   the   color   of   an   object,   or   cleaning   a   dirty   spot   off   their   clothing.  

● Your   character   has   an   animal   or   mystical   familiar,   which   they   can   summon   at   any   time.  
● Your  character  has  power  over  natural  elements  and  can  cause  plants  to  grow  or  wither,                

or   alter   the   weather   around   a   person.  
● Your   character   can   manipulate   light   objects   from   afar.  

If   your   character   is   a   support   class,   you   might   use   some   of   these   ideas:  

● Your  character  studies  a  variety  of  mediums  and  can  develop  minor  creations,  such  as               
concentrated   alcohol,   preservation   solutions,   or   small   clockwork   objects.  

● Your  character  has  experienced  many  experiments  gone  wrong  and  can  withstand  smells             
and  sights  more  grotesque  than  most  can  handle,  such  as  sulphur,  viscera,  or  other  ghastly                
concoctions.  

● Your  character  is  always  prepared  to  work  on  a  project  and  can  usually  produce  tools  and                 
spare   parts,   or   find   something   close   enough   to   do   the   job.  

● Your  character  is  learned  and  understands  advanced  arithmetic,  geometry,  astronomy,  and            
music.  

These  ideas  are  merely  suggestions  and  guidelines,  not  rules  –  you  can  either  use  them  as-is  or                  
take  inspiration  from  them  to  form  your  roleplay.  However,  if  you  are  performing  a  roleplay                
effect   that   affects   another   character,   they   must   consent   to   the   act   for   it   to   succeed.  

● If  you  are  uncomfortable  at  any  time  with  another  player’s  roleplay,  you  are  always  free                
to  leave  a  scene  using  the Lookdown  rule  (p.  202),  or  report  the  offending  player  to  game                  
staff   if   they   are   causing   issues.  

Headbands   and   Safety  
Knight  Realms  uses  colored  headbands  and  hand  signs  to  denote  different  states  of  being,  which                
are   outlined   here.  

● White  headbands  signify  that  the  player  is out-of-game .  Characters  should  treat  the             
player   as   if   they   are   not   there.  

○ If  you  do  not  have  a  white  headband,  you  may  instead  touch  your  closed  fist  or                 
weapon  to  the  top  of  your  head.  This  should  be  done  for  short  periods  of  time                 
only.  

○ You   should   always   carry   a   white   headband   on   your   person   during   an   event.  

● Green  headbands  signify  that  a  player  is non-combat .  Other  players  may  not  strike  them               
with   spell   packet   or   weapon   attacks   (p.   187).  
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○ A  player  wearing  a  green  headband  may  not  participate  in  melee  combat,  but  may               
use   ranged   weapons   and   spell   packets.  

○ The  non-combat  state  exists  solely  for  the  comfort  and  safety  of  players.  At  any               
time  during  an  event,  you  may  choose  to  put  on  or  take  off  a  green  headband                 
according   to   your   level   of   comfort   with   combat   at   that   time.  

● Red  headbands  signify  that  the  character  is CONCEALED  (p.  191).  Other  characters             
should   treat   the   concealed   character   as   if   they   cannot   see   them.  

○ If  you  do  not  have  a  red  headband,  you  may  instead  bend  your  arm  at  a  right                  
angle  over  the  lower  half  of  your  face,  as  if  holding  a  cloak  or  sheet  in  front  of  it,                    
to   denote   concealment.  

● Blue    headbands   signify   that   the   character   is   a    spirit    (p.   197).  

In  addition  to  these  headbands  and  associated  signs,  Knight  Realms  uses  several  additional              
safety   systems.  

● At  any  point,  a  player  may  call  “Hold!”  to  immediately  pause  all  gameplay  within               
earshot.  

○ This   may   be   used   for   safety   or   by   game   staff   for   a   variety   of   other   reasons.  
○ While  in  a  Hold,  all  players  must  remain  in  place  and  quiet,  unless  it  is  necessary                 

for  them  to  do  otherwise  (such  as  giving  instructions  or  moving  for  safety              
reasons.)   You   may   not   take   IG   actions   while   in   a   Hold.  

○ When  the  Hold  is  resolved,  the  player  who  called  it  should  call  “3-2-1  Lay  on!”  to                 
resume   gameplay.  

Because  calling  a  Hold  can  be  disruptive  to  the  game,  if  you  can  accomplish  what  you  need  to                   
without  calling  one,  you  are  encouraged  to  do  so.  To  help  avoid  frequent  holds,  Knight  Realms                 
uses   several   hand   sign   systems.  

● OK  Check  In  is  designed  for  players  to  check  in  with  each  other  if  a  participant  in  the                   1

scene  seems  uncomfortable.  To  check  in,  make  the  “OK”  hand  sign  (making  a  circle  with                
your   thumb   and   pointer   finger)   in   front   of   your   chest.  

○ If   a   player   responds   with   a   thumbs   up   (“I   am   OK”),   continue   the   scene   as   normal.  
○ If  a  player  responds  with  a  thumbs  down  (“I  am  not  OK”),  immediately  end  the                

scene.   Ask   the   player   if   they   need   to   be   taken   to   an   OOG   area   to   decompress.  
○ If  a  player  responds  with  a  flat  or  waved  hand  (“I  am  unsure”),  still  ask  the  player                  

if   they   need   to   be   taken   to   an   OOG   area   to   decompress.  

● Lookdown   is   a   bow-out   system   designed   for   players   to   gracefully   exit   a   scene.  2

1  Designed   by   Maury   Brown,   Sarah   Lynne   Bowman,   and   Harrison   Greene.  
2  Designed   by   Johanna   Koljonen   and   Trine   Lise   Lindahl.  
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○ If  you  are  no  longer  OOG  comfortable  participating  in  a  scene,  you  may  bow  your                
head  and  place  your  open  hand  a  few  inches  in  front  of  your  eyes.  Be  sure  to  not                   
obscure   your   vision   when   doing   so.  

○ Immediately   exit   the   scene.  
○ If  a  player  exits  a  scene  using  Lookdown,  no  other  players  should  follow  them.               

The  player  will  not  receive  any  IG  consequences  as  a  result  of  leaving,  but  may                
not   use   this   system   as   a   way   of   avoiding   other   IG   consequences.  

Resting  
After  a  long  and  arduous  encounter,  most  adventurers  want  nothing  more  than  to  relax  and                
recuperate  their  strength. Resting  allows  the  character  to  restore  their  health  and  regain  any  spent                
skills.  

To   complete   a   rest,   a   character   must   remain   in   a   single   area   for   one   hour.   

● During   this   time,   they   may   not   use   any   skills.  
● If   the   character’s   rest   is   interrupted   by   combat,   they   may   engage   for   up   to   2   minutes.  

○ They   may   not   use   any   skills   except    Proficiency    and    Passive    skills.  
○ If  they  engage  in  combat  for  more  than  2  minutes,  their  rest  time  is  reset  and  they                  

must   begin   again.  

● If   the   character   leaves   the   area   in   which   they   were   resting,   their   rest   time   is   reset.  

When   a   character   has   rested,   they   are   ready   to   take   on   the   next   adventure.  

● All    Augment    and    Enhancement    skills   benefiting   them   are   dispelled.  
○ Most    Latent    abilities,   unless   otherwise   specified,   persist   through   rests.  

● They   are   cured   of   all   statuses,   both   beneficial   and   detrimental.  
● They   are   restored   to   their   maximum    body     point    total.  

 
Retirement  
Retirement is  the  process  by  which  a  player  may  entirely  rewrite  a  character’s  statistics  into  a                 
new   character.  

● When   a   character   is   retired,   all   earned    build    is   transferred   to   a   brand   new   character.  
○ Characters   created   from   retirement   do   not   gain   starting    build .  

● The  new  character  retains  all  wealth  from  the  retired  character.  Items  may  be  turned  in  for                 
a   gold   piece   value   or   kept   as   is,   with   the   exception   of   unique   plot   items.  

● A  character  may  be  brought  out  of  retirement  at  any  time,  but  begins  play  again  at                 
starting   level   unless   the   player   retires   another   character   into   them.  
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If  the  player  wishes  to  pre-script  a  retirement  scene  with  a  storyteller,  they  may  do  so.  The                  
resulting  character  loses  25%  of  their  total build and  wealth,  which  may  never  be  recovered,                
even   if   the   character   is   brought   out   of   retirement.  

● If  a  player  wishes  to  bring  a  character  retired  in  cooperation  with  a  storyteller  back  into                 
the   game,   they   must   work   with   the   storyteller   prior   to   doing   so.  

● A  character  retired  with  a  storyteller  may  not  be  brought  out  of  retirement  for  at  least  one                  
year.  
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